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1.  From Seesaw to Wagon Wheel  
A reassessment of impartiality by Andrew Marr  
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Rich (Deputy Editor, BBC Six O’Clock News), Jon Snow (Presenter, Channel 4 News), Justin Webb (BBC 
Washington correspondent), Alan Yentob (Creative Director, BBC) 
   
3.  Into the Fire 
Panel discussion and floor debate                        
  
4.  Saying the Unsayable    
The impartiality implications of the BBC drama Shoot the Messenger considered by Sharon Foster 
(writer) and Hilary Salmon (Executive Producer, BBC Films) 
 
5.  Ask the Audience 
Magnus Willis, Managing Partner of Sparkler, presents the results of specially-commissioned 
research into public perceptions of impartiality 
 
6.  Minding the Mindset 
Janet Daley (columnist on The Daily Telegraph) on the perils of accepted wisdom 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

 

Seminar Transcript  
 

FILMED INTERVIEWS BEGIN: 

DOROTHY BYRNE:  I think impartiality is sort of journalism for scared people and that they 

use the notion of due impartiality as an excuse for being rather pathetic.  We’ve got to go out 

and find passionate, angry, exciting, interesting people and we’ve got to somehow get their 

passion and anger and fascinating views on to the screen so that other people can hear them  we 

musn’t be in the way.  We’re not there to mediate. 

 

Film continues: 

MICHAEL BUERK:  What is better though is that, I could interview somebody, an Ethiopian 

who couldn’t speak English and we could voice those, we could say what this, this particular 

Ethiopian was saying.  Back in 1984 there was absolutely no chance of anybody being 

interviewed who didn’t speak English.   

So in essence all those millions of dying people had no voice of their own, and that, you know 

that would be an improvement.  On the other hand the pressures now in the way reporters are, 

are not trained, but encouraged to report is to involve themselves in the story.  To be part of the 

story, to emote more than analyse and I think I would have ended up in you know, in things 

which actually I find distasteful. 

 

Film continues 

PETER FINCHAM:  In a commercial organization the thing you really agonize over is the 

commercial factors and the bottom line and I, and I always think that the BBC, freed of the 

need to agonize over the bottom line therefore has a lot of spare capacity to agonize over other 

things.  Does it agonize too much over impartiality?  I don’t think you can go so far as to say 

that, but I think also the BBC quite likes the agonizing. 

 

Film continues: 

JEFF RANDALL:  It’s a bit like walking into a Sunday meeting of the flat earth society.  That’s 

what I felt like, you walk into the flat earth society and of course everybody thinks the earth is 

flat, and as they discuss great issues of the day they discuss it from the point of view that the 

earth is flat.  If someone overhears this, ‘no, no, no the earth is round’, they think this person is 

an extremist, that’s what it’s like for someone with my views, right of sense of views working 



 
 

inside the BBC. 

FILM ENDS

MICHAEL GRADE:  Well thank you very much, I’m sorry about the false start but, my name’s 

Michael Grade and I’m the Chairman of the BBC board of governors, Chairman designate of 

the trust which starts on January 1st.  A range of views there just proving that one persons 

impartiality is another persons bias.  What today is about I hope, is about looking at the BBC’s 

role in the future world of plenty of broadcasting.   

 

I think the old consensus is unsustainable.  The consensus that said that  freedom of expression 

in the print media was best executed by a range of opinions and partial journalism and that 

tradition is alive and kicking and very, very well in this country.   

 

There’s a range of diversity and impartial newspapers who have serious views about world 

events, about domestic events and so on.  Our broadcasters have grown up in a completely 

different discipline where freedom of expression was considered and deemed, and the 

consensus, the general consensus was best served by an impartial news media and uh not just 

news with current affairs, drama light entertainment and so on, I don’t think that’s a sustainable 

model in the world of plenty to come.  That raises the question of what changes for the BBC in 

terms of it’s duty of impartiality and impartiality for me,  for the whole, all Boards of the BBC 

over the past 70 years, impartiality has been the other side of the independence coin.  And as we 

defend the independence of the BBC, I think it’s impossible to defend the independence of the 

BBC unless the BBC is perceived to be impartial.  But what new pressures are going to emerge 

in the digital world to come.  What do we mean by impartiality?   

 

What I absolutely don’t want today to be about is a kind of jury verdict on whether the BBC has 

been impartial in the past on this issue, that issue, that won’t help us at all.  We have processess 

and ways of examining our coverage of various areas of uh national life and international life.   

We’ve looked at, we’ve had independent panels looking at recently coverage of the middle east, 

coverage of Europe.  We’re about to look at business coverage on the BBC which I’m sure will 

please Jeff who has finally lost his innate shyness and humility and managed to come out of his 

shell and appear on the screens again, for which many thanks Jeff.   

 

But I hope this will be much more of a philosophical debate about the role of impartiality to the 

BBC.  Is it going to change, is it, are there going to be greater pressures on the BBC in the 



 
 

future.  In preparing this event I said to the producer John, I said you’re allowed, for this journey 

you’re allowed one luxury and he said I would really like Sue Lawley to be that luxury to host 

that event, so without any further ado I will hand over to your host for the day, Sue Lawley. 

 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Well I’ve never been a luxury before, but here I am.  Can I ask you first of all 

to do the decent thing and turn off phones or make them silent or whatever.   

 

I thought I’d actually begin by doing something which with any luck no one else will do all day, 

and that is by quoting the BBC’s editorial guidelines.  It’ll be quick I promise and it won’t hurt a 

bit.  Impartiality lies at the heart of the BBC’s commitment to it’s audiences.  It applies across all 

of our services and output.. it includes a commitment to reflecting a diversity of opinion, but if 

at its best the BBC is the nation talking to itself, who defines what itself is.  Who judges that?  

Who judges what is biased?  It seems to me that the exercise of true impartiality probably 

requires a mixture of Solomon like judgment and platonic virtue that not all of us possess.   

so what are the chances of acting impartially and aren’t they a little slim.  That’s what we hope to 

be discussing today, it’s a huge subject, I doubt we’ll manage to master it in a day, let alone 

rewrite the rules in a one day seminar.  But we do want to encourage as much debate from all of 

you as possible.   From our panellists, but as much from the floor.  Um, we aim first of all to 

begin by provoking you.  In half an hour’s time we’ll embark on the perils of the special 

hypothetical program with Clive Anderson in the Chair, our top draw panel, I’ve spoken to them 

all this morning and they’re already quaking with fear.  They’ll be discussing modern 

broadcasting dilemmas.  After lunch we’ll be discussing a recent BBC2 drama ‘Shoot the 

Messenger’, which you probably saw accused of washing the dirty linen of the Afro-Caribbean 

community in public, which as the criticism of the writer goes, um a black writer should not do 

in front of ‘whiteys’.  She, the writer will be answering back.  And then at the end of the day 

Janet Daley, no punch puller either will be suggesting that some producers are lazy, ignorant and 

credulous, so good fun.  But first a session with a curious title from see saw to wagon wheel I’ll 

leave the speaker to decipher that for you,  he’s a man who when he first crossed from print to 

broadcast journalism suffered quite a lot of charges of acting impartially himself.  So he has a 

close understanding of the subject, please would you welcome the writer and the BBC’s former, 

and broadcaster, and former BBC political editor Andrew Marr. 

 

ANDREW MARR:  Thank you very much indeed Sue and a very stimulating film to get us 



 
 

going there.  I have to say already offensive opinions being expressed in this room.  I think the 

notion of people getting up in public and suggesting the world is round is completely grotesque 

and many of us winced (laughter).  To start  with a confession, I loathe the word impartiality, I 

think it has a kind of dreary, papery, antiseptic, news and controversy repellent feel about it.  I 

much prefer the word fairness um and I’m going to use fairness much more than I’m going to 

use impartiality in what I say.  I think fairness is impartiality for journalists.   As a many of you 

know, I came from a, riotously unfair background when I joined the BBC, where newspapers 

papers I had been paid for many years to be unfair and the more entertainingly and outrageously 

and engagingly unfair I was in writing columns the more my salary increased. 

 

Then I moved to the BBC where the first thing that happens to you as a BBC journalist is that 

you’re taken down into a dank basement and have your trousers pulled down and your organs of 

opinion removed with a pair of secators by the then Director-General and popped in a 

formaldehyde bottle (laughter) where you’re told you’re allowed them back when you leave and 

in the case of Jeff Randall they clearly worked (laughter).   

 

I was absolutely astounded as a new BBC recruit by the amount of thought and the amount 

indeed of agonizing that went into political impartiality.  As the number of strained 

conversations about whether this particular phrase, this particular word was strictly fair.  I 

completely applaud this.   

 

I think it’s, it’s one of the things the BBC is here for, but in a sense it’s relatively easy.  It’s fiddly, 

it’s complicated, it takes time and it does take a bit of agonizing to get all the party balance and 

the balance of opinion as fairly distributed as you can do, but it’s not difficult.  Particularly it’s 

not difficult when you’re still operating in a left right spectrum. 

 

I’m doing a film at the moment on Gordon Brown and it’s fiddly in terms of getting the balance 

of fairness from people on the right, the left, of different perspectives who think he’s going to 

be a disaster and those who thinks he’s going to be wonderful, and you put it together.   

 

But we’re all trained to do that in the BBC and as I say, once you learn to do it, like riding a 

complicated bicycle it’s not that difficult.  I think however the world has changed in key 

respects.  The reason we gave the title from pendulum to wagon wheel is that I think traditional 

left right impartiality, which we still have to remember, still very, very important, particularly in 



 
 

the news part of news and current affairs, is being challenged by new forms of impartiality or 

fairness which we’re going to find, and already find a lot harder to deal with.  I should say that I 

think it’s very, very important that television tries to retain some basic understanding of fairness 

at its heart.   Not because of the licence fee or funding, but because for the best part of 50 years 

it’s been such a powerful medium.  From time to time, when I have conversations with ministers 

about the BBC and they’ll say well actually in many ways we think your time is over.  We think 

we’d be much better off with a vigorous independent, commercial broadcasting environment 

where the BBC guidelines were forgotten and where the tax payer could simply pay for what 

they wanted, and I will reply I can think of nothing better, that would be fantastic.   

 

To use the power and the vivid expression and the emotional punch of television to say exactly 

what I wanted about you people, completely freed of any shackles, I can think of nothing that 

would be more enjoyable.  To take my old world of being a newspaper columnist wholesale into 

television with all its armoury of emotional power, wow that’d be great. 

 

And my interlocutor blanched and said well in the end the BBC would retain it’s licence fee and 

was probably a case for that.  But the world’s changed in 2 or 3 important ways, I’d just like to 

go through them briefly.  The first of course is that, as we know the traditional left right party 

spectrum has become, to put it politely a little more complicated.   

 

I could put together a panel of people to discuss the Iraq war ranging from livid opponents of 

the whole escapade, people wanting Britain out immediately, right through to people who were 

passionately committed to it and thought it would still turn out alright, all from the same party. 

 

I could put them there from the Labour party, or I could have the same panel with the same 

range of opinions from the Conservative party, and therefore on many issues, that’s just one 

example, we can do the same thing on taxation, hospital funding, on many things where inside 

the parties there is now almost as wide a range of opinion almost as there are between them. 

 

And therefore the question now raises itself, does fairness in party politics mean a Tory 

spokesman, a Labour spokesman, a little bit of a Liberal Democrat spokesman, and on a bad day 

the SNP hanging off the end, and the answer to that is, I think it doesn’t mean that, you can 

have a, an allegedly impartial or balanced or fair news package on most subjects of the day, 

which will exclude almost all the real argument.  You could have people clustered together on, 



 
 

everyone’s saying oh we’re in favour of green taxes, every single party’s in favour of new 

taxation of 4 by 4’s for instance, or air fares, every single party goes fuzzy when you ask exactly 

what they mean, but they’re all clustered together, it’s not an argument, it’s not a conversation.  

Similarly you could have a perfectly balanced interesting news package about say the Iraq war 

and only have members of the conservative party in that package.   

 

Now would that be an acceptable thing to do these days?  We should at least debate that I think 

today.  So that’s the first thing that’s changed, but the second thing is that the range of issues 

coming up ahead of us as journalists, such as migration, such as the role of Islam and the role of 

Shariah law in a liberal society are way outside the normal range of impartiality as the BBC has 

grown up to understand it and raise, I think very, very difficult questions.  If there is a 5% view 

inside the country that it would a good thing one day if this was an Islamic country and the 

Ummah was extended across Britain.   Should that be represented 5% when we’re making 

programmes about these subjects, or 50%?  How good are we at getting inside the lively debates 

inside the Muslim community about its direction and its relationship to infidel society around it.  

A lot of the preachers around the East end of London and other cities at the moment only speak 

Urdu, don’t speak English at all, going back to what Michael Buerk was saying.  So these, the 

wagon wheel is simply that the need for fairness and the range of debate that we have to have is 

much greater than it used to be, which causes I think particular problems for the BBC, because 

the BBC I would argue is not an impartial organisation, any organisation which thinks it’s neutral 

is, is barking.   

 

The BBC is a publicly funded urban organisation with an abnormally large proportion of 

younger people, of people in ethnic minorities and almost certainly of gay people than the 

population at large. 

 

It depends on the states approval at least for its funding mechanism and all this creates an innate 

liberal bias inside the BBC and I think if we pretend there isn’t an institutional liberal bias of that 

kind which is much more clearly expressed as a cultural bias than as a party political bias, 

because as I said at the beginning, the party political bit is relatively speaking, dead easy.  

Complicated, fiddly, infuriating at times, but fundamentally easy.  The liberal bias that we deal 

with, I think is harder.  There was, I think one of the best things that was ever said about the 

BBC goes way, way back to a fusty committee of the great and the good reporting in 1935 on 

some of the dilemmas ahead, 



 
 

 

If this television thing ever got off the ground, um and this parliamentary committee said, and 

I’m going to read this bit out because it’s important.  ‘There’s an inevitable tendency in the 

general programmes of the Corporation to devote more time to the expression of new ideas and 

the advocacy of change in social and other spheres than the defence of orthodoxy and stability 

since the reiteration of what exists and is familiar is not so interesting as the exposition of what 

might be.’  And that is as, that is about as good a definition of how broadcasting works as I can 

think of.  Of course any producer worth their salt, any reporter worth their salt wants to go for 

newness, wants to go for challenge, wants to go for controversy and that is day by day what 

we’re trying to do and I think the problem that we have to have as the BBC is to remember that 

out there, there are great swathes of opinion that don’t feel like this and who feel that something 

slightly urban, edgy, youthful, alien and sometimes distasteful is being shoved at them.  And that 

is going to be one of our big fairness issues I think in the future.  Returning to one of the big 

dilemmas in front of us, it was very, very interesting … 

 

I guess my favourite current affairs for a very, very long time has been Question Time.  Um, 

because you never quite know what you’re going to get, and on question time at least you can 

arrange a panel, which is slightly surprising in its views.  So if you take another aspect of the 

Islamic controversy around us, what the Pope said, on Question Time last night we had a range 

of opinions which went from, Anne Widdecombe basically saying no the pope didn’t make a 

mistake in what he said and he was dead right, through to Harriet Harman saying that he did 

make a mistake and at any rate everything that he said was wrong and he shouldn’t have said it 

and he shouldn’t even have thought it, and yet the divisions of opinions on the panel had 

nothing to do with party politics and the views of the audiences were both more raucous and 

less predictable than the views of the panel.   Now, this is the world we’re going into and the 

question is how as a news organisation we deal with it as a current affairs organisation.  I think 

when it comes to drama we certainly have to ask ourselves constantly whether we’re not seeing 

far too much through the prism of Shepherds Bush, or W1.  But when it comes to current 

affairs programmes it seems to me fairness requires the BBC not to pretend that we can be an 

impartial adjudicator in these new arguments, but above all to be bringing the maximum range 

of voices, a bit as Dorothy was saying, on to screen and letting them contend, and not to be 

frightened about giving reporters from outside the BBC very often with agendas, with things 

they really want to say, the help, the training and then the support to go out and make films, that 

we then put out, not as the BBC’s view on this or that, but as a film that we think contributes to 



 
 

the debate, um as I mentioned I’m doing a Panorama at the moment on Gordon Brown.   Now 

Panorama has a magnificent group of producers, very, very experienced editors and writers 

working with it, but of course the problem you always have with Panorama is that Panorama 

comes out as the voice of the BBC.  The BBC says this and I think we have to take a leaf out of 

some of the commercial broadcasters and be readier under our own branding from time to time 

to put on other voices. 

To get some of the people who are making fresh statements saying exciting things in the 

newspapers and elsewhere and allow them to say it on BBC programmes, perhaps, not full 

length films, but shorter films to start with.  I think we could do much worse than that. 

I’d like to conclude by saying that I think overall over the last few years the BBC has done a 

much better job when it comes to party political bias than a lot of people thought possible.  I 

don’t get, certainly when I talk to them, I don’t get the Cameronions or the Brownites or the 

Blairites complaining about the BBC in the way that was absolutely regular and expected 10 or 

15 years ago when we were getting huge barrages of abuse, but I think we should be really 

worried about that to a certain extent because it means that the party political debate has gone 

relatively quiet, relatively easy. 

 

What it means is out there in all our audiences there are people who are turning off us because 

they think we are biased in new ways, or unfair in new ways, or simply not talking to them 

properly and reaching those people and having new agonised conversations is I’m afraid what 

the BBC is all about.  Thank you. 

 

FILM BEGINS 

JEFF RANDALL:  The BBC was an unbridled flag waver for multiculturalism.  Today there is a 

strong and robust debate about its values, its upside, its downside.  Many people outside the 

white Anglo-Saxon protestant community believe that multiculturalism is a threat to Britain, 

Trevor Phillips has said it, Jonathon Sachs, the chief rabbi has said it.  Michael Nazarali, the 

Bishop of Rochester has said it.  George Alagiah, the own, the BBC’s golden boy himself has 

said it, it is a legitimate debate.  When I was there this was not up for grabs.  Multiculturalism 

was a good thing, the BBC supported it.  Don’t take my word for it because when I complained 

to the BBC about how we were handling multiculturalism, not multi-ethnicity by the way, but 

multiculturalism, this is what I got back form a very senior BBC news executive, who by the way 

is still at the corporation, he wrote to me following my complaint about our coverage of asylum 

seekers.  Jeff, the BBC internally is not neutral about multiculturalism, it believes in it and it 



 
 

promotes diversity, lets face up to that.  Now, does that sound like impartiality to you? 

 

FILM CONTINUES 

DOROTHY BYRNE:  I commissioned a programme at channel 4 about street gang rape after a 

particularly bad street gang rape and the team making that programme came back to me and said 

they were unable to find anywhere in Britain after several months of research even a report 

made to the police of a street gang rape which did not involve either a black or a mixed race 

gang, we put out a programme saying that.  I was condemned by people in Channel 4, I always 

remember a woman, who thank goodness now left saying, she was American, if you lived in 

America you would be put in jail for saying that. And I said to her well I cannot understand 

madam why I would be put in jail because it was true.  Somebody else leaked a story against me, 

another commissioning editor in Channel 4 leaked a story against me to a newspaper saying that 

this programme had been condemned by everybody in Channel 4, which wasn’t even true, but 

what it really came down to was that these people were saying to me, you must not say that.  

They couldn’t deny it was true. 

 

FILM CONTINUES: 

JEFF RANDALL:  There was another occasion when the BBC broadcast Question Time from I 

believe Lincoln.  Lincolnshire is one of the most white counties in Britain.   If you look at the 

ethnic make up it’s something like 99% white, when they came out from Lincoln I invite you to 

look back at the tapes, in the audience were dotted lots of black faces, now what’s that about?  

They had bussed them in to create this element of balance.  Well surely the whole point of going 

around Britain is to get diversity, the true diversity of views.  If you go to Cornwall you expect 

some Cornish people and some Cornish fishermen.  If you go to Stoke Newington you expect a 

lot of black people, if you got to Lincoln you expect a lot of white farmers.  They didn’t do that 

because they were worried about multiculturalism and diversity. 

 

FILM CONTINUES: 

DOROTHY BYRNE:  Suddenly the Liberal consensus has discovered there’s a bit of a problem 

about this cultural diversity business, may I say they discovered it at the same time as new 

Labour which must mean really late on, so now everything that you see about cultural diversity is 

that cultural diversity is a terrible problem.  So, these people who think that they are the truthful 

middle ground, actually a lot of the time they’re all rushing one way on the ship, then they’re all 

rushing the other way on the ship and thinking that other people are the people with different 



 
 

views and they’re the ones that have always got it right. 

FILM ENDS

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Well you’ll be pleased to hear there’ll be more from our rogues gallery as we go 

on through the day.  The hypothetical series began 27 years ago, since when hundreds of 

decision makers from various walks of life have confronted their worst nightmares in scenarios 

which although imaginary bear an uncomfortable resemblance to real life.  Today some of the 

top people in radio and television are here before me in hot seats.  Um, how do you main 

impartiality in the face of a dilemma, in the face of pressure of dead lines and the ever increasing 

competition from other broadcasters and from the web?  Well, we’ll have the luxury of 

discussing these dilemmas during and after coffee, but now if our panel are sitting 

uncomfortably, here to moderate on our special hypothetical programme, Into the Frying Pan is 

Clive Anderson. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:   

(SOUND FAULT IN STUDIO – INAUDIBLE 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Impartiality, Alan Yentob, great news, there’s a young freelancer who’s 

been working with Melvin Bragg, and has worked for you as well, working for you at the 

moment, he has news that the Rolling Stones are going to do their very last concert. That’s not 

the good news, there’s going to be a massive concert they’re going to put on, it’s generally going 

to be the last one they’re going to do and they’re interested in having televised, ideally by the 

BBC, are you interested in that? 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  Yes. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Yeah, interested enough certainly to go along and come to Mick Jagger’s 

house and talk it over. 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  Definitely. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  So as I say it’s going to be their last concert, and we’re in a hypothetical 

world here so we’ve got to imagine.. 

 



 
 

ALAN YENTOB:  They always say it’s going to be their last concert.. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Ah, but this is going to be their last concert, I don’t want to go into, 

cause I’m only imagining this and it’s hypothetical, but because of Keith Richard’s accident with 

the tree and everything he’s not going to be carrying on, so Mick has decided that whatever else 

he does he’s not going to be doing any more Rolling Stones concerts, cause that’s..  But it’s not 

only going to be their last concert, and this is where it does take a little leap of imagination, it‘s 

going to be the first event put on at the new Wembley Stadium which is going to open, so as I 

said there’s a little bit of imagination 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  It’s getting better. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  It’s getting better, yeah, so you’re keen to talk it over and devote 

Saturday evening BBC1, something like that, to this concert? 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  Well I doubt that anyone that I speak to, Peter Fincham, Jane, I doubt 

they’re going to say they’re not interested, so yes. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Peter Fincham’s keen, cause not only going to get Rolling Stones but 

Bob Dylan’s going to be making a guest appearance, he’s a big Dylan fan, there’ll be other 

younger performers as well to appeal to the younger viewers so it’s going to be a big deal.   In 

addition, not just a concert, Mick wants to have a documentary made talking about his life and 

the career of the Rolling Stones as well, and this could be pretty big as well, pretty good cause 

it’ll be about them, but going way back and they’ve dug out some old footage that uh Marianne 

Faithful shot, amongst others, home videos, home films and things like that, And that’s going to 

be included in this documentary that can introduce the concert or top and tail it that sort of 

thing.. 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  Well you’ve already raised an issue which is that of course a documentary 

fine, if it depends who makes it and what terms it’s made, you know, we know all this … so 

however all that is stuff to be discussed later. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Jana you’re happy with this? 

 



 
 

JANA BENNETT:  As long as Alan lets me come along to meet the Rolling Stones for the 

planning meeting I’m very happy, very interested. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Oh well you’re welcome along, I mean what you’re going to gather that, 

although the Rolling Stones have been a money making machine really, apart from their qualities 

as rockstars, this is going to be a much more charitable event and they want to sort of go out on 

showing their kindly side and they’re going to be raising money for charity so the BBC won’t 

have to pay them, but have to make a contribution to the charity that they’re supporting, is that, 

again is that the sort of thing you’re happy with? 

 

JANA BENNETT:  That’s a problem because we don’t donate to charity and we would take a 

view as a broadcaster as opposed to event organiser as well, so we would think if we would fund 

the cost of our production and all the coverage but wouldn’t be making a donation, so it’s going 

to be a bit of a sticky meeting I would predict over that, but it’s better to get that done, that 

discussion out of the way early. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Okay, well let’s get it out the way, because there’s an alternative 

obviously for the Stones, we, we the Stones we could go to ITV or Channel 4 or Sky, you know 

there’s a whole load of other broadcasters who might be interested, so how do you want to do 

it?  you the BBC will pay for the hire of Wembley Stadium, putting in the cameras, making the 

documentary? 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  Why would we have to?  for instance why would we have to contribute to a 

charity where in fact we would agree a price that will go to whoever it is, Rolling, whoever runs 

the event, we’ll negotiate it quite toughly as we normally would do, and that’s it.  We wouldn’t 

want it bluntly to go to ITV, nor would they … 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Gathering Moss production, I don’t want to go to ITV of course, 

Gathering Moss productions would be making the documentary they could put on the whole 

event which is a Rolling Stones company. 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  If that is a Rolling Stones company.  Well the event being run, you know the 

concert by the Rolling Stones is one thing, but the documentary is another thing. 

 



 
 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Okay, lets deal with the financial thing first of all so I get this right, uh 

you the BBC will pay, if it comes to this Gathering Moss production your payment for having 

access to the concert and you, you’re told and you’re happy with the fact that the Rolling Stones 

aren’t going to be pocketing this, they’re going to be paying into the charity as part of their 

projecting themselves on the world as uh generous philanthropists. 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  Well it’s not, I would just say to ask Jana I would talk to Jana about, I would 

say that this issue of the charity, if we’re paying the money to those people who are putting on 

the event and in return we’re getting the rights to the concert, that’s kind of our issue.  You 

know we’re not paying to the charity they are.   

 

ALAN YENTOB:  Now if there’s something, I suppose my view would be that it’s unlikely to 

be that shady if it’s the Rolling Stones you know ... 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  And it’s not really, sort of legalistic terms, it’s not really traceable as far 

as …………… 

I didn’t mean that entirely, it’s above the board, you’ve paid the money what they do, they can 

give it to charity, they can put it in their pocket. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  We pay a rights fee which give you completely, I mean rights to an event 

and we pay a different, basically we’d invest a different sum on cost of production, and that isn’t 

the Wembley Stadium, that’s going to happen anyway, the event funding, we would cost, we 

would be paying for the cameras and we might not even work with the production company, we 

might propose a separate production of the coverage of the event as oppose to staging the 

event. There could often be 2 companies involved. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  We would of course be extremely keen to know what charity and how we 

can separate the BBC branding from alignment to the charity. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Yes.  Well I’ll come to that in just a second, but would it help if Alan 

Hayling is indeed the executive producer employed by the Rolling Stones company to make the 

documentary side of it.  Would you, would you feel comfortable ………… 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  You’ve already created a problem here.  There actual precedence for this 



 
 

because Channel 4 did make a documentary with the rolling Stones which we were supposed to 

be making with Mick Jagger and we didn’t make it because it was made by the company and I 

said we couldn’t do it.  Much as we would have rather have liked to have had the show.  So we 

wouldn’t really accept, we would have lots of conversations about editorial control before we 

accepted a documentary made by the company. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  But having had those conversations would you, do you think you might 

at the end of it come round to the idea of it? 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  Only if editorially we felt the judgment would lie with, probably we would 

say Alan Hayling is a good shot guy we know him, he’s working for them, we would insist on 

another executive producer who the BBC had some..  that’s the kind of areas we’d be discussing. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  We would prefer for it not to go that way, we would suggest a separate 

company again and a producer who was employed directly by us, uh we’d also be very, very clear 

about what editorial control means where that’s pretty much non negotiable, I mean isn’t non 

negotiable and, and we would be pretty concerned that that would be understood,  

 

JANA BENNETT:  I mean in case …… because people think that’s fuzzy, something they bat 

around and it’ll all come out in the wash in the cutting room, but actually we wouldn’t accept 

something which didn’t have BBC editorial control.  That means sign off on the final thing, not 

jointly with the Rolling Stones. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well the way Mick Jagger’s put it is he wants it to be a warts and all 

candid documentary to do with drugs, sex-life etc … 

 

JANA BENNETT:  He says that, he says that at the beginning.. 

 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Of course he does, of course he does, but on the other hand he doesn’t 

want to sign up to a thing which is going to be a Panorama investigation to his life which is 

going to come before the greatest concert of his life.  Can we come to a sort of deal on this, we 

have someone like Alan Hayling, a responsible person, trusted by both sides. 

 



 
 

ALAN YENTOB:  If we had ultimate editorial, if we had ultimate editorial control, then of 

course and there’s an executive producer looking over this and shaping it, I mean this is, oddly 

enough we’re not saying, it would be pretty crass of us to say yes we’re going to do the concert 

and we’re going to do a warts and all portrait of you, in the end we’ll do that, but that’ll probably 

another day. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  So this could be done, you think by a sort of nods and winks and 

understandings? 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  No, you’re trying to imply, no there will be a proper contract and the BBC 

will have editorial control. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  But when it comes down to it ands there’s a bit where Mick wants to 

sound off about the ridiculous drug laws that nobbled him in 1960 something 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  That’s fine. 

(OVER TALKING) 

 

JANA BENNETT:  There’s a difference between also what’s an event for and how, what, what 

kind of piece would be appropriate which we’re actually quite closer together than if we’re saying 

we’re separately doing a separately doing an investigation to their finances or something.  Why 

would we want an audience, why would an audience turn up to this particular piece of television 

if it was about kicking,  putting the boot in and why would we be then doing a concert?  It’s 

more likely you do a honest portrayal, cause that’s a good programme and the debate would be 

about trust ultimately, we trust it’s in our interests to do this, a certain type of, have a certain 

type of approach to this particular piece and then be up to their agencies, managers and the 

Rolling Stones themselves to trust us in delivering that, but we’ve still retained editorial control 

and if we found out something we felt had to be said we’d put it in. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Yeah and the charity is for the Children of Lebanon, relieving the 

poverty and destruction around the children there, is that okay if that’s the charity he wants to, 

the Rolling Stones want to put their money into? 

 

JANA BENNETT:  We would think that would be a potential problem because we would want 



 
 

to find out about that particular charity. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well it’s an umbrella group involving lots of charities backed by the 

DEC, it’s got a lot of charities working in that areas, been a lot of suffering in that area as you 

know.  It’s touched Mick Jagger’s heart 

 

JANA BENNETT:  As many things do.. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Many things have touched his heart and this particular thing has 

touched his heart and that’s …. 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  Well if a substantial sum of money is coming from the BBC to the Rolling 

Stones and it’s going to be invested in this charity and we know that it is going to be invested in 

that charity, we would want to know that it is a legitimate charity, oh you should ask Helen 

whether she thinks.. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Well I think you’d have a huge range of problems as soon as you use the 

word Lebanon frankly. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well we could call it children of the middle east if you’d rather, that 

would give it a wider.. 

HELEN BOADEN:  Children of the Middle East then encompasses a far greater geographical 

spread and it would indeed be interesting if that included children from Northern Israel? 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  It does, it does, but to be frank with you, there are children all over the 

Middle East, but at the moment when you’re deploying the money not an awful lot is going to 

children in Saudi Arabia or much in Israel, but it certainly could do if there were causes that 

needed it in those areas. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Well instantly you’re talking about highly politicised and extremely 

sensitive situation, so anything the BBC did inadvertently or advertently that gave a sense that 

we were allying ourselves to one side in that incredibly difficult situation, 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well we’re trying to get this concert on so can we, can we call it the 



 
 

children.. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Well I’m sorry but you’re going to have to calm down about the concert.. 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Children of the World?  Children generally? 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Children of the World isn’t really specific enough to help us with 

anything, we would need to know where this money was going, who was distributing it and then 

we’d need to take a view, and as you know quite recently BBC and ITV were asked to um launch 

an appeal for the victims of the Lebanese war and in fact we both declined, because first of all 

we were asked to do it before a cease fire was called.  And secondly as we went further into it, 

although the people involved in this had complete integrity it was very unclear how even handed 

this was going to be, and we felt, both companies felt this was not the moment to do it, so these 

are real issues. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  I would suggest other approaches if they are determined to have a charity, a 

charitable element, that could be okay.  I’d suggest charities we actually end up working with like 

Children in Need, potentially UNICEF, even though some of that could.. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:   Mick wants to make a bit of a splash, he’s a showman, can we call it the 

Rolling Stones charity for the relief of children in warfare? 

 

JANA BENNETT:  Not if it’s a charity, I’m not sure I’d believe that they’d just, they’ve just 

made something up on the spot, not sure I’d believe.. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  accommodating your anxiety about the.. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  I’m worried about the authenticity of that, because it’ll all come out in the 

wash if it’s not true. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  It’s true, it’s just a gathering together of charities. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  ..and talking to me every 5 seconds, I don’t think you’ve really worked it 

out that well 

(OVER TALKING) 



 
 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  I wouldn’t concentrate your decision on what I look like because we 

may make no progress there, but uh.. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  No I think we might come into an … here and we’d say actually by the way 

you’re going to have other problems with other broadcasters, not just the BBC. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  So we can have the concert, but stuff the charity altogether can we, just 

do it as a concert. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  Well we could, whether they would I don’t know? 

(OVER TALKING) 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  So the BBC line is you’d rather have the concert without the charity 

because that’s a lot easier. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  Yes, absolutely. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Can we just be giving money to the charity anyway? 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Would the BBC be giving money to Children of Lebanon?  No. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  No, I know you’re not, you’re just giving money to us the Rolling 

Stones, we can choose to do what we like with the money. 

(OVER TALKING) 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  Where this money is headed for, we would have an obligation to say 

whether we think that charity is acceptable and this charity clearly looks both contentious and 

problematic. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  So lets just do the concert and we the Rolling Stones will give our 

money to charity if we choose to. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  No, there’s a problem, if the concert’s promoted and associated with the 



 
 

charity and the event is to raise funds for that charity, and we want to get to the bottom of that, 

that  would be a problem. 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  My view is the Rolling Stones will understand that the BBC can’t undertake 

a project in this way unless it understands where that money is going and who is given it is now 

in the public domain, so consequently we might try to encourage them, as Jana says, to give it to 

UNICEF, to give it to a legitimate charity who would make that contribution to you know, both 

sides or all sides of.. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Even a legitimate charity there are you know, this is, this is complicated, 

you know the BBC actually it’s that thing that every time you align yourself to one charity you’re 

in a sense not aligning yourself to others which is why we’ve developed a careful policy that we 

have Children in Need and we have Comic Relief, and then on Radio 4 we allow as Mark knows, 

a weekly appeal for very modest charities not endorsed by the BBC. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  This is all very interesting, we have to rush on a little bit, the point is 

we’re doing, if we can do this concert, presume you’re not going to say we can’t give money to 

charity as the Rolling Stones having agreed to do this concert, documentary and we just give it to 

charities.. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Well that would be part of the opening discussion I think, that’s why as 

soon as they mentioned charity you would have to go into depth about how you either made 

sure there was a gap between the BBC and the charity, or some other way of creating distance.  

As we did as you would have noticed for the Live Aid concert. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Okay, right, while that’s bubbling under, Ben I wanted to come to you, 

you’re editing the 6 o’clock news and you’ve got a new-ish star anchor called Laya Khan, she’s 

been a big success, very popular, got a lot of coverage in employing her, in fact it’s almost as if 

there’s a sort of dip in viewing figures as far as you can detect for a news programme when she’d 

been away for a few weeks when she’s been on an assertiveness training course and she’s also 

been to the Punjab to meet up with her fiancés family for the first time and she’s come back on 

Monday morning in the office and she’s wearing a hijab.  Are you going to say anything to her? 

 

BEN RICH:  Yes, I would probably ask her if she’s intending to where it on air. 



 
 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well I’m her and yes I am. 

 

BEN RICH:  Okay, what’s caused this decision? 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well you may know that I’m Muslim, in fact I think you are aware of it 

because quite a lot has been made of the fact that I’ve been ground breaking and been reading 

the news for the BBC, the Six O’Clock news and I think it’s the proper clothing for me to wear 

as a Muslim woman. 

 

BEN RICH:  I think I would not consider that appropriate for wearing on air.  Obviously.. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Justin you’re my co presenter, you overheard that conversation, what do 

you have to say about it? 

 

JUSTIN WEBB:  I’d say to you, well maybe you do something new on television, whenever you 

change something you’ve been doing before, you make a point, you make a point by the action 

and so maybe she might want to consider whether she wanted to be seen by other people to be 

making a point that she might not want to make anyway, so maybe she should do it tomorrow 

and think about it today. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Tomorrow?  So I shouldn’t wear it on Monday, but I can wear it on a 

Tuesday. 

 

JUSTIN WEBB:  I think she should allow other people to talk to her before she made any 

precipitous decisions. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  I’m not sure if that’s being supportive or not.  Shall we talk to anybody 

else? 

 

MARY FITZPATRICK:  I don’t agree I think that she should be respected for her decision to 

wear the hijab, it’s something,  

 

MARY FITZPATRICK:  it’s part of her religion, it’s part of who she is and I think that it would 



 
 

be very wrong for us to question it.  It’s her decision and we need to be respectful and she 

should be allowed to go ahead. 

(OVER TALKING) 

But this is not about short sleeves, it’s about who she is and her religion and how she sees 

herself and we as an organisation should be totally respectful of that. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Mark Damazer from Radio … you know her because Laya because she 

used to work in radio. 

MARK DAMAZER:  I think, we, we could always try and even this up by seeing whether we 

could get a Jewish male to wear skull cap and that would be the other news reader.  I think the 

serious point is that the components that make a successful newsreader undoubtedly include; 

look, voice and apparel, and you have to make a judgment about how the broad audience will 

receive it as well as understanding the fact that from the point of view of the woman concerned 

it’s central to her identity and it’s a balance.  In this case at this time I wouldn’t regard it as the 

right thing to do to put her on air.  Maybe  Helen Boaden will be involved. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Would you want to refer it to Helen? 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  My instinct, my instinct would be entirely with Ben and Mark, but actually 

I think we have to, I mean what she want, you know we don’t employ newsreaders for their own 

good, we employ them to communicate with the public. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well you employed me as a newsreader, I read the news well and I 

understand it I’m a popular newsreader, it’s just I think that this is a proper discreet way for me 

to appear in public.  I was always taught that as a child and and I’ve just been … 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Mary’s absolutely right we would respect that, but we’d also have to 

consider how we’ve treated religious insignia as it were of other faiths.  Now as I, as I recall.. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  It’s not insignia is it, it’s just proper apparel. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Well it’s proper apparel to you, to a great many of the audience it’s a flag 

that you’re waving about yourself and your religion. 

 



 
 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  If you choose to look at it that way yes,  

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Yes, if you do.  Now so what we would need to see is, you know first of 

all are we like the French, have we actually made explicit that we only do secular broadcasting in 

terms of news, and I don’t think we have, and certainly if we did that that means we’d never get 

a Sikh newsreader for example, and secondly have we ever allowed newsreaders to you know 

demonstrate allegiances as it were in other ways, and actually quite recently Fiona on the Ten 

O’Clock news wore a cross and I’m sure she was simply wearing it as fashion statement,  

 

HELEN BOADEN:  but I remember thinking, this is true, gosh I wonder how that is viewed by 

Muslims and Jews and it’s not necessarily that.. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  And what did you do about it? 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Absolutely nothing, and that’s the point, if we’re going to allow Fiona to 

wear a cross, then we have to be consistent. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Alright, so if Fiona can wear a cross, you’re saying I can wear a hijab. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Yes, well I would say to her, I would say to her , a bit what Justin said, I’m 

not going to stop you doing it, but I would want a conversation with you about the nature of the 

scarf, cause that’s quite important, it’s one of the big debates in France.  Is it one of those ones 

were you can only see the face, which case I would say I’d be very reluctant to let her do it.  Is it 

just the scarf that Francis already wears when she broadcasts from Tehran?  Uh, if she wants to 

wear a Burkha, she’ll have to do it on the radio … 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Would you allow her to wear a Burkha on the radio? 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  Always keen to make a splash um, would I allow her … 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  …………… out of your many reforms. 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  Um, you’re not been listening recently Clive. 

 



 
 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Who has? 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  Ouch.  Would I allow her to wear a hijab or a Burkha in a radio studio?  

Yes I probably would.  Um I think I would have to gage the reaction of others and see the 

extent to which the team could still function.  But my prejudice would be to make it work and 

not to stop it. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  …… there might be an opening on radio, but I’m a TV presenter I want 

to go on TV and I just won’t just wear a sort of Queen mum headscarf, I want to wear a proper 

hijab. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  No, well then I think we get in to the area of actually your interfering too 

much with your relationship with your audience 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well I heard Andrew Marr give a very interesting lecture not long ago 

and I think he suggested that something like 5% of the population was Muslim. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  That’s not very much, that means 95% aren’t. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well, I’m going to be, I’m going to be one newsreader, I don’t ask you 

to sack all the other, some of them are Welsh, some of them are Scottish, some of them are 

English, some of them are black, some of them are white.  Why can’t one of them be a young 

female popular newsreader who wears a garb appropriate to her religion. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  You can, I’m saying you can wear a headscarf, but I’m simply saying, … 

well I think we would probably not rush into any of this because frankly we would have to set 

up a system of protection for this girl once she wears her scarf which she would have to change 

her email address.  She would have to go ex directory, we would need an internal and external 

communications plan, but if we decided that was the right thing to do (CLIVE ANDERSON: 

who’s going to object to you for wearing a hijab)  oh a huge proportion of the British public 

initially and that’s the interesting thing.  You know where we had black newsreaders on, I mean 

that wasn’t a choice, they’re just black.  There was a great proportion of the public who didn’t 

like that, and then people get used to it.   

 



 
 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  So you’re ready for me to do it tonight, or is it going to be next week, 

next month.. 

HELEN BOADEN:  We would work through plan for it.  We would soften the ground. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  An old colleague of mine is Jon Snow of course on Channel 4, I’m not 

saying I’m going to be disloyal to the BBC, meet you over a coffee just to chat this thing 

through.  If I were to come on to Channel 4 would I be allowed to wear a hijab there do you 

think?  Would you, at any rate would you personally support me if I wanted to do that? 

 

JON SNOW:  I would personally support you and I’d be very hopeful that you would come on 

to Channel 4 because I think it’s high time we did have somebody who was really good enough 

to be a very good presenter, a very good journalist, but who happened to wear the hijab.  It 

seems to me a rather interesting situation and I would encourage it. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  What do you think about my, I do a blog, what’s your advice about that, 

do you think I should be putting this in my blog, this little wrangle that I’m having with BBC 

bosses over? 

(OVER TALKING) 

You do a blog don’t you? 

 

JON SNOW:  Yeah, but I think on principle I think it’s better to keep your machinations with 

management and the rest of it between you and the management, because generally speaking I 

don’t think  your recipients are much interested in the internal wranglings of your operation.  I 

think it’s better… 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Not even on this issue you think?  You’re being uncharacteristically 

…… 

 

JON SNOW:  Had it reached a situation which I parted company with my employers over my 

desire to wear a hijab, well then I would certainly air it with my views, but by then my blog 

would have be sat on anyway so it wouldn’t be very relevant. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  I’m the viewer here, I like Channel 4 news, I like BBC, I don’t want to 

spend my time worrying about what people’s religion is if they’re a newsreader.  Therefore a 



 
 

blog that goes into why somebody is what they are not particularly interested in them deflecting 

me from understanding and trusting the news.  And I don’t care that much about their personal 

other things a person, in their personal life and it’s, it’s actually intrusive on their role as 

somebody trying to be a good communicator. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Just a moment, I just want to see where this is going.  I felt that Ben 

wasn’t happy originally with this being worn.  But Helen I think advice from Mary Fitzpatrick 

…(OVER TALKING) you might allow it, 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  I would allow it, I would allow it, but I would have a communications 

plan. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Are you Jana saying you might over rule that or saying? 

 

JANA BENNETT:  No I think it’s appropriate to actually reflect the fact that people do wear 

different dress and it’s a part of their identity as long as they don’t let it get in the way of the 

trust you have in them as a communicator.  If they’re interested in being the story then they’re 

going to be a bad newsreader. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  I’m not interested, I just want to wear appropriate garbs, am I going to 

be able to do? 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  I am going to allow you to do it, but you are being naïve if you think that 

wearing a veil will not make you the story.  You need to grow up if that’s ... 

(OVER TALKING) 

She needs to know, she needs to know that. 

 

JON SNOW:  Is this woman’s good enough to present the news?  Good, the answer is 

resoundingly yes, what basis do we have for saying to her, if she has reached a point in her life 

that is the way she wants to present herself. 

(OVER TALKING) 

 

JUSTIN WEBB:  What I wanted to say to her, if you’d been selected to read the news from 

Radio Giggleswit where you previously worked and at that time you had worn this garb and you 



 
 

had been selected while you were wearing it and you arrived on your first day on the 6 o’clock 

news and wore it, then to me there is less of an issue than if you suddenly changed while you 

have.. 

HELEN BOADEN:  Suppose I’m a Christian, suppose I’m a Christian who hasn’t actually 

decided to wear a cross until quite recently because I’ve sort of reinforced it, but the fact is we 

don’t think about it in the same way. You know, Fiona wore the cross on the Ten O’Clock news 

and no one batted an eyelid, but I’m sure for some of our audience that was seen as a clear 

commitment to something. 

(OVER TALKING) 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  One of the issues about the news, I mean in a sense this is a very live issue 

obviously because it could happen.  On the other hand if the news, there is a, those who are 

entrusted with reading the news, or journalists in the BBC, there are certain codes of conduct 

their personal views are not represented on screen, so there would be an issue, if, if this person 

was doing this as a campaigning issue, another words if you.. 

(OVER TALKING) 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  ..Was she allowed to read news on the middle east? 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  But if we stop her doing it, we have to have a policy saying no one can 

demonstrate their religious allegiance, now that’s fine if that’s what the BBC wants to do, but we 

haven’t got it at the moment. 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  I said it originally at an attempt at a joke, but I genuinely believe that if a 

Jewish male said he wanted to read the 6 o’clock news with a skull cap on I would adopt exactly 

the same logic and say I entirely respect your religion, there are plenty of places to work here, 

but if you came yesterday to read the news without a skull cap and today you want to wear a 

skull cap, the answer is no. 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  He could do it on the Today programme of course. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Can I have another job in television if I’m not allowed to read the news 

can I present Blue Peter?  What are my range of options? 

 



 
 

HELEN BOADEN:  Well I haven’t said you can’t read the news. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well I keep thinking you’re about to say I can do it, and then I could 

move on.. 

HELEN BOADEN:  I have said you can, but I.. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON: Right so I can, we’re all agreed are we I can? Or,  

 

HELEN BOADEN:  No, no there’ll be huge contention and that’s what you need to 

understand? 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  And can I read news stories about the middle east? 

 

JON SNOW:  Well you’re a Muslim already whether you wear a hijab or not, I mean?   

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  But if you get a phone call from the Iraeli embassy saying we’re not 

happy with the way is presenting this story and you’ve got a woman reading it who’s wearing a 

hijab which is a visual clue as to the way people might think, are you going to still allow her to 

carry on? 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Yes because if you make the decision because you’re confident that she is 

impartial and stick with it, then you might point out that we have you know very, very many 

Jewish presenters, producers, editors etc, etc.  It’s a completely irrelevant argument. 

 

MARY FITZPATRICK:  The bottom line is that she’s a good journalist, that’s what counts. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  So you’re backing her and you’ll take the call if necessary from the 

Israeli embassy or any other complaining group. (Mary Fitzpatrick – 100% yes) 

 

JON SNOW:  And I can tell you within 3 months, and Helen’s right, I mean they will have 

forgotten what the fuss is all about. 

 

MARY FITZPATRICK:  And actually it’s all about who is our audience?  It’s not made up of 

Mr and Mrs average who live in Woking, though a little bit of it, but there are lots of other 



 
 

people.. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Well, I contest that, I do actually contest that, I mean I think that is the 

metropolitan bubble,   actually Mr and Mrs Average in Woking are a substantial part of our 

audience and some of them will be quite offended by seeing her wearing a hijab 

 

JON SNOW:  Several of them will have been to an oncologist in Woking who is wearing hijab. 

HELEN BOADEN:  Sure, but we mustn’t just dismiss this bit of the audience… 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Alright, we’ve got other problems arising as well in different and related 

areas.  Alan Hayling I’m giving you another job, I think you’ve got the Rolling Stones gig still, 

but in the mean time you’re executive producer working for Hat trick Productions,  

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  they make a programme called Room 101, I’m just reminding everyone 

because sometimes the high ups don’t know about programmes are going out.  Sacha Baron 

Cohen is a guest on this week’s recording and in the pre research that’s gone on the guest says 

what they’re going to put into Room 101 so that props and things can be boxed up.   

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Amongst the things that he’s going to put in is Kosher food that he’s 

always disliked, the Archbishop of Canterbury which for some reason he’s taken against because 

of his beard and his speaking voice, and the Bible which he has found there’s lots of stuff in it 

that he doesn’t agree with.  Are you, would you go ahead and make the programme, or would 

you want to run it past anybody at the BBC? 

 

ALAN HAYLING:   I would you know,  you know we’ve chosen Sasha Baron Cohen, we know 

who he is (OVER TALKING) 

We know he’s Ali G, we know that he’s controversial provocative person, we know … 

absolutely ideal guest, he’s going to be deliberately provocative, he’s, he’s not just putting the 

bible, he’s putting a few other things - at  this stage I think we’re okay. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  You’re okay, so you’re not going to run it past anybody? 

 

ALAN HAYLING:  Not at this stage, no. 

 



 
 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Okay, at the recording he says to Paul Merton, actually I want to add a 

few things, and in particular I put in the Bible but I’m putting the Koran in as well, and I 

brought a Koran with me to throw in to the, it’s a real one, to throw into Room 101.  Now this, 

although it sounds controversial, it is controversial provides quite an exciting bit of the 

recording. 

 

ALAN HAYLING:  There’s no question.. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Everybody perhaps would agree this is the funniest bit of the recording.. 

 

ALAN HAYLING:  I think I would be culturally aware enough to make the call, to refer 

upstairs.. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  So it’s okay not to put the Koran in, but it’s okay to diss the Bible. 

(OVER TALKING) 

 

ALAN HAYLING:  The question to me is, not is it alright  but do I refer upwards, 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well do you? 

 

ALAN HAYLING:  And the answer is, I definitely refer up.  

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Who might you refer to? 

 

ALAN HAYLING:  Not just passing the buck, but one knows that although there is an equality 

in the symbolism, that there is a greater sensitivity in relation to one than the other.  We know 

that from the Danish cartoons controversy and we need to be very alive to it. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  So Alan if it comes to your desk or to your attention, what do you say 

about this? 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  Well the Kosher food I agree with,  

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  No, I’m not inviting you to be on Room 101 or present it. 



 
 

(OVER TALKING) 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  If he’d thrown in the bible, this maybe a contentious view, I would have to 

think longer about it because in a way I mean it might offend people, but not offend people in 

the way that throwing the Koran in … 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  What’s the difference?  What’s the difference?   

 

ALAN YENTOB:  Okay, because we know, … it is the reaction and the honest truth is, for a 

joke, I mean if I’m being perfectly honest I would say no, don’t do it.  I wouldn’t even bother to 

talk to anybody else about it, I think it would be reckless, and dangerous and it would put.. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  And the difference is fundamentalist Presbyterians in Highlands of 

Scotland are not going to go on a riot even though they’re terrifically cross but they may do in 

the streets of Bradford if the Koran .. 

 

JON SNOW:  But they wouldn’t let the Bible go either because the first thing ……… as the 

Bible went in, you would think this was actually the Koran.. 

(OVER TALK) 

I wouldn’t refer it upstairs, I would simply say no.. 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well, interesting, you’re not actually the producer of the programme, 

you threw it in, that’s because it wasn’t even going to be referred up, it was going to go out and 

be broadcast. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  We would see it before we broadcast it, there’d be a trusted executive 

producer who would see it and think, what’s the religious offence we’re causing through any of 

those things actually, and what’s the degree.. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well anyway we certainly got to the point where the Koran.. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  So we chop it all out I’m afraid and we’d under run.. 

(OVER TALKING) 

 

ALAN HAYLING:  If it were simply the Bible, right, if the Bible, no, if there were no Koran 



 
 

(JB: The Jerry Springer moment wasn’t about other religions) 

(OVER TALKING) 

 

JANA BENNETT:  throwing in a Bible isn’t that satirical or that funny to be honest, so  

(OVER TALKING) 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  What do we do with this recording now though Jana, what do we do, 

we’ve got the Koran, the whole thing was the funniest bit of the recording, it became quite a 

complicated running joke throughout the entire recording, so, are we going to pull the whole 

programme because the Koran was mentioned as a .. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  I’ll talk about the comparison between  

(OVER TALKING) 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  You say, you said mentioned and this is a television issue, the sheer act of 

physically throwing the Koran and the Bible onto a pile is infinitely more powerful and likely to 

cause offence than somebody saying I’m a secularist or an atheist and bluntly I would love to be 

disposed of the entire universe of all Bibles and all Korans, in my view fine. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well in the form of the programme room 101 physically props, or 

mocked up things or even real things are put into this notional space where things are gone.  So 

you’re right to say it physically happens that maybe the reason why we take the decision, but I 

just want to see what the decision is.  Are we going to say lets not .. 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  You’re at risk of being sacked now if you carry on like this.. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  We’re all going to be sacked cause you’re going to take the decision not 

to broadcast, is that right? 

 

JANA BENNETT:  Well if it’s all intertwined in the clever way you’ve talked about it I’d think 

you probably have no way of editing. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  SO you’d put an old one, maybe the Anne Robinson one when she was 

rude about the Welsh, would that be alright? 



 
 

(OVER TALKING) 

 

ALAN HAYLING:  I made the decision to refer upwards at the point where I think it’s going to 

become an inflammatory issue, they’ve told me in no uncertain times, no Koran and no Bible.  

I’ve gone back to my presenter and my guest and I’ve said no Bible and no Koran, um, however 

and that may cause the programme to cease to exist for that edition if that, that is a possibility. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Jana the Daily Mail who had somebody at the recording, or somebody 

spoke to them and they phone you up and say I understand you’re cutting out, you’re dropping 

the episode of Room 101 because of the Koran bit, what do you say to Daily Mail. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  I would say they, from my understanding of it it’s had more than enough 

religious offence, not just the Koran, but the Bible as well and I think religious offence we take 

seriously, particularly when it’s done in the name of humour and for my money it wasn’t even 

very funny. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Oh it’s a judgment on the comedy value.  Oh well that’s, no my spies at 

the recording say they were wetting themselves in the audience, it was the funniest thing they’ve 

ever seen. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  It’s a subjective thing I’m afraid Daily Mail, and I don’t think the Daily 

Mail’s sense of humour is particularly remarkable. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  That’s just one of the excuses that people pull out when they don’t want 

you to say something isn’t it? 

 

JANA BENNETT: We are paid to make these judgments and religious offence is where the 

judgment is.. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  So the episode’s gone and a bit of flack from the Daily Mail saying you 

wouldn’t have done it if it had been a Christian thing.. 

(OVER TALKING) 

So you achieved a balance there as it turns out.  Have I Got News for You is coming up next 

week and as we know they can be pretty brutal on that programme, this story about the Room 



 
 

101 is in the news and it’s discussed quite a lot on Have I Got News for You, about the Koran 

being thrown away, are you happy with that? 

 

JANA BENNETT:  If it’s an event that happened and people knew about it then we can’t deny 

it, so … if they want to make fun of people they will. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  So I mean Paul Merton would be made fun of by say Ian Hislop and 

whoever else there, who ever else happens to be presenting the programme that week for being 

feeble or not being in control of his guest or causing religious offence, causing a riot because the 

news has leaked out, that’s okay is it? 

 

JANA BENNETT:  None of the things, non of those things would have happened I think 

because we haven’t actually done it. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  It’s been all over the papers, how, how the Koran was thrown away.. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  It’s a hypothetical question because … because we haven’t shown it, 

haven’t caused the offence, so I don’t think they’d get very far with that line  … 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  They’d make jokes about it though, you’re right. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  And you’re okay with that. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  Well they’re all used to it. 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  This happened, every week on Have I Got News for You there are things 

that, these things go on, so I guess there will be someone, one would hope that enough self 

restraint would be exercised. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  And fortunately the same producers is ‘exec’ing it at Hat Trick so  

(OVER TALKING) 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  People should know that Room 101 and Have I Got News for You are both 

Hat Trick productions.   



 
 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  We all know that. 

 

ALAN HAYLING:  Not robust enough to keep the show on air. 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well exactly, so you’ve been moved out I’m afraid.  Sacha Baron Cohen 

is a guest on the news quiz on radio 4 the week later, any reason to interrupt that booking 

because the whole issue will be raised again by the, on the puckish new style of news quiz. 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  Well I’d be delighted to have him as a guest on  the programme,  

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Even though he’s caused all this rumpus and throwing away money on a 

recording that’s not going to go out. 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  Well you have to think about a lot of things, first of all when was he 

booked, was he booked especially to provoke after he had his incident on room 101. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Oh no he’s doing all these shows because he’s got a DVD and a book 

out and he’s been booked on to news quiz, 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  I’m in no way interested in dumping someone from the news quiz 

because they’re hostile to organised religion.  That’s a perfectly legitimate position to take and if 

anything I’m slightly worried about how far we’ve gone in trying to avoid offence.  There may 

have been other ways that we could have got this programme out with actually flinging the 

Koran and the Bible into the room.  We could have created a book  which had on the cover 

‘Organised Religion’ and had notionally 1 page from each religious text and thrown that in.  but 

at the moment I think we’re bending over backwards to be just slightly too concerned about 

people being offended. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  ’m not quite following what you’re saying there.  If you’d been in charge 

of the decision on the Room 101, you would have found a way of actually allowing him to 

express his views? 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  Well the programme, the programme has high class research and 

production, they should have known and indeed would have known that the Koran and the 



 
 

Bible were physical objects that would have been flung into Room 101 and they should have 

come up with a visual solution to the problem, so we shouldn’t be where we are now. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Could you have instructed Paul Merton to say no, no whatever you say, 

cause he has a decision on the programme as to whether or not it goes in or not, should he have 

been told, look come on Paul you have to make sure that neither the Bible nor the Koran, nor 

the Archbishop of Canterbury, nor Kosher food go in.. 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  Sacha Baron Cohen wouldn’t have put up with some executive trying to sort 

of temperate, he’d probably rather have it knocked out, he wouldn’t allow you to transform the 

incident into something innocuous I don’t believe. 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  Well we could have tried and then we might still have decided to knock it 

out, but in any event the news quiz is safe and Sasha Baron Cohen starts off being on it. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Even though the story of the thing being cut out, the heaping on of the 

news item on Have I Got News for You, given that that’s all built up you’ll still have him? 

MARK DAMAZER:  He was a prior booking and therefore taking him off is an intolerable 

statement of disapproval which in this view seems to me there’s no public interest in getting him 

off. 

 

ALAN HAYLING:  And I think Mark is right, there is a much greater symbolism in the act of 

jettisoning the Koran than talking about secularism. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well that’s why I’m on the phone from the united mosques Of England 

saying why are you having this man on, he’s an offensive person.. 

 

ALAN HAYLING:  He’s very funny and the.. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well very funny’s one thing, throwing away the Koran is another … 

(OVER TALKING)  He did do it, it was in the papers, it was in the recording we heard about it. 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  He threw away the Bible, even if we didn’t transmit it, on a programme 

which has a clear format like Room 101, objects which are venerable to some of the audience 



 
 

and you’re funny still doesn’t disqualify you from coming on to a news quiz if you play by the 

rules of the game for the news quiz, if you try and do something else with it, that’s an entirely 

different matter. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Okay, well I’m going to move on to even more exciting events, Laya 

who I mentioned earlier on is getting married … it doesn’t really matter what she’s wearing, but 

you can work out what she might wear, she’s getting married in the Punjab and she’s invited a 

number of people sitting at this table to go to the wedding,  which is convenient enough because 

you’re all out in Northern India on a broadcasting conference that she knows about, so it’s a 

matter of just making it.  It’s a remote spot, but uh it’ll be an adventure.  As I mentioned  Jon 

Snow you’re an old friend of hers from her time when she was briefly with Channel 4, you’re a 

bit of a mentor towards her, so you’ll be going to the wedding obviously. 

 

As for Justin, you’re there as well, you got to know each other quite well and you’re there to 

support her, it’ll be an interesting trip for you in the Punjab no doubt.  And uh as I said Mark 

you’re an old friend of hers from radio, you’re, you’re going to the wedding as well, all happy to 

go there to show support, all that thing about the hijab has rather died down now.  She’s a 

popular and successful newscaster on the BBC.   

 

MARK DAMAZER:  She’s a friend and she’s getting married and she’s invited me to the 

wedding, I can’t see the problem yet (laughter) 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  No, okay.  Alright, as I say you all get there though Justin as it happens, 

Justin gets there first when you get there you get terrifically excited Justin, because there is a 

rumour, it’s only a rumour at this stage, that distantly related to the fiancés family is Osama Bin 

Laden and he might well be coming to the wedding.  Are you excited about the various 

possibilities that might throw up? 

 

JUSTIN WEBB:  It’s certainly an unusual wedding.  More interesting than some I’ve been to. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well there’s always an embarrassing member of the family isn’t there at 

most weddings (laughter), crabby old uncle, sill granny, but in this case it’s Osama Bin Laden, 

one of the most notorious people in the world, you can see which way they’re heading on this, 

there might be, there might be a scoop here, it’s all just rumours at the moment, he might be 



 
 

prepared to do an interview with the, cause he knows there are media people there from the 

BBC, you might be able to get an interview with Osama Bin Laden.  Luckily you brought a 

camera, as a present for the wedding, but it’s a suitable camera on which, in fact there are 

several, you know how at weddings people get the same present, there are several cameras, you 

could do this interview, are you keen to do it? 

 

JUSTIN WEBB:  I’m keen in principle that we get to Osama Bin Laden, I’m immediately 

worried though by, quite apart from the issue of referring upward to someone … I’m worried 

for my own part by the offence that could be caused by us putting him on air were we to get this 

interview.  So already although I’m quite keen to talk to them about the possibility that it might 

happen, I am concerned and slightly dubious about whether in the end it would, because I 

wonder whether or not he wants to and whether or not we would want to. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well at this stage, feelers are being put out, are you going to turn it 

down or say yes, yes I’ll do that?  Mark is arriving slowly on a recalcitrant donkey up the 

mountain path, respected man from the BBC, do you discuss with him. 

 

JUSTIN WEBB: You bet. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Do have any advice? 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  Are you wearing a flak jacket?  Justin’s got it right, I mean you have to 

weigh the interest, and not simply the scoop interest um, but the interest in getting an interview 

with Osama Bin Laden by what the public interest value is in doing the interview,  

 

MARK DAMAZER:  what conditions is this interview going to take place in which is going to 

give us anything at all of journalistic substance.  And you have to bring in to the equation the 

degree of offence that is going to cause to the broad audience and to some particular members 

of the audience who will have had experience of what Osama Bin Laden can do. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well of course there’s always the possibility that they might decide to go 

with Jon Snow and give it to Channel 4, because he’s a well respected journalist. 

 

JON SNOW:  I can tell you I already tripped the donkey down the mountainside … 



 
 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  They seem to be hesitating at the moment, are you muscling in on this? 

(OVER TALKING) 

 

JON SNOW:  I can’t believe this … I mean this is, this is a disease, I mean this beyond 

imagination that anybody could have the slightest hesitation (Alan Hayling – absolutely right) I 

would go any which way to get this guy on camera and pretty hard to ensure these 2 guys aren’t 

there either.  But I mean absolutely, hook line and sinker straight for it. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well that’s encouraging.  And it so happens that Osama Bin Laden is a 

big fan of radio 4, he listens to it on the web, so he’s terrifically excited that he’s got Mark 

Damazer there, so he’s wanting to negotiate it through him, rather, with all due respect to 

Channel 4, so we’ve got Jon Snow keen to do this interview, are you going to try and out scoop 

him? 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  Well look first of all I’d much rather have him do an interview than be on 

a news quiz so I recognise the journalistic value of the scoop and I would be trying to work out 

how to make it happen in a way that was sensible as a piece of journalism as well as simply an 

audio piece of excitement.  It can be done, it should be done, but the notion that without any 

other conditions, without any other thought about the format, editorial control, translation, 

where it’s going to be, the safety of the person doing the interview, how he or she gets out, what 

her or his responsibilities are when they get out to tell who what about where the interview took 

place, I’m allowed 

(OVER TALKING) 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  We will be getting this eventually in London, communication is difficult, 

but if you could use telekinesis, or whatever that thing is, what are you trying to say to your 

guys? 

  

BEN RICH:  I’m saying to Justin I’m going to get Gavin Hewitt out the cupboard.  I mean I’m 

kind of with Jon here, I mean of course we want this interview, this is the biggest interview in 

the world and we want it on the BBC.  Now Mark obviously, all the things that Mark says are 

perfectly true, we haven’t got near to discussing editorial control and there are all sort of issues if 

he says, you know I’m not going to answer questions on the twin towers, well that’s a different 



 
 

matter.   

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  I’ll tell you what the conditions are, actually I won’t tell you, I’ll tell 

Justin and Mark because they’re there.  I’ll tell you what my conditions are, I’m speaking on 

behalf of Osama Bin Laden. 

 

JON SNOW:  But even before you get to any conditions, I don’t even want any conditions, I 

mean whatever they are I accept them, I mean it’s ridiculous.  It’s ridiculous because we know 

this is going to be a smash and grab whatever we’re going to do it’s going to be whatever you 

can get.  We want evidence he’s alive, we want to know what he looks like.   This is about 

anthropology and biology, if you think we’re going to learn anything from anything he says, 

we’ve never learnt anything very interesting from what he said yet, you know we’re living in 

cloud cuckoo land  (OVER TALKING) we’re going to get absolute bollocks out of this 

interview, but we’re going to see whether he’s alive 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Thank you Jon, thank you.  These are the conditions I’m setting, I am 

representing Bin Laden.  You 2 can come with me on a donkey, you’ll be blindfolded cause we 

don’t want you reporting where we are, you can do as robust an interview as you like for an 

hour, you can ask any questions you like, I’d like to know roughly what questions you’re going to 

ask, you can jot them down.  But the condition is you do an hour’s interview and you broadcast 

it, I don’t want one of these your 50 favourite terrorist moments, I don’t want you to trim down 

little snippets, you’ve got to broadcast the hour of the interview, that’s what we want. 

 

JUSTIN WEBB:  So far our discussions are fine because you haven’t said anything that we can’t 

agree to and the jotting down of the questions, people regularly ask that … 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Okay, so you’re going to jot down the questions, are you going to come 

the 2 of you to do this interview? 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  I’m happy so far. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Excellent off we go then, we do need, now look Justin believe you me 

this is a fantastic interview you do, on the donkey ride there you come up with all the pertinent 

questions you ask about the twin towers, about the past, the future, you discuss a possible cease 



 
 

fire of what he wants in terms of troops out of Saudi Arabia and personal safety and things like 

that.  It’s a, it’s a great interview, an hour long, more or less, 4 films, you bring it back.  Are you 

going to be, I say you bring it back, you’re about to set off to bring it back and uh the henchmen 

say right Mr Damazer you take that interview back and get it broadcast, Mr Webb will stay here 

as a guest of my people, the only thing we’re worried about is it gets broadcast.  I’m going to 

offer you that as a choice, but in fact Justin you don’t really have a choice, that’s what you’re 

doing and you’re back to roughly where the wedding was on your way to Karachi to get it on to 

the plane. 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  Yes, well so far just so good, but I can see from the clouds gathering that 

the interview is a cracking interview, there have been no pre conditions which are remotely 

unacceptable, it’s an hour I’m very happy to broadcast the whole hour and I hope very much to 

see Justin if not for the divorce party, for the next bit of the wedding. 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Okay, do you get in touch with London now if we were to get towards, 

closer to Karachi airport to tell them you’ve got this interview? 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  If I hadn’t told them before, I would certainly be telling them now. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  What’s your reaction in London Helen? 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  I’d be thrilled, obviously we’d all be thrilled, but there would be some 

issues.  Not really around impartiality initially, but about law because the new terrorism 

legislation is a bit hearty about contact with alleged terrorists,  

CLIVE ANDERSON:  You’ve got to give information to the authorities as soon as you have it 

pretty well don’t you? 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Yes, so that’s a bit tricky. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  So what are you going to do? 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Well we’d consult  and I think we’d first of all make sure our tape was in a 

very, very safe place and couldn’t be raided by anybody and secondly we’d have a strategy that 

allows us as far as we can to keep within the law.  I mean the interesting thing is that because 

they’ve been blind folded too know Mark would have no idea actually where he’d been taken. 



 
 

(OVER TALKING) 

Well he would be in a rough area but we know the rough area.. 

 

JON SNOW:  I’m thinking about Justin, he’s been there now 5, 6 days how long are they going 

to keep him alive. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  We don’t know about Justin at this point do we? 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  We don’t, but if we give information to the authorities, it’s been a rough 

time in American politics, they could do with a useful distraction from some sexual scandal that 

imploding in Washington.  The Americans in particular might be very keen to try and take 

Osama Bin Laden out.  Or bomb him or arrest him or whatever.  Once they’ve got a rough idea 

where the wedding was, roughly, you can tell them how far away the uh, you were taken, it was a 

donkey ride lasting a day. 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  The problem as ever is Justin, I mean in terms, in terms of telling the 

authorities and not merely my BBC bosses every bit of information that I can remember about 

the interview with Osama Bin Laden and where it was, I regard myself not merely under a legal 

obligation, but rather more than that. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  So you’ll be absolutely happy to do that? 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  I would be extremely concerned about the consequences for Justin. And 

in talking through with the authorities the information I had I would be impressing upon them 

the need to make sure that Justin’s safely was paramount. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  you would be asking anyone in authority in this country that they do 

politely request the Americans not to try and bomb Osama Bin Laden if they think they know 

where he is on the off chance that Justin will be there 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  From what I’m told Tony Blair is very influential in these matters. No I 

mean the dilemma is obviously extremely acute but I don’t see that having got this interview 

with Osama Bin Laden I can then pretend that we haven’t and I’m not supposed to tell anybody 

at all the conditions in which it took place 



 
 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Alright, so, you’re gonna tell the authorities you’ve got this interview 

and the circumstances. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  I think we’d have to review strategy.  We’d have to clearly have our own 

security people over there trying to find out what intelligence they can about Justin. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  But just let me, [TALKING OVERLAPPING] at the moment, are you 

gonna broadcast it as soon as you can? 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  I think that really depends on what happens to Justin. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well the condition was as long as it goes out, an hour interview, it’s a 

good interview then Justin’s going to be released. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Yeah, but we’ve already had him lying once.  And don’t forget this was an 

interview without any preconditions and there was no sense that one of our people would be 

kidnapped.  You know we’re into a different situation. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Alright well, what are you gonna do then? 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Um, mm, you’d first of all have to share entirely with the audience, as it 

were, the circumstances of the broadcast and then probably you would having shared that 

knowledge, broadcast it but I don’t know what other people think. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Jana it may get to your desk, I would have thought. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  I think it may. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Maybe go even higher, I don’t know.  But I would imagine higher? 

 

[TALKING OVERLAPPING] 

JANA BENNETT:  I think this one would. I think that you’d have to take a decision about 

actually the, the interest in the, the sort of the, obviously anthropological evidence as Jon said of 



 
 

the scoop, cause it is.  And through the, the previous satisfaction that it was an hour of actually 

quite good material.  I slightly wonder how much it would be propaganda but I mean that’s, I’m 

taking it at face value that actually it’s a good hour of material. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Yes, he, it is his point of view he hadn’t a BBC journalist … 

[TALKING OVERLAPPING] 

 

JANA BENNETT:  Yes of course, and the audience can sort of work that out I think, they 

they’ll understand that.  I think my question mark over the whole, condition of airing it because 

it’s a condition for Justin’s release is actually suddenly the problem of broadcasting it. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well you might not ha, well you don’t want Justin back! 

 

JANA BENNETT:  Because, if you share that with the audience and we like Justin because he’s 

really good so we don’t him to get bumped off in this.  Then I think the problem is that would 

the audience then be party to sort of a forced transmission. [TALKING OVERLAPPING]   

CLIVE ANDERSON:  So are we going to broadcast it or not? 

 

JANA BENNETT:  So I think we’d have to try to find a mediation with em Bin Laden’s eh 

which not easy to do at all in order to lift that condition. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  I’m not sure I follow what you’re suggesting [TALKING 

OVERLAPPING].  We’ve been as close to Osama Bin Laden as we can possibly do.  I, the 

decision really I think. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  To stop me being forced into a ransom  

 

[TALKING OVERLAPPING] 

MARK DAMAZER:  But the interview is not done with a precondition that Justin would be 

only released if the interview was broadcast.  The interview was done in, in inverted commas 

good faith, they then imposed the condition post hoc which we were going to agree to anyway 

before, before we did the interview which is that we were going to broadcast it.  So let’s 

broadcast it because it’s probably our best chance of getting Justin out. 

 



 
 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  A typically rigorous analysis I would say there. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  If you’d agreed, if you’d agreed that you, you thought it was all good before 

he has this information then I think there’s a much stronger decision 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Yes but we already agreed at the very beginning that we would, Mark said 

he would broadcast the hour 

 

JANA BENNETT:  But we were not gonna do that, if we thought it was rubbish at that point. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  I don’t think that was what was. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  Yes we did, we said we’d lie because we didn’t really care. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  I thought that was lying about the questions. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  No, no, it was the lie about the hour. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  I,I, well we’re not revisiting all the issues. 

 

JON SNOW:  I think you’ve all contorted your way into a situation you don’t need to be in as 

Mark was hinting.  I mean, you were gonna broadcast it anyway, the fact that he, they’d taken 

him is neither here nor there because we are gonna broadcast it. [TALKING OVERLAPPING].  

The other thing is unimaginable while we were prepared to have a conversation with any 

authorities that then did not have with the viewer.  [TALKING OVERLAPPING] 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  We can’t, we can’t communicate with you.  Look to guard against 

accidents, at Karachi Airport you handed a copy of this interview to Jon on strict conditions this 

is a safety first measure.  Supposing they decide not to broadcast this interview would you, 

would Channel Four broadcast it. 

 

JON SNOW:  With a very heavy heart as I don’t like the idea of putting Justin on our airwaves 

but there it is, we’ll have to.  [TALKING OVERLAPPING], other than biological fact that 

there’s physical evidence that we didn’t get the interview but the BBC did and we’re having to 



 
 

transmit it, that would be painful.  But frankly so overwhelmed by the biological and the 

anthropological and away we go, yeah absolutely. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Are you gonna broadcast it. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  What the BBC. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Yes. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  I would broadcast it because we’ve decided sort of, editorial galley.  I’m not 

sure I would give all the terms to the audience of the threat to Justin.  Because that might up the 

risk. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  I mean I think that’s a fair point but I think that the circumstances … 

 

JANA BENNETT:  It’s that piece of information I have a problem with. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Jana hello, I am John Reid, I understand you are about to broadcast an 

interview with Osama Bin Laden, I’d rather you didn’t. 

 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Who knows what secret messages, to bring about destruction all over 

the world might not be contained in this interview  

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Indeed who does know? 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Who does know, I’d rather you didn’t broadcast this. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  The information will be available for the authorities because we’re 

broadcasting it.  So they will be able to get that information themselves and dissect it. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  I’m just asking you in my friendly way as I often do, I’m asking you not 

to broadcast [TALKING OVERLAPPING]. 

 



 
 

JANA BENNETT:  We’ll say I’m sorry we’re editorially justified. 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  You’re saying there could be a code in it. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  There could be, yes.  Contained within these apparently bland or indeed 

not bland replies there could be a suggestion that sparks off…  

 

JON SNOW:  Home Secretary would you have us transmit it or you could have Al-Jazeera 

transmit it whichever you wish, you take your choice. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Or it’s on the web you know. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well I’m asking Jana Bennett at the moment, is that, is that your answer. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  Well Channel Four have a copy of it as well so it’s not going to be it’s not 

going to be a secret. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  We have powers under the Terrorism Act to eh seize things like this, if 

we see fit.  And we may well be exercising those powers. 

 

JANA BENNETT:  Oh you’d have to go through some of the official channels to that action 

and it would be very regretful I would say with the public interest [TALKING 

OVERLAPPING] 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  I’ve got an ex-parte injunction to stop you broadcasting and presumably 

you would abide by that. 

 

[TALKING OVERLAPPING] 

MARK DAMAZER:  And we’d fight it in court. 

 

JON SNOW:  And we’ll have got a copy elsewhere in the world to have it transmitted 

somewhere else.  I mean this is ridiculous. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  I think by the time John Reid makes his call, we’ve already shown it you 



 
 

know we’ve done it. [TALKING OVERLAPPING] 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  I don’t like to tell you how I know this but we had wind that this 

recording existed, things came to our attention while you were spending what seemed to us in 

the government an inordinate amount of time discussing whether to broadcast or not, so we’ve 

taken a view on this subject that you shouldn’t be broadcasting it. 

 

JON SNOW:  The voice in your ear will reveal it’s actually going out as you’re talking to us.  So 

you’ve had it. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Well no as it happens I’ll come to the conclusion of this discussion.  As 

it happens there’s a ghastly error in the recording equipment so the interview is lost.  All is not 

lost though, all is not lost because Osama Bin Laden is a reasonable man on this subject, it’s got 

to him that this had happened and he said he’ll do another interview but it won’t be with Justin 

Webb this time.  As I mentioned he’s a big fan of Radio Four and he’ll do one interview, one 

Radio Four interview and it will be on Desert Island Discs.  He’s got a lot of practice at having a 

limited amount of entertainment in remote situations but he’s not gonna do it with this new 

person you’ve brought in.  He wants to do it with Sue Lawley to be last of the Desert Island 

Discs done by Sue Lawley, is he gonna be able to do it. 

 

MARK DAMAZER:  We’d record the programme and not transmit it.  No, well the answer is 

no. 

 

CLIVE ANDERSON:  Oh hoping to end on a positive note but I am going to march off as 

though it was the end of the programme. 

 

[CLAPPING] AND [MUSIC] 

[MUSIC] 

FILM BEGINS: 

MICHAEL BUERK:  When a story breaks unless the BBC happens to be terribly well resourced 

where, where the story is breaking.  The pressure is on to get something on the next available 

bulletin, News Twenty Four is always the next available bulletin, cause it’s always on the air.  So 

the danger is, the first response is not send that reporter to go and see for themselves what’s 

going on, to talk to people, come back and tell us what he or she sees.  Eh but it is get into the 



 
 

studio, get onto the rooftop and perform for us.  And when the reporter quite naturally says well 

actually eh you know I’ve had no chance to make the calls, I haven’t had a chance really to get 

out there he or she is briefed from London.  And this becomes eh you know actually it happens 

more often than I think eh any, anybody would like eh that you have that you have the dish 

monkey as they’re known or even worse dish bitch eh is their name.  Who, you know standing 

on some rooftop somewhere eh regurgitating information that they’ve actually been fed from 

London.  Now that isn’t journalism, that is. 

 

BREAK IN TRANSMISSION

TIM GARDAM:  Tradition of enlightened values of rational scepticism.  The interrogative 

position testing empirically, the arguments of all sides.  And I think one would challenge this in a 

multi-cultural society when you take away a sentence to get it right, is how far issues of money 

can be taken outside that rational framework.  And I think – you only have to look at Fox News 

to see the type of interviewing you’d get from the culture that does not believe in that 

framework of rational scepticism which distances the interviewer from the arguments of 

whoever he or she is interviewing and that I think is the fundamental which has to be held onto 

however far you loosen up as Dorothy Byrne was describing eh the range and material that gets 

broadcast.  And indeed you could argue the wider and more provocative and more exciting the 

range and views that are broadcast, the more important it is to hold to that tradition which is a 

Western tradition of enlightenment values. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  But is there a result thereby as she was suggesting that actually you are keeping 

passion off the air? 

 

TIM GARDAM:  No I think it is, I think it’s part, it’s quite the opposite, actually that 

interrogative position which broadcast journalists have all, interviewers have always taken on 

television in this framework of impartiality hasn’t led to outing those issues to encouraging that 

debate.  But as that debate becomes more multi polar, the more important that position is.  

What is difficult I think is how you actually hold that framework in what’s going to be 

increasingly a multi lingual society and that is a different challenge. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Simon Bucks do you want to come in on this.  I mean what about rational 

scepticism at Sky News then. 



 
 

SIMON BUCKS:  Well I mean we’re not Fox News, you know let’s be absolutely clear about 

this although we share an ownership, we’re absolutely not Fox News, we’re an independent 

television news organization which is run under the Ofcom rules.  Don’t let’s get the idea that 

we’re doing Fox News style journalism.  But to come back to your first point, I was very struck 

by the way in which the BBC journalists were treating the eh Osama Bin Laden scoop.  And I 

was muttering to my neighbour Richard Tait even before Jon intervened saying you know what’s 

going on here this is a fantastic story, this is the first time we’re going to see this man who the 

world wants to see.  And you know this is a story, which we should be doing.  And I think that, 

that’s something that probably differentiates the way Sky News, that’s how the commercial news 

organizations in this country work.  But  the story’s the thing really, the news is the thing.  and 

we obviously deal with the fundamental ethical issues as they arise but we don’t kind of worry 

about them before they necessarily come up quite so much possibly as at the BBC. 

 

CLAIRE FOX:  Claire Fox.  Claire Fox Institute of Ideas.  And I share with Tim full 

commitment to enlightenment ideals around rational scepticism.  And I’m concerned that in a 

debate about impartiality that the ideal will be lost.  It’s not that I don’t think it’s a more 

complicated world but I fear that the ideal of that is being thrown out.  And the idea that 

impartiality is dull and passionless and boring is a caricature of what that great ideal of 

enlightenment thinking was it seems to me.  But I do think that Andrew Marr gave us a very 

useful way when he said you know the world is changing key respects.  And I thought the 

hypotheticals were fantastic.  I mean the dilemmas around impartiality now it doesn’t seem to 

me are the left and right ones.  I was less concerned about whether they were gonna interview 

Osama Bin Laden or not and the debates around the throwing out of the Koran, the self 

censorship that that implied, well I mean implied was gonna happen.  And the debate about the 

Hijab.  And I have to say that I fear that there is a loss of nerve around a new issue in politics 

which is religious offence which is making enlightenment ideals dead and dusted.  I mean there 

is no such thing as an enlightenment commitment to rational debate if you’re so frightened that 

you’re going to cause offence on a satirical programme on the one hand over there and you 

know just, just in relation to the Hijab question, to put it into a broader context, is about identity 

politics as much as it is about eh religious offence.  If somebody came in and said I want to have 

a green punk haircut and read the news, you know, actually the BBC might say we’ll get young 

viewers in and go for it.  But just their spineless mis-relation to the young doesn’t have to be 

replicated everywhere you look.  And I do think it’s incredibly important to not let that go under 

the table.  I mean there will be no rational news journalism if those things are not confronted.  



 
 

And I actually think that even though I know, like Alan Hayling said if somebody said I’m gonna 

throw the Koran in the Room 101, I’d think oh God why am I in charge of this programme, it’s 

now gonna be chaos.  And I wouldn’t want to have that dilemma.  How are we going to inspire 

young Asian people to want to be part of a rational enlightened society if we are spineless in the 

face of some of these challenges.  We have to hold our nerve.  And I’m afraid I fear that the 

debate about impartiality is seeping into a place where we’re coming up with excuses for not 

holding our nerve. 

 

AAQIL AHMED:  That’s not totally true Clare, I can reel off, I’m not going to bore you, but 

reel off programme after programme after programme I have watched or been involved in 

which have totally you know eh could be seen as being offensive.  So you, they do exist, they 

really do exist. 

 

CLAIRE FOX:  there’s a sensitivity and a sensibility around … 

 

AAQIL AHMED:  But not with everybody. 

 

CLAIRE FOX:  No, but you know what I mean, everybody knows what I mean, we live in a 

world where the Pope, you know, the Pope for God sake is meant to be infallible is grovelling in 

the face of a kind of demand.   

 

AAQIL AHMED:  But actually he’s not grovelling that’s the whole point isn’t it, he’s actually 

not grovelling. 

 

CLAIRE FOX:  I’m an atheist and not interested in the theological disputes that the Pope 

indulges in but he gives an academic you know and obscure academic treatise on fourteen-

century theology and it creates chaos.  But you, you could say well the problem, the chaos is 

created by the Muslim world or radical Islam or is it created by the fact that we don’t know how 

to face down the contemporary challenges, that’s all I’m saying. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Let me bring in Anna here because in Northern Ireland these kind of 

sensitivities, of different kinds anyway but sensitivities is a line that you tread all of the time.  I’m 

thinking specifically about the poppy where newsreaders all wear a poppy don’t they for 

Armistice Day but do they in Northern Ireland?… 



 
 

 

ANNA CARRAGHER:  the issue of poppies in Northern Ireland was probably one of the most 

difficult issues our team ever faced and listening to the debate about the hypothetical like the 

Hijab, it really reminded me of that.  In Northern Ireland the poppy is regarded as very much 

something, it’s the Royal British Legion, it’s very Unionist, it’s very Protestant, Protestants wear 

poppies, Catholics don’t wear poppies.  It’s almost as stark a divide as that, particularly if I go 

back sort of several years.  And our rule was that we didn’t have a rule basically, we sort of let 

people make their own decisions.  And what it meant was you would come off the news in 

London where newsreaders would be wearing poppies to Belfast, where they might or might not 

be wearing poppies.  And it came to an end with one particular individual who didn’t want to 

wear a poppy, she happened to be Catholic, her reasoning was that she didn’t want any flag or 

emblem that said what she was.  She did literally get death threats, very very serious death 

threats, and in Northern Ireland in you know nineteen ninety-eight, that was not fun.  And it 

was very very difficult indeed.  So we, we actually then had to work out a policy which is 

basically that because the poppy is a symbol of respect for two world wars our newsreaders have 

a choice eh they have a choice whether to appear or not appear.  But over that week of 

Armistice our newsreaders do wear poppies and it’s proved to be a quite satisfactory policy.  But 

there is a broader issue around flags and emblems because when a place like Northern Ireland, 

the Union Jack for example is seen as a symbol of one community.  And if you are broadcasting 

eh to the entire community do you for example put that flag over your building given that in 

Northern Ireland it flies over you know police stations, Stormont, it is seen as a symbol of one 

particular party. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  And Broadcasting House? 

 

ANNA CARRAGHER:  Well we don’t have a flag pole.  Could I, Sue could I just say one last 

thing.  One point very very quickly, just picking up on the point that Tim was making and Jana 

and Clare.  I think one of the interesting things to me about this … yes I agree about the 

enlightenment scepticism as it were, what it seems to me that it depends on though is a cohesive 

and an agreed society.  And what we don’t have in Northern Ireland is an agreed society.  You 

know Good Friday Agreement has worked towards this but we have a state in which historically 

large numbers of people do not regard their allegiance as being to that state.  I worry when I 

look at the UK that we’re seeing the very beginnings of where do people’s allegiances lie.  I was 

very struck by the John Reid saying, well somebody talked about this is a Muslim area.  I’ve 



 
 

heard in Northern Ireland this is a Protestant area, this is a Catholic area, so often, it’s very 

dangerous, small straw in the wind for me. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  I’m, there’s a point here, point there and a point there, I’m coming to you. 

 

DAVID SCHLESINGER:  David Schlesinger here from Reuters.  I think that a lot of this 

debate is actually about the role of the institution, you talk about the Pope being infallible.  I 

think it’s a fear that maybe the BBC wont be infallible and that we’ll show our fallibility and that 

we will expose.  I think that actually if we had more courage about being transparent in the 

decision making process, transparent about the issues with the audience, inviting the audience 

into the debate, a lot of these ills will be cured.  If someone wants to wear a religious insignia on 

air, instead of just either hiding it or sneaking it in, we’ll put up the debate and say look we know 

that many of you will think that this is a symbol of that British society is crumbling or that the 

BBC has taken a position, it’s not, this is an individual. 

  

SUE LAWLEY:  It’s maybe going to happen of course because yesterday, you can say this, Ruth 

Kelly as Minister for Women has said has she not that, that the media should have Muslim 

women on in headresses 

 

AAQIL AHMED:  It’s already happened on BBC News, I think in Leicester there’s actually  a 

presenter who wears a Sari and that is a symbol of the Hindu, Hindu identity.   I’ve had Muslim 

women wearing Hijabs. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  It’s more difficult for national broadcasters. 

 

AAQIL AHMED:  On Channel Four, not a news programme admittedly but on a current, on a 

religious current affairs programme we’ve had a Muslim woman presenting in a Hijab. 

 

DAVID SCHLESINGER:  But what I’m talking about is the transparency of the decision 

making process.  If you have an Osama Bin Laden interview actually invite the audience into the 

discussion about whether it should be done at length or … 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  But then there’s the argument that they’re self selecting because now the times 

of communication that goes on within broadcasting is technologically sophisticated isn’t it, so 



 
 

you get people on text, you get people on email, you disenfranchise the crusty colonels et al 

don’t you, that’s the problem, that’s eh.  I mean who is to adjudicate what is a fair and proper 

discussion with the audience. 

 

DAVID SCHLESINGER:  I think the crusty colonel will write a letter and you can read that. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  [LAUGHING] where was I going there.  Shout. 

 

STEPHEN WHITTLE:  I’m Stephen Whittle.  I think I want to go back to where Roger began 

really because I think one of the difficulties here is actually sorting out what is an issue of 

impartiality as opposed to what is an issue of potential offence.  And they’re not the same things.  

And I think we have to be clearer than we have been so far in the conversations about 

concentrating on the word that’s actually up there, impartiality.  And, and what Andy said struck 

the biggest chord for me when he was talking actually about culture.  Eh the culture of the 

organisation and he saw in one sense the culture of the organisation on very vivid display eh in 

the hypothetical.  But actually what you didn’t get a sense of quite in the way that he was talking 

about is actually the lack of intellectual curiosity in the organisation, it’s monochrome in its 

thinking.  And not diverse in its thinking by which I’m not talking simply about colour and 

religion and culture but about radical ideas about society. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  And why is that, is there a fear to be involved in such ideas. 

 

STEPHEN WHITTLE:  Well I think fear may play a part, I think it’s also a matter of safety.   

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Precisely. 

 

STEPHEN WHITTLE:  It’s actually about not asking yourself hard enough questions.  Not 

actively getting out beyond the comfortable circle in the office, in W1 or W12 into where the 

intellectual debate is happening.  And it’s copped the worst because of Andy’s analogy of, of the 

wheel as opposed to the pendulum.  Because everybody’s in the middle even less reason to go 

out and look on the big issues confronting society for people who are bringing different 

perspectives to bear.  And that in the end is what impartiality is about.  It’s about actually being 

intellectually curious but also you’re not taking the position of your own but you are enabling 

and you’re holding the ring for the debate to take place. 



 
 

SUE LAWLEY:  Do you want to make a point about that specific point. 

 

JEAN SEATON:  I just want to say that I think the debate has missed out … there’s an 

assumption that impartiality is a market in which opinions in the classic sort of Miltonian way 

will cancel each other out and the most vigorous one will win.  Actually I don’t think that’s what 

your in the business of, and if you are it’s a very cowardly business and you haven’t in the past 

been in that business.  Because what you have to bring to the,  decision is information and 

judgement and a decision to try and get something like the truth.  So you, it’s not good enough 

just to hold a ring and let varieties of voice battle it out, that’s one of the things you have to do.  

In addition to that you have to bring knowledge and judgement and risk taking expertise which 

is, which is a bit more than holding a ring for other people. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Which would you say is, is missing in the greatest quantity, knowledge, 

judgement. 

 

JEAN SEATON:  I think that in the contemporary world the, so I would also disagree with 

Andy’s use of fairness though I’m also slightly chemically adverse to impartiality and realised that 

I have objectivity in my heart where he has impartiality.  Because fairness would allow you to be 

fair between scientifically disproved evidence and scientifically accurate evidence.  You can be 

equally fair between them but that wouldn’t be truthful.  So I’m afraid you have to go on taking 

judgements and  thinking and having information and reporting and I think the absolutely key 

thing in all of this, nobody’s really talked very much about reporting, what we need in a more 

complex world is more and more reporting, not more people on the web. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Okay. 

 

STEVE BARNETT:  Steve Barnett, University of Westminster, can I first of all point out that 

what to wear when reading the news which is what this is in danger of becoming about.  I’m just 

amazed there’s a debate about it because as far as I’m concerned you don’t wear a bikini wearing 

the news, you don’t wear your swimming trunks.  You don’t wear any kind of religious 

identification garb either.  I mean anything that is going to interfere with the newsreaders 

relationship with the viewer and the authority of the institution as a newsgathering and news 

conveying authority has got to be wrong has nothing to do with religious intolerance.  And I was 

saying to people in the BBC during the break, I’m amazed that those kind of guidelines don’t 



 
 

exist already and I think they probably should do to eradicate any potential problems.  Can I 

make a bigger point because coming back to what Roger was saying and then Tim.  I think it’s 

absolutely right we mustn’t get, as Stephen said, hung up on issues around taste and offence 

because I think they’re, they’re actually rather different from the much bigger issue about how 

you interpret impartiality at the end of the era of the left, right ideological spectrum.  What do 

you do when you can no longer rely on Westminster and the elected representatives in a 

democracy to convey something of the different sides of opinion eh in current debates, way 

beyond anything to do with religion.  But the kind of things that people meet in their every day 

lives.  And I think the, the problem that not just the BBC but all broadcast journalists face is 

what are the limits of that intellectual curiosity that Stephen was talking about.  Can you, as 

Norman Tebbitt wanted to do in the nineteen eighties, question whether apartheid was wrong, 

should there be a neutral debate on the rights and wrongs of apartheid?  Because there’s a 

perfectly good White South African narrative, which says that it was entirely right.  Can you 

question the existence of the Holocaust as what’s his name did, the barmy right wing historian.  

And should you give him the air time and, and interrogate him and his views because there are 

plenty of people like him who believe that the Holocaust didn’t happen.  Where are those limits, 

how far do you take them and what’s the BBC’s position as an authority, authoritative institution 

in allowing air time to those issues? 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Alan Yentob. 

 

ALAN YENTOB:  I just wanted to explain a relationship to multiculturalism and the issue of 

the BBC and multiculturalism or any other broadcaster.  I don’t deny whatsoever that we have 

been stumbling over many years.  What I think is evident in any of our cities today is that not 

addressing the issue of diversity, by which I mean cultural diversity, not just religious diversity, a 

diversity of views is something that is more and more potent today.  And this afternoon you’re 

going to have a debate about Shoot The Messenger which in itself is something which has 

aroused a huge amount of controversy and antagonism, partly because these were unspoken 

things.  I’m interested to know though from the Panel in relation to, to this diverse society or 

the wagon wheel as Andy calls it, whether people would like to see the BBC or other 

broadcasters create more space for this diversity of views.  In other words where you’re not 

impeded by either rational scepticism i.e. interrogation from a journalist.  Are there enough 

spaces on television any more or in broadcasting any more, certainly on the blog, on the web but 

in the safe hands of a broadcaster where you can have a proper dialogue and and all the rest of 



 
 

it.  Should the BBC provide more spaces where partial views can be expressed in order to 

thicken the plot of debate and dialogue and discussion. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Any one want to answer that view?  Let’s take another point over there then.  

Okay. 

 

ADAM BOULTON:  Hello, I’m Adam Boulton from Sky News, I think we’re in danger of eh 

forgetting about institutional partiality.  That all news organizations have certain backgrounds.  

The BBC has a public service tradition therefore I would argue is more sympathetic to notions 

of public service, the NHS, than say commercial organisations such as Sky.  But the reason why 

we’re here as outsiders, at a meeting organised by the BBC is because we all value that central 

tradition of impartiality which does go back to the creation of the BBC in broadcasting with a 

monopoly and we are all happy to operate within that tradition.  Now the problem we face now 

is that obviously there is a fragmenting of sources of information and the question is whether we 

can hang together and have a kind of central broad theme of what we’re doing, what we think is 

impartial, which we think is worth preserving.  I would argue that it is, because there’s so much 

unmediated information out there, or whether we all go in our separate directions.  And if we 

could take the Fox News example, I personally get very annoyed about the sneering at Fox 

News.  I mean I would suggest to you that Fox News is no less professional and no more biased 

than say Channel Four News in this country, which has a position on most of the news stories 

which you could predict in advance.  The reason why Fox News came into existence was 

precisely because of the overlooking of the American equivalent of the crusty colonel, that there 

was a liberal intelligentsia predominantly on the West Coast and the East Coast who provided a 

set of news which did not explain to people why Ronald Reagan was being elected, why the 

Bush’s were being elected, why the Congress was going Republican.  I don’t think that Fox, 

other than the fact that it allows its presenters to take a party position, is any more biased in the 

way in which it analyses and presents the news.  And I think if we turn on Fox, which I think is 

part of that tradition and put it in a corner, all we are doing is parodying ourselves back into a 

liberal corner. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Adam do you want to pass the microphone down to Justin and hear what he 

thinks. 

 

JUSTIN WEBB:  Firstly I would say I agree a hundred percent with Adam about Fox News and 



 
 

I’m the BBC’s Washington correspondent.  We’ve failed to grasp the importance of Fox News if 

we just sneer at it.  There are things they do wrong like claiming to be totally impartial when on 

occasions they are plainly anything but, but the actual job that they do is a serious one and one 

we should take note of.  Can I just say that on a point of judgement, we need as an organisation 

or as organisations, to defend and to explain to audiences and to get audiences on side when we 

differentiate between judgment and opinion.  And one of the things the internet has done, 

particularly in America and they’re ahead of us on this, so many people get their news from the 

internet that it is now a common place in America to believe that all there is in the world is a set 

of competing opinions.  There is not such a thing as judgment that is separate from those 

opinions and we as, as the BBC I think have got to continue to make the case.  And perhaps 

make the case more strongly than we have if, that says reporters have judgment.  And finally just 

on the point that that Alan Yentob raised, let’s not let the audience have their say, I mean that, if 

anything is, is journalism for scaredies, if we think that we have a role and something to say, we 

should have the guts to say it and stand behind it.  And not just let competing opinions on and 

let, I mean there is a role for that but not in, in news and current affairs. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Justin do you think the BBC is always impartial in its broadcasting from the 

States. 

 

JUSTIN WEBB:  Of course not, because impartiality is an aspiration, it is not something you 

can ever achieve.  And of course and as people have made clear we bring to it all the things that 

we are, so as individuals we are not impartial.  And nor frankly do I think we should be morally 

impartial though that’s something we might get to later on in the day.  But in terms of the effort 

we are, we try and we genuinely try to be impartial as to fairness to the people we treat and 

fairness to the audiences.  Yes, I do think we do that. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Is Jon Snow still with us, he’s not, he’s disappeared, I thought he should get a 

right of reply somewhere.  Let’s go to the back here,. 

 

JOHN LLOYD:  Eh John Lloyd at the FT and the Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism.  

I just want to come back, two concepts have come up from the floor which are really important.  

One was Tim Gardam’s phrase on rational scepticism, the other one was Jean Seaton’s use of 

the truth, which hadn’t come out this morning.  And it’s the rational sceptical position has been 

under a lot of attack for probably all the time at the BBC.  And much of that attack used to be 



 
 

from the Left, it used to be that the BBC was a central, the graph that, that objectivity and 

impartiality was a mask for capitalist relations and power.  It’s almost nostalgic to think of that 

now because it’s largely gone.  Although it did touch the generation of people who run the BBC 

now, early fifties and forties, late forties, fifties even sixty year olds.  What’s come up, and Adam 

spoke to that as well as Justin is a, is a very sharp attack much sharper in the States than here, 

but here to and elsewhere, which is from the Right, which is saying that most of the redoubts of 

journalism, especially broadcasting, are held by liberal Lefties.  And there has to be some kind of 

redress and they won some tricks.  Indeed the discussion this morning on multiculturalism 

showed a trick that in the broad sense, the Right had won.  The Right was very suspicious of 

multiculturalism and it’s won its point to a very large extent.  But now the third if you like 

journalism of cultural revenge is around, and that comes from people who are challenging 

rational sceptical journalism from if you like another civilization, to use Huntingdon’s 

classification, which is saying Anglo Saxon or Anglo American journalism, the kind which we 

have been invoking this morning, is no longer, should no longer have a monopoly, either 

implicit or explicit.  And that specially comes from the Islamic world - from Al-Jazeera is the 

most obvious one since it’s coming on the air in a couple of months.  You could also say the 

French, in so far as they are another civilization, are by putting on their own world service, also 

challenging the Anglo Saxon dominations.  So we’re now in an era where the rational sceptical 

approach is now being challenged much much more sharply than it has been before.  Especially 

when it takes the form as in the BBC as Andrew Marr said this morning, which is liberal Leftish.  

And just one word on the truth. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Quickly  

 

JOHN LLOYD:  It seems to me that Jean got it right that, we didn’t use that this morning but 

that reporting, we haven’t talked hugely about reporting.  But reporting depends upon some 

notion of the truth, that the truth is attainable, it may not be got at by the two minutes or the 

thirty seconds on The News, it may not indeed be got at by fifty minutes on Panorama but it 

does exist.  And that reporting is a way of and the passion behind reporting is a way of eliciting 

at least some parts of the truth, without that I think reporting impartiality objectivity is lost. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Well we’re certainly gonna be addressing some of that in the discussion of the 

liberal Left consensus eh this afternoon, I think Janet Daley might have something to say about 

that.   



 
 

 

CHRIS BANATAVALA:  I’m Chris Banatavala from Ofcom and as you probably know we 

don’t regulate the BBC on actioning impartiality but I’d just like to make a few points sort of on 

the regulatory issues to do with impartiality.  First we, we talked a lot about whether it should or 

shouldn’t be divorced from natural human rights and democracy, when the notion of due 

impartiality was originally conceived by Parliament, it was that it shouldn’t be divorced from 

liberal democracy and natural human rights, that is a given.  The second issue is about 

actually definition of impartiality, we’ve heard the words fairness, truth, accuracy, mathematical 

balance, all banded around.  In fact as far as we’re concerned that is not about impartiality, 

impartiality is about impartiality, truth, accuracy, fairness are all about those notions.  And there 

are concepts of requirements for fairness to individuals or accuracy in news reporting.  

Impartiality is about the objective or the appropriate objectivity of the presentation of views and 

issues. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  But surely all those other elements inform exactly that, that’s why [TALKING 

OVERLAPPING] we’re attempting to offer substance … 

 

CHRIS BANATAVALA:  The point is that impartiality within itself a concept, that is how 

Parliament described it and that is actually how we should approach it. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  But if you are asked to define it, I think you might use words like truth and 

accuracy and fairness. 

 

CHRIS BANATAVALA:  [TALKING OVERLAPPING] You can be impartial and be 

inaccurate, you can be inaccurate and not impartial, they’re not mutually exclusive.  And just a 

final thing which I think is very interesting for the BBC and other broadcasters, is actually, what 

is the future of impartiality, we have a multi media environment, you can get videos on the web, 

you can get mobile downloads.  And the regulatory framework at the moment is purely for 

television.  But coming down the track in five or ten years there is a lot of challenge to 

impartiality from an awful lot of sources.  And Parliament and broadcasters if, and it is an if, 

they want to preserve impartiality they have to think about how that can be done in this 

environment. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Do you think it can be done. 



 
 

 

CHRIS BANATAVALA:  I think it’s getting more and more difficult. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  I think that’s exactly what we’re saying.  Yup.  Please tell us who you are. 

 

DAMIAN TAMBINI:  I’m Damian Tambini, London School of Economics.  Can I just make a 

distinction, which I think might be useful between institutional impartiality of the BBC and 

editorial impartiality.  My reading of the Charter as it’s interpreted in the Guidelines, is that the 

BBC has a responsibility in all its activities, indeed as we saw in the hypotheticals this morning in 

relation to charities for example, to be impartial.  So, therefore the question of the dress of the 

newsreader for example and all these other issues we’ve been discussing are not merely about 

these other things, fairness etc. they are about impartiality.  And impartiality of the organization.  

So I would take issue for example, with Stephen Barnett’s suggestion that the issue of dress is a 

very simple issue.  My view is that if the BBC adopted a policy informal or otherwise whereby it 

actually excluded people who wanted to wear certain symbols from reading the news, that is 

likely to be illegal, that is likely to be challenged.  And the broader issue is of course that, not 

only is the highest, the lower standard of not being discriminatory apply to the BBC, it applies a 

higher standard institutionally of being impartial.  So maybe people have views on whether this 

distinction between in, institutional and editorial impartiality is relevant and whether we should 

be focusing narrowly on this issue of editorial impartiality. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  If you define impartiality in its simplest sense is that we don’t take sides.  

And it’s not a fixed point, it’s a process.  And it’s a process determined by an open mindedness, 

a capacity to challenge yourself and challenge your team to bring in views that aren’t things you 

thought of, things you find comfortable etc.  That’s one way of thinking of about impartiality.  

Now on some things the BBC as an institution does take sides, it takes sides on diversity.  We’re 

an organisation passionately committed to the idea of diversity beyond what the law requires of 

us.  But that does not and should not affect our journalism when we’re dealing with 

multiculturalism.  But one of the issues about employing people is they get muddled about this.  

So sometimes they think and I’ve literally had conversations with my journalists, who think we 

can’t say nasty things about black people even if they’re true because we’re committed to 

diversity aren’t we.  And this is a massive challenge for us in managerial and editorial terms.  To 

help particularly young journalists but not just young journalists understand the difference 

between what the Institution is committed to and what our journalism can do.  I once had 



 
 

somebody say to me when I was editing File on Four, it was, a programme about bullying at 

Feltham Young Offenders Institute, it won a Sony Gold, it was a very powerful piece of 

journalism.  And the reporter rang up and said Helen, we’ve found out that most of the victims 

of the bullying are white and most of the bullies are black, can we say it.  And I said, if you’ve 

got the evidence and it’s fairly weighted of course you can say it.  It was terribly telling that 

because of the confusion with the Institution’s aspirations that had filtered into the journalism.  

And that’s the reality of dealing with human beings. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Because there was an element of the one and the other was there not.  Hasn’t 

that changed in fact over the past couple of years Helen. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  I don’t think it’s the past couple of years, I think there’s been lots of 

programmes that have been done.  I mean all the time that have asked very challenging 

questions of all sorts of groups. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  You know there are certain things that have always been understood within the 

BBC, that you could actually. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Well you say that. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Well I think Apartheid was mentioned just now as one of them and … 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Well you see that’s a very interesting one, that’s the one, apart from a 

commitment. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  Capital punishment is another.  Only mentioned with huge caveats. 

 

HELEN BOADEN:  Well mm up to a point. I mean those things to me feel a long way away.  I 

mean the two things I was raised in my BBC career that we were committed to were liberal 

democracy and primarily freedom of speech.  Because without freedom of speech liberal 

democracy has no way forward.  Having just come back from Russia to see our bureau there, 

where in the last two years the government has either shut down or literally bought up directly 

or indirectly through Gazprom every single organ of open information.  You come back and 

you’re so bloody glad for the, you know, the free speech we all have in this country and the 



 
 

independent judiciary.  So you know we shouldn’t take that too lightly.  But I don’t, I think there 

is a sort of, because I didn’t come through the ranks of the newsroom in London, I’ve never 

experienced that what you couldn’t say and could say.  So I’m slightly suspicious of this slightly 

fashionable orthodoxy that there are some things you can’t say at the BBC and some things you 

can say.  I think it’s much more diverse than that to use the word. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  But not always understood.  Yip.  Just a quick one because I’m gonna let us all 

have some lunch. 

 

MARY FITZPARTICK:  If the bullies are black and the victims are white what the BBC very 

much needed to do was actually contextualise and explain what that’s about, because otherwise 

what happens is the audience looks at it and thinks oh young black men are bullies, that just 

compounds my notion that they’re aggressive and they’re out of hand.  And the poor white kids 

are always being jumped on.  So we just, we need to explain.  Yes but we need to explain it, we 

need to contextualise and explain why that’s happening. 

 

SUE LAWLEY:  It’s a very good point to stop because of course at the beginning of this 

afternoon we’re gonna be talking about Shooting The Messenger, where in fact the baddies are 

black.  Then later on we shall be hearing from Janet Daley who will no doubt be Shooting The 

Messenger, so I hope you’ll all come back.  Thank you very much indeed for this morning. 

FILM STARTS 

MARK RAVENHILL 

Certainly, I would feel impartiality and drama are bad bedfellows. Moral complexity and drama 

are good bedfellows.  So, a piece of drama doesn’t necessarily have to be a piece of polemic.  

But, often polemical drama is great as well.  And I can’t see why in a multi channel environment, 

and a, you know, all the different strands for different dramas to be placed, why we shouldn’t be 

coming more and more confident about giving individual dramas a stronger voice; either 

polemical or, or complex morally, and be confident that over all the different diverse strands 

that the BBC now has to offer, that those things will balance themselves out over, over a period 

of time.    

Film continues: 

PETER FINCHAM 

Television drama today, modern television drama, is relatively light on authored pieces.  Pieces 

that have a very strong distinctive individual’s voice.  There’s a film on BBC 1 this Autumn by 



 
 

Dominic Savage, for instance, on the, the subject of inequality in society today.  Um, I’m not 

looking for that film to be impartial.  I think I’d be quite disappointed if it was. I hope it’s very 

partial.  And, I certainly hope that it expresses Dominic Savage’s voice.  

Film continues  

MARK RAVENHILL 

We, you know, I include myself in this, tend to think of the mass of the viewers as not being 

liberal enough.  And, that TV drama is a medium in which we can enlighten them towards a 

more enlightened attitude towards gay people, disabled people, or, or whatever.  And, we think 

of that as just a neutral impartial thing to do; that human rights, liberation for people is, is the 

right and proper thing to do.  So, I think we forgo a lot of the kind of moral complexity of 

drama for fear that a viewer might empathize with somebody who is racist or homophobic, or 

whatever.   

FILM ENDS

Caption Impartiality: Fact or Fiction 

SUE LAWLEY 

Well, we spent the morning mainly in the factual arena.  But, an awkwardness about saying the 

unsayable obviously can create just as many potential issues in the realms of drama and comedy.  

As far as comedy is concerned, from Little Britain and Brass Eye to Time Trumpet, it’s pushed 

the boundaries.  But, I think it’s much more difficult arguably anyway, in drama.  Which is what 

made Sharon Foster’s play, which went out on BBC 2 last month ‘Shoot the Messenger’ 

especially remarkable. Its protagonists, I don’t know how many of you saw it but we’ll show you 

a quick clip.  Its protagonist is was a black school teacher called Jo who begins to blame black 

people for all his problems in life.  The trouble really starts when a, a disgruntled pupil in his 

class falsely accuses Jo of assault. And, Jo steadily descends into anger and hate as his career and 

his life begin to fall apart. 

SHOOT THE MESSENGER CLIP BEGINS: 

Yeah, but a white man’s not going to do that because he wants to keep us down.  

Why is it always someone else’s fault? We don’t do as well as the Asians because white people won’t let us.  We 

shoot each other because someone else brings guns into the country.  

We ain’t got not power because the Jews stole Jesus from us.  I mean, it’s ridiculous.  I used to teach.  The kids 

who do the best in school are the Chinese and the Asians.  They don’t get to…  

But, maybe they didn’t have their culture systematically destroyed by slavery.  

Slavery, game over.  The rule is, the first person to make this slavery wins.  We have got to get over slavery. Get 

over slavery.  Did I say that aloud?    



 
 

Did you just say get over slavery?  Millions of Africans were stolen from their homes, carried away in a ship, 

chained by their wrist and ankles, lying in their own excrement for months.  Raped, starved… Our languages 

were destroyed and so were our families. Until this cloud broke.  And, the effects of that still live in you and me to 

this day.  So, no, my good friend.  We cannot just get over slavery.   

I’m not saying that slavery isn’t important or that it doesn’t matter. I’m saying that we need to forgive and move 

on.  So we can be free. 

So how do you suggest we get over slavery?   

I think we should be proud of the fact that we are the descendants of those who survived and um look at the good 

things that have come out of it. The bright side.. 

And, the bright side of slavery is?  

At least they took us somewhere sunny! 

We have suffered too much pain to have some coconut make jokes about black people.   

Oh f**k black people, f**k them, f**k our self denial, our ‘let’s blame the white man for everything’ response.  

Fuck black people. 

FILM CLIP ENDS

SUE LAWLEY 

Well you get the idea.  The play depicts black boys failing in school and fetching up in prison or 

in psychiatric care.  Black women mothering children by several different absent fathers and so 

on and so forth.  Sharon Foster wrote it and Hilary Salmon is the Executive Producer at BBC 

Films and was the Exec on this.  Sharon, first of all, I mean, the original title was ‘F**k Black 

People’ wasn’t it?  You were required to change that! (yeah)  Did you mind? 

HILARY SALMON 

Um, yes I did.  I did mind.  (Did you fight?) You know, I pick my battles and that wasn’t one I 

chose to fight. No.   

SUE LAWLEY 

Why did you have to change it Hilary? 

HILARY SALMON 

I think our feeling was that ‘F**k Black People’ was absolutely the title for the treatment that 

Sharon pitched to me for the Dennis Potter Award.  And, as a really provocative statement of 

intent, it was doing its job.  But, as a, as a title for the film that we finished up with, it seemed to 

only reflect one side of it which was that very kind of provocative, rub your nose in it…. 

SUE LAWLEY 

But it was all provocative (polemical)  rub your nose in.  What I’m really asking, was it because 

you couldn’t say the ‘F’ word on the television.  Presentation couldn’t say ‘Coming up in just a 



 
 

moment ‘F**k Black People’  Or, or was it because of the offensiveness of the message?   

HILARY SALMON 

I just couldn’t imagine seeing it in the Radio Times.  (well quite)  No, I think it was more to do 

with the fact that, yes it was a provocative film but there were a lot of other things going on in 

the film as well.  There’s a lot of um, Sharon talks about there being a lot of love in the film.  

There is a lot of love in the film.  There’s a lot of redemption in the film. And, to go (only at the 

end)  No, I disagree.  I mean, all the way through Jo is helped by members of his own 

community.  He’s nurtured by members of his own community who are incredibly patient with 

him when he’s in this dark place. (sure) And, I think that,  I think to have gone with such an 

incendiary  title (ok) would have caused the wrong sort of reaction before people were able to 

see the film.  

SUE LAWLEY 

But, leaving the title to one side, I mean, it is pretty tough listening, viewing as we saw.  Did you 

know that when you wrote it.  And, did you know that you were going to be asking the 

broadcaster, you know, to take a lot of risk.   

SHARON FOSTER 

Er, yes. I don’t think you come up with a title like ‘F**k Black People’ which is all I had when I 

met Hilary and she said ‘Have you got any ideas for the Dennis Potter?’ Well I had a title, so, um 

… 

SUE LAWLEY 

But, you had that title because it was your experience and you knew that that was a feeling 

prevalent in the community in which…  

SHARON FOSTER 

I’ve explained, I’ve shared with people how that began.  I was in the car with two friends.  One, 

one of my friends was talking about quite a well known person actually. She was going black 

people this and black people that and listing, which we often do, and they did this and they did 

this.  And, I went ‘oh f**k black people!’ And we started laughing.  And we laughed and we 

laughed and we laughed.  And, um, someone said ‘oh that would be a good title for something.’  

So, that’s the energy that it came from.  It’s not, it didn’t come from ‘let me kill somebody.’  It 

came from a frustration that we often express, is a common conversation that we have.  So, it 

was, it was a mix of different things. 

SUE LAWLEY 

But, if it was so common, why has it never been said before and why had it never found its way 

onto the airwaves? 



 
 

SHARON FOSTER 

Um, because…It’s interesting you say that.  I received an email today on what I call the black 

internet grape vine about how Bill Cosby, you know, he’s been on at the NAACP in America, on 

the stage with Reverend Jackson. Jessie Jackson.  And, he said, basically the same things I’ve 

been saying.  And, he’d said it before and got slagged off for it but he’s unrepentant, you know, 

saying we’re not, we haven’t lived up to our potential.  And, the very same message.  But, it’s 

something that we say but we keep to ourselves.  Several people have walked up to me in 

Hackney, you know, and they’ve gone ‘You’re the writer of …’ and I’ve said yes and they’ve said 

‘I’m in two minds.’ And I’ve said, ‘If you knew only black people were going to see it, how 

would you feel then?’ and they go ‘Then I’d be fine.’ And, that, that is the challenge for some 

black people with the piece.  And, far, and it’s been amazing actually.  The vast majority of 

people that I’ve come across, I’ve been on radio shows, have just gone.  It’s been like a chance 

to exhale, a chance to go.  The strategy we’ve had in place since the end of slavery, since the end 

of colonial has been deny, deny, deny. They’re to blame. And, I think at the beginning, that was 

true.  But, we’ve kind, things have kind of shifted on us but we’ve been giving the same 

argument and it’s costing us in our communities.  And, so now, I think once people are willing 

to go, a lot of people are relieved to be honest. 

SUE LAWLEY 

Has it cost you for saying it? 

SHARON FOSTER 

Not at all.  You know something.  I’d got to a place where it was do or die.  It was just like.  

There are people, kids out there dying and, you know, some people say if you don’t stand for 

something you stand for nothing. And, I just, I just, I couldn’t continue to have the 

conversations where we said things like – ‘Oh it’s that generation that are bad, oh something 

would happen and someone would come out and say ‘It’s all white people’s fault.’  And, I’m 

thinking, actually no, there are things that we’re not doing that yeah, they are responsible for a 

certain amount but there are things we’re not handling.  And, so, no I, for me it was just. 

SUE LAWLEY 

You have to do it.  Hilary, how difficult was it to get on air.  Did you read the script, or someone 

brought it to you, and were people saying ‘You must be joking?’ 

HILARY SALMON 

Um, less of a struggle than you might imagine actually.  Um, it was a submission for the Dennis 

Potter Award. (So, it was authored)  It was authored and it hands down won the award.  And, 



 
 

the Dennis Potter award panel is not, and they’re a serious group of writers and directors and 

broadcasters.  Um, that gave it a kudos and status which helped it enormously.  We were anxious 

to know that the opinions in the film weren’t just Sharon’s opinions.  Which we, you know, to a 

large extent were taking on trust and believed in because we believed in Sharon’s voice.  We’ve 

worked with Sharon before.  

SUE LAWLEY 

Would you have been more worried if it had been written by a white person? 

HILARY SALMON         

Oh Gosh yeah, of course. 

SUE LAWLEY 

Even though a white person might have researched hard with all kinds of people like Sharon and 

discovered this to be a truth and was representing it well. You’d have had more reservations. 

HILARY SALMON 

It’s extremely unlikely that a white writer would have written that film with the insight that 

Sharon has.   

HILARY SALMON 

Can I share something?  When the second AD on the film set said to me, ‘When black actors 

come for audition, they say who wrote it and they say what colour is she?’ And, when they’re 

told they say ‘Oh because there are things in here only a black person would know.’ And so, it 

was very much, we had a similar thing when we were looking for a director.  Because, it’s so 

inside a black psychosis, it would be, I’m not saying a white writer couldn’t have written it 

because anything is possible. But.. 

SUE LAWLEY 

But, it is a rare thing, just broadening it out now from your play to the rest of drama on 

television generally.  It is a rare thing isn’t it, for there to be a negative portrayal of black people.  

As we were saying this morning, in the main they are the good guys.  You know, so whether they 

appear as, as David Oyelowu does who was Jo, as we saw in Spooks.  You know, he’s a good 

guy.  In casualty, black people are good guys.  Doctors and so on. You know, I think they, Mark 

Ravenhill was saying in our clip earlier on that there’s a kind of fear isn’t there that you might 

perpetuate the wrong kind of views in the viewer if you show a black person in a black light or 

in any clichéd stereotype in the way that ‘Shooting the Messenger’ did. Is that true.  Do you feel 

that? 

HILARY FOSTER 

I think if you, I mean, I take up Mary’s point earlier.  I think if you show a black person as a 



 
 

criminal without any context, without any getting inside his head, I think you probably are 

perpetuating a prejudice within the wider community. 

SUE LAWLEY 

That’s a very paternalistic view though isn’t it? You could argue. You are judging what is right 

for the viewer to see. 

SHARON FOSTER 

I think, I think we have a duty not to perpetuate stereotypes as much as we can.  The corollary 

to that is, if you present a black character in a drama and he is wholly good and virtuous, that 

that’s not going to communicate it any way to an audience or feel like somebody they’re going to 

want to … 

SUE LAWLEY 

I just how much pressure you feel to sort of to keep the blacks in the good bracket as it were.  

Because, as Mark Ravenhill is saying, you lose the moral complexity of it all because nobody’s all 

one thing or the other. I think he goes on, later in that interview, to make the point that some 

central character in any of the soaps, take Pauline Fowler in Eastenders, you know.  She may 

well in real life, in the real life East End, you know, have a slightly ambivalent view as far as race 

is concerned.  She is not allowed, there isn’t a central character in, in a main stream soap that, 

that has any kind of complexity on these kinds of politically correct issues. 

SHARON FOSTER 

Well, maybe we’re grown up enough now to allow some of that complexity to come through.  

SUE LAWLEY 

Do you think this is the beginning of something new then?  Is this, is ‘Shooting the Messenger’ a 

kind of watershed where you cease to be so paternalistic…. 

SHARON FOSTER 

I would hope it might be.  And one of the reviews said that it was a sign of the black community 

coming of age.  And, I think that’s. I think when a community can look at itself and look at 

difficult truths.  And, also do it with humour.  You know, that really is a sign of a kind of 

maturity. 

SUE LAWLEY 

That’s a great trick isn’t it? So, you think it might be the beginning of something new. (let’s 

hope)  Let’s hope.  Sharon & Hilary thank you both very much indeed.  Thank you.   

Applause & music in film clip  (no speaking) 

SUE LAWLEY 

Ok, let’s move on, if you can hear me, to look at impartiality from the viewpoint of the audience.  



 
 

All broadcasters in Britain, as we were saying this morning, are required by law to be impartial. 

Duly impartial. However, do the listening and viewing public know what’s meant by that term?  

Do they recognize impartiality when they get it?  According to Dorothy Byrne on our rogues 

gallery.  She says they get exceedingly tired of having it thrust down their throats and know 

exactly what’s going on. But, who knows. That’s one view. The BBC has commissioned research 

from the company ‘Sparkler’ to try to put some data to this issue.  Its managing partner is 

Magnus Willis and it was his task to ask the audience – Magnus. 

 

MAGNUS WILLIS 

I’m trying to avoid getting tied in too many knots today with technology so I’m going to try and 

do it freeform.  There were due to be some things on your screens  … I’m going to try and just 

tell it like it is ok which is, which hopefully will serve me well. Um, basically what I’m going to 

talk you through in the next 20 minutes are ten basic, basic headlines of what we found out in 

our study. There’s a far grander presentation which I’m sure that if you want to, to take your 

time and have a look at it in more detail, I’m sure there will be, there’s a way for you to find 

those out. What I’m going to be doing today is basically talking you through the ten headlines of 

what we found out in our research.  Basically, our approach was wholly qualitative.  So, this 

didn’t involve questionnaires and talking to hundreds and hundreds of people on the ‘phone.  

What it involved were a series of group discussions, mini group discussions paired interviews.  

Some of them had a sort of pre task like people keeping diaries of, of what they were watching 

and what they were seeing and the different voices that they were listening to in the media.   

 

So, that was basically what we did. And, it involved a hundred, probably about a hundred hours, 

about 140, 150 people.  It covered England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales.  And we structured it 

basically so that it covered the population in terms of age, in terms of class, in terms of race, in 

terms of a relationship with technology.  So, there were some who were very much opinion 

forming right at the cutting edge in terms of technology, but also those who were sort of well 

behind.  So, perhaps only had, you know, just broadband at best. 

 

Also we covered a range of views for the BBC, their relationship with the BBC.  And a different 

spectrum of their views about the BBC’s impartiality. And, for the record, we did it between the 

middle of July and the middle of August.  And, it makes everything I’m going to be talking about 

here, are if you like, observations based on that fieldwork.  So, although there is some analysis of 

course, it’s not as if this is basically a diatribe from one person about the world and impartiality.  



 
 

That’s not the case.  This is very much based on, on everything that we saw and we heard in our, 

in our travels.  So let me go through each of the ten headline observations.  And, some of these, 

you will have already have sort of had a clue to in some of the discussions this morning. And, it 

was interesting hearing the discussion this morning.  Because, for me, having sat through and 

been involved in discussions with the general public about this sort of sort of subject, lots of the 

things that were talked about this morning were very much in keeping with the things that we’d 

heard on our travels. 

 

So, the first one, and it will be no surprise to you, is that from the consumers’ perspective 

impartiality is a complex concept.  One of the interesting things when we started was we’d 

almost imagined not being able to use the word impartiality at all.  In previous studies, people 

had kind of had to use some sort of surrogate.  Have had to enter into the discussion based 

around whether its fairness or balance.  And we all were perfectly prepared to have to use that 

sort of surrogate to try and get into the subject matter. But, as it turned out, that wasn’t the case 

at all.  Basically, the general public we spoke to were perfectly adept at entering into a discussion 

about impartiality – and using the word impartiality itself freely and frankly in the context of 

debate. 

 

Now, one of the, one of the interesting things about impartiality as a concept is the range of 

paradoxes and the range of tensions there are within it.  I know, in the discussion before lunch, 

that was definitely, definitely apparent.  And let me just go through some of those tensions and 

paradoxes within people’s interpretation of the concept of impartiality.   

 

Firstly, there was discussion about whether it was actually a fixed concept or an ever changing 

concept. There was discussion about whether it was something absolute or whether, in practice, 

it was relative.  One of the most heated debates we had was about whether or not it was 

something that was valueless, or whether, in practice it was actually value laden. We talked about 

whether it was a pure concept or whether it was impure. Whether it was natural or whether it 

was artificial.  Um, and again, heated debate was about whether it actually came from people or 

whether it was actually something that was actually imposed upon people from, from outside. 

 

There was discussion also about whether, as a trait, it was a sign of strength or a sign of 

weakness.  Whether it was a sign of leadership or subservience.  Whether it involved listening or 

whether it was more dominated by the concept of talking. Whether it was about one voice or 



 
 

countless voices. Whether it was passive or active, boring or exciting. Not easy as you, as I’m 

sure you’ll have gathered from that. It was, it was something which generated a lot of debate. 

And, which in some ways, usually when you’re doing research you’re looking for some sort of 

clarity and sharpness.  We just got bombarded with all these questions and all these issues. So, 

it’s a complex concept. 

 

Secondly, we basically, I might just go into the second headline, is that to most people it is a 

concept which is driven by three key elements.  And those are, firstly neutrality, secondly open 

mindedness and thirdly distance.  Ok.  So, to the people we spoke to, impartiality was made up 

of neutrality, open mindedness and distance. In the, looking at each of those in turn. Looking at 

neutrality.  Neutrality is basically what people perceive to be the core of impartiality. And, to 

most people, it was about not having a particular point of view and standing outside opinion and 

debate.  It is very closely allied to the pursuit and identification of facts and the truth.  It’s very 

much what it’s about to them. And, again, it echoes some of the stuff that was talked about this 

morning.  It’s often seen in the context of providing a forum for view.  So, the context of 

providing a forum for views and that forum in itself will seek to try and illicit what the truth 

actually is. 

 

There was considerable debate about actually what, what happens once the process of 

impartiality is done. To many people, basically, an impartial process leading to some sort of 

resolution, that resolution is seen to be impartial. However, to some of the people we spoke to, 

if you offer some sort of judgment or opinion at the end.  Like, for example, a judge.  There 

were big debates about whether a judge, strictly speaking, was impartial because he or she, at the 

end of a notionally impartial process has to come up with a point of view.  And, that point of 

view, in practice, is singular, intrinsically singular and will not be impartial because, intrinsic to it, 

it has a set of values which say what is good and what is good is bad and what is right and what 

is wrong. So, there were debates around this.  But, as I said, neutrality is, is the central to 

people’s interpretation to impartiality. 

 

For most people, open mindedness is a pre requisite. And, in some ways, you can’t, you can’t be 

truly impartial if you’re not seen to be open minded.  And, this, what this means very much is 

about seeing individual things on their merit. This is very much about, in some ways, distancing 

yourself from the context of a particular debate from previous experience. And, distancing 

yourself also from circumstantial evidence.  The important thing, in all open mindedness is that 



 
 

it must be maintained through time.  That, if you wish to be seen as being impartial, you must 

over time be seen to be open minded.  And, that must be maintained over time so that you can 

continue to be neutral. 

 

Perhaps the one that, the area of the three which prompted the most debate was the idea of 

distance.  Um, and, people very much appreciated it from two perspectives.  Firstly, 

metaphorically, in the context of being about detachment and not getting involved.  In some 

ways, obviously that is linked to people’s perceptions of open mindedness.  And physically.  And 

that’s whether by time or physical distance.  So, if you’re in some ways too close physically to an 

issue, often in some ways it is quite difficult for you to be perceived to be truly impartial.   

 

Now, as I said, there were, there was considerable debate about the role of distance in the 

concept of impartiality.   To many people, this distance was a good thing and it gave you, gave 

people an opportunity for perspective.  It was about, and also the opportunity to get a number 

of perspectives.  But, importantly, it was about taking emotion out of the equation.  And, in fact, 

emotion in some ways is seen as compromising people’s perceptions of you or anyone as being 

impartial.   But, there was an interesting thing in that people often perceive  ...A minority view 

but significant minority thought that distance actually was a bad thing.  And, that in some way, 

and in this is in particular in relation to TV news where because closeness to many people is real.  

If you are close to something and you see it as it is, that is, you’re reporting what you see and 

there’s not much, no distance in which there is the potential for, in some people’s eyes, bias or 

editing. And, so in some ways, for some people, if you’re, if you are close to something there is 

less room for partiality rather than more.  So, that’s the, that’s the, I realize it’s quite a large 

second point.  But, basically, it’s that impartiality is made up of, of those three things.   

 

Third point is that impartiality works for the common good. People are very clear, very clear 

about where impartiality fits in the world and that it is there in practice to better the, the society 

as a whole.  And, in many ways, it runs counter to basic human instincts.  And, one of the 

interesting things this morning that was mentioned was well can it really exist because people 

invariably are the problem for impartial organizations because people, in many ways, find it very 

difficult to be impartial because it is not something that is human.  And people in our 

discussions with them basically very much talked about impartiality being integral to the 

development of civilized democracies.  And, importantly, impartiality is very much seen as being 

a means to that end so that liberal democracies, if you like, are founded on a set of principles of 



 
 

which impartiality is one.  And, of course, certain social structures are the places in which that 

impartiality is most, most evident.  In particular, in the context of the law, the media and public 

services.  So, if you like, impartiality, people see it as very much bound into the key, if you like, 

the key structures of, of civilized democracies.  Interestingly, in some of our discussions with, 

with consumers, we asked ‘ Are, are, people impartial?’ And, in variably, all they came back with 

were job titles.  It wasn’t about individuals, but it was about doctors or it was about judges, or it 

was about TV newsreaders. 

 

The fourth point is that impartiality reflects society.  And, by that I mean that it doesn’t exist in 

any sort of vacuum. It very much exists in the context of accepted wisdom, current views about 

what is right and wrong good and evil and those sorts of things. And, currently, there are a 

whole range of things which are affecting what people are seeing as being impartiality, and 

people’s expectations of it.  Events, of course, shape it.  And, we did a lot of our work in the 

time when Israel - Hezbollah was very much in the news. Also, the times of the muslim 

bombers.  So, there were very interesting how a range of these sorts of issues in the news were 

actually shaping what people were expecting of impartiality. 

 

Technology too, I mean the internet of course currently is having a massive effect in so many 

ways. But, in the context of impartiality, it’s obviously giving a voice to countless people and it’s 

giving lots of people access to a whole range of points of view which they didn’t previously 

have.  Of course, social shifts play a part. So, of course, immigration and ageing population play 

a part there.  Politics is key in terms of people’s appreciation of an interpretation of impartiality.  

One of the things that really came through our work was that, that people basically feel totally 

detached from traditional party politics. The internet is basically a great democratizing force.  

And, again, that plays a part in people’s expectations of corporate and social bodies.   

 

And overall cultural change of course, that influences people’s views on impartiality.  And, if I 

had a chart here, I would basically have drawn the pendulum and the wagon wheel which, 

Andrew Mar talked about earlier.  And, there’s very much, very clearly a case of what we saw of 

a move from the old bi polar world where everything was left and right and everything could be 

summarized along party political lines, to a new multi polar world where, where basically, 

everything is up for grabs if you like and there are all sorts of conflicting forces often not 

opposites, um, but pulling in all sorts of directions.  Um, and, and the real challenge in terms of 

impartiality is finding out what this common good is. And, I won’t profess to have an answer to 



 
 

what this common good is but people very much are wanting bodies like the BBC and the law to 

basically find a, find a way of dealing with many of the tensions which people are seeing in the 

World around us from sort of, from the relationship of independence and the state across 

science and religion, across industrialization and the environment.  There are all these, there are 

big challenges in terms of working out the territory that impartiality should function. 

 

Number five.  This is very much about impartiality having prompted political correctness.  And 

one of the interesting discussions we had with many groups was that, was that impartiality was 

obviously seen in many ways  to be a good thing.  But, it had actually manifested itself in actually 

quite a bad thing.  And, that political correctness in many ways was seen as being very much a 

white middle class, educated, liberal response to a diverse world.  And, of course, there were 

pros. Many of the people from minority groups thought it was a very good thing, was symbolic 

of a civilized society and had made minorities feel welcome included and respected.  So, that was 

a good thing if you like.  The cons were, I’ll be honest, voiced by the majority.  And there was a 

real, real sense that political correctness has basically gone too far.  And, in many ways now, 

political correctness is not a symbol of impartiality but actually a symbol of bias.  And people 

were talking at length about how it had proved unduly restrictive in the context of open debate, 

comedy etc.  And, one of the things we may come on to talk about later is that there is a real 

sense now that the white majority of, of, Britain’s white majority feel actually quite 

disenfranchised.  That there is a, that out there, there is a white, slightly right wing, more right 

wing than the BBC, more right ring than the majority of, of social bodies which doesn’t feel that 

its views and its world view are necessarily being correctly represented.  And, they as citizens feel 

that the world deserves to listen to them 

 

I realize time is tight so I’ll wiz on.  Impartiality matters most in news, which we’ll see, will be of 

no surprise to anybody. But, one of the interesting things is that when we did the research, world 

events were very much in the spotlight.  And, it’s very easy in, when doing this sort of research 

to actually believe impartiality only matters when you prompt it. In this case, people were 

actually talking about impartiality in, in more active terms.  And, very much in the context of, in 

particular in relation to the Israel/Hezbollah conflict where there were question marks being 

raised about the coverage.  But, interestingly, the reason .. for a range of reasons and that was 

because basically impartiality matters to people.  The quest for justice, the accurate provision of 

information, people’s desire to hear different points of view.  All of these things were very, very 

pertinent when we did our study.  And, therefore, impartiality was mattering particularly to 



 
 

them. 

 

Overall there is, if you like, a spectrum in terms of when you look at genres.  Now, clearly, news 

and current affairs is the area where it matters most.  But, then there’s a spectrum which I could 

point to which basically goes from news and current affairs areas, documentaries, sport, 

entertainment, drama and comedy.  Ok, so there is a sort of, there is a spectrum in which 

people, people expect different things to be more or less partial. Clearly, it’s crucial in news and 

current affairs and it’s not crucial at all in the area of comedy.  Interestingly, though, for 

broadcast organisations, people do feel that impartiality is, is important overall. 

 

And, it’s worth saying that people do feel that overall broadcast organizations should be across 

all that they do impartial.  So, although for particular comedies, let’s say they’re not feeling that 

impartiality is that important, they do feel that over the piece (and obviously they’ll never see the 

world this way) that basically that all output should in some ways seek to be, seek to be balanced. 

 

I mean, interestingly, I’ve already talked about news and the world of information. The world of 

entertainment, people are very keen that impartiality is only seen at a sort of macro level. It’s not 

seen at a micro level in terms of the ability of individual points of view to be shared and 

authored in the context of, in the context of, of output. 

 

There’s an interesting area which I’m probably not going to have time to talk about now which 

is one of the new roles of broadcast organizations as forums for connection where people get, 

basically get together and it is crucial in those instances that broadcast organizations play by the 

rules of what they’ll look for in those areas like blogs and all those sorts of things where the 

broadcaster really acts as a facilitator not a provider.  I mean, obviously, there are massive 

strategic implications there but I just wanted to flag that. 

 

The seventh point is that there are different ways of being impartial which you may be able to 

guess.  One of which is active and visible.  I mean, those are obviously more evident like John 

Humphries and Jeremy Paxman who are very keen in their pursuit of the truth.  The majority 

are, are passive or invisible.  So, many people don’t really see much impartiality. 

 

I’ll quickly talk about platform’s impartiality and, and it does vary.  So that’s the eighth point.  

Platforms impartiality vary.  So, for TV, give out very different views about TV and radio.  TV is 



 
 

generally seen as being quite impartial.  That may or may not be a surprise to you.  Because 

maybe people think they can see things for themselves.  So, if you can see something, therefore 

it must be true.  But, there are other people who believe that it’s seen as being good at 

manipulating emotions and so therefore more biased.  For radio, somehow more a purer and 

more factual, more factual than TV.  But, again, you can’t see what’s going on so it’s more 

susceptible to bias.  The internet is seen as being very impartial.  And, this is one of the 

interesting things. Over all of the media, the internet is seen as being the most impartial.  The 

main sites are seen as being less authored.  So, you haven’t got a person telling you its text which 

just emerges from some unknown source. There’s not a person involved. The sheer scale of it 

means that impartiality can basically be ironed out over the piece as a platform you’re going to 

able to find all views there.  And, therefore, all of them will, to a greater or lesser extent cancel 

each other out.  Obviously, a lot of contact between individuals is unmediated.  So, that basically 

takes the role of the, of the media brand out.   

 

And, there is a sense, whether rightly or wrongly, that people feel the internet is something 

which is basically about being on their own terms.  The internet is something on their own 

terms.  They have the power in the internet whereas the TV and radio is a broadcast media. The 

internet is not a broadcast medium. So, people basically feel that it’s done on their own terms.  

Print media, I’ll just mention as an aside. Broadly partisan, which is probably you’d expect.  And, 

I think people are very conscious of the move of print towards entertainment and so this means 

that impartiality is not really a factor there. 

 

Ninth point.  In general, the BBC is being, is seen as impartial both judged from a corporate 

perspective and judged from its output. But, the major exception, and this again goes back to 

some of the points about political correctness, is racial representation where, where there are 

questions about whether it has gone too far in terms of representing. Again, some of those 

discussions about, white majority, their needs being properly being met. Again, there is a lot of 

discussion about geographical bias as well.  So, we, everyone outside South East England always 

seems to have an axe to grind about the BBC’s impartiality.  So, people in the north claiming it’s 

all about London.  People in the Midlands claiming it’s all about the south and the north.  

People in Scotland claiming it’s all about England.  You just go indefinitely with people feeling 

aggrieved.   

 

And the final point.  You can’t win. Just carry on what you’re doing.  The BBC must strive to be 



 
 

impartial everyone felt.  And, this is based on two things.  Basically, who it is, which basically is 

the nation’s broadcaster and rooted in its licence fee. So, you need to basically represent the 

needs and hopes and aspirations of people, of the licence fee payers.  And, also, what it does, of 

course, as well, and that’s key because in areas like news and current affairs, it is fundamentally 

important. 

 

Now, just as one closing thing, at the very final stage of the group, we basically got them to, we 

ran a workshop at the very end of the project where we got audience members to write a Magna 

Carta, for BBC impartiality. And I’ll read you out what they, what their view was of the, of BBC 

impartiality.  Firstly, make sure all programmes are made truthfully and honestly.  Two, give a 

clear and balanced view.  More programmes which appeal to a diverse range of people.  Use the 

best qualified experienced person for the job.  Challenging debates involving general public. 

Programmes about people from all walks of life.  Do not be PC for the sake of it.  Do not be 

impartial for the sake of it. Make sure educational programmes are shown at reasonable time so 

that they can be accessed by all. And I’ll leave it at that. Thank you. 

 

Sorry, I realize I probably rushed some of that.  If people have more questions then we can deal 

with those now. 

SUE LAWLEY 

We can publish it and send it out.  Magnus, thank you very much indeed.  So, here we have 

Melanie Howard who is the founder of the Future Foundation, an international consumer think 

tank which deals in social and future trends.  David Jordan who is the BBC’s Controller of 

Editorial Policy and Jeremy Vine who has arrived hot foot from his show on Radio 2. He’s been 

a Westminster lobby correspondent, of course, used to present Newsnight.  Again, I want to 

involve you very much.  But, let me start with Jeremy.  Let me lay a charge at your door Jeremy 

that you are less impartial in your judgments about what you might broadcast on your Radio 2 

show than ever you would, were or would have been at Newsnight or anywhere else.   

JEREMY VINE 

I would take that as a huge compliment and thank you very much indeed.  The idea that I might 

actually shape the agenda of my programme around the audience and what they think is a great 

compliment.  I mean, actually, today… 

SUE LAWLEY 

But, it’s open to misuse.  I mean, say if a lobby group decided to inundate you with texts and 

emails.  Do you just sit there and read them all out? 



 
 

JEREMY VINE 

We are able to spot lobby groups. In an audience of 5 ½ million they can’t have that much 

weight.  In fact, the problem actually is when all you do is read what comes off the fax machine 

& you don’t consult the wealth of emails and texts & everything else.  Then, I think you are 

open to that. Just today, on today’s programme let me take ...  I’ve just come hot foot from it so 

I’m sort of buzzing with it.  We made probably an error actually which pertains to all of this.  

There’s a story today which says that someone is calling for the age of criminality to be raised 

from 10 to 14.  Right, so you can’t be convicted of crime if you’re 11. And, so, of course, we do 

what, what programmes do which is we have a guy on saying you shouldn’t have an 11 year old 

criminal, obvious liberal voice and then we have somebody who says no it’s fine, you can. You 

can keep the age of criminality at 10 because of Jamie Bulger and everything else. We think that’s 

balanced.  You know, we think we’ve got one side and then we’ve got the other side.  I have 

here the first 30 emails we received. Right, I won’t tire you by reading all of them.  ‘Dear Jeremy, 

here we go again.  Exactly the same principle as per your piece earlier this week.  The do gooders 

at it again.  I see young thugs, social misfits, out of control irresponsible kids… ‘I think 

personally’, another person says, ‘the change to criminal age from 10 to 14 is a joke.  It makes 

me wonder why I voted for this government, why a dear child at the age of 2 was murdered’.  

Another one ‘So, say the criminal responsibility is raised to 14.  A child that’s 13 years of age 

breaks into my house, sticks a knife into me when trying to rob my house and nothing could be 

done.’  There’s another 27.  So, that’s 30 listeners in a row contact us and we realize that’s not 

balanced.  Our item was not balanced because the centre of gravity of the item was not where 

the centre of gravity of the audience was.  So, we tried for balance and I would contend we got it 

wrong. 

 

SUE LAWLEY 

Well, I, the problem is that is, it’s not a problem but that is a reactive business isn’t it.  You’ve 

chosen the agenda that you’re going to discuss in the first place and then they react to that.  I 

think I’m right in saying, is there anybody here from Newsbeat, Radio 1, because I think there, 

they actually let the, the listener create the agenda and it dictates their running order to a certain 

extent because they’re invited to be involved in the production process.  Is anybody here can 

support this at all, anybody know about it?   

 

 

 



 
 

ANNA CARRAGHER 

I do think there is a very clear distinction between a news (off mike) bulletin.  Let’s say, for 

example, the 2 o’clock news on Radio 2, the 6 o’clock news on Radio 4 which is reporting what 

is going on in the day and a programme like Jeremy’s programme which is fulfilling a different 

function.  It is a debate, it’s about audience involvement, it’s about audience led programmes. I 

think they’re slightly different animals.  

SUE LAWLEY 

Well, certainly that.  But, never the less, let’s go back to the point that they’re self selecting.  That 

there is a danger in it because, you know, you say you got 30 but what are they representative of.  

They self select and that’s a great problem. 

JEREMY VINE 

I didn’t bring the other 770, but I could have done. 

SUE LAWLEY 

All arguing the same point of view?  (sure)Ok 

MELANIE HOWARD 

I’d just like to jump in on that actually because it was one of the points I wanted to make was 

this changing relationship between the audience and the media.  And, I think this is very 

symptomatic of how this desire to engage audiences in all sorts of programmes including current 

affairs and what is increasingly being called sort of factual entertainment.  It is fundamentally 

altering the, the definition of what impartiality might mean because part of the competition for 

the audience’s attention in this multi channel, multi media environment is about encouraging 

them to have their say, to vote for the people they want to win to engage them.  And, of course, 

by definition that isn’t everybody. That isn’t going to be representative of the whole sample.  

Increasingly, what we’re seeing on television, what we’re hearing on the radio is being influenced 

by the audience which is a good thing on one level and essential… 

SUE LAWLEY 

…it’s a technologically literate audience was the point you are making… 

MELANIE HOWARD 

Yes, absolutely. But, also as we were hearing..(…Sue L well then that’s also distorting…) Yes, of 

course. And, the only thing.. 

JEREMY VINE 

We may have to confront the really frightening possibility that we are actually hearing from the 

audience without it being scared by the technology. (yeah) I know this is terrifying but it may be 

true… 



 
 

DAVID JORDAN 

.... Fortunately, there is evidence to back you up and I agree with what you’ve just said about 

your particular programme and the range of views you have there.  But, a lot of this, a lot of the 

evidence that we’ve being seeing earlier, comes down to a diversity of voice.  But, a diversity 

expressed in a huge series of ways.  It’s about diversity of view point, of your views on certain 

things, diversity of your origins, your ethnic origins.  There’s diversity about your religious 

beliefs.  It manifests in a huge number of ways.   

 

What we’re talking about here is a diversity of view.  And, there is, there is evidence, we’ve got 

qualitative and quantitative evidence that what you’re saying, which is that we sometimes don’t 

take into account certain sorts of views and we exclude them not just from audience 

programmes but from reports as well.  That we do that, and those people then feel excluded and 

they then feel that we’re not impartial but we’re biased.  We’re conducting a bias of omission by 

leaving them out.  And the kinds of people you’re talking about who have broadly what you call, 

what you’d call socially authoritarian views.  The sort of lock ‘em up brigade which represents an 

awful lot of people in this country, do sometimes feel that they’re not reflected in some of our 

services.  They are very well reflected in some of our services but in others of our services don’t 

get so easily heard. You made the point earlier about, about capital punishment.   Now, you 

know, I challenge anybody in here to mention the last time that the Today programme did 

capital punishment and didn’t sound as if they were completely against it in principle.  (that’s 

right) Or, last interviewed somebody on the issue of capital punishment, even in a non 

British/American context, and had somebody on who was in favour of it.  You know, actually in 

favour of it. 

SUE LAWLEY 

Who ok’d that.  As we were saying this morning, it is mentioned but it’s mentioned with huge 

caveats and there seems to be a license to do that within the BBC.  There is a general, generally 

accepted view that if you talk about capital punishment, you can distance, you can show the fact 

that you don’t much care for the idea. 

DAVID JORDAN 

Well, I think there is, there is a conventional, as we’ve referred to already, a conventional liberal 

attitude that some of these things are off limits.  I think that’s actually been challenged now on 

the basis of research which was commissioned by the Governors.  And, one of the things that 

we’ve done that’s been fed down through editors in news and elsewhere.  I think it is being 

challenged.  But, for a long time, there’s a conventional view, Helen referred to it earlier, about 



 
 

certain issues, certain things that we can and can’t say.  And, that’s precluded certain voices.  

JEREMY VINE 

Sometimes I think we can’t, we can’t say sometimes the obvious.  We did a story a year ago, you 

will know this story.  A guy in Scotland who was sent to prison for 5 years for raping a three 

month old baby.  Now, every single person in everybody’s audience here will think that that 

sentence is too short. Can I say it, no, of course, I can’t.  I can’t go on the air and say this is a 

disgrace because I mean, that blows the show.  You know, I have, I have to hold that back.  But, 

of course, we also know that there are lots of ways of me indicating that I agree.  I mean, I could 

have somebody on who, the one lawyer in the country who thinks the sentence is the right 

sentence, and I can say ‘So you’re seriously telling me now that 5 years for raping a baby is the 

right sentence?’  And, in that, oh the transcript is fine, OFCOM aren’t going to be bothered by 

it.    But, of course, I’m indicating a view through that. Now, am I allowed to, that’s really my 

question?  That’s why I’m struggling with here.  Because I think fundamentally, impartiality and 

interactivity don’t mix.  That once you bring listeners.  We have this great patronizing idea we’re 

going to invite listeners into the back of the car and we’re going to take them somewhere.  They 

want the steering wheel.  Right, they want to take control.  Now, what do we do? 

SUE LAWLEY 

I’m just going to call on Peter Ibbotson here, his hand up and then we’ll go to Helen Boaden 

because we’re on her territory.   

PETER IBBOTSON 

Jeremy, just a point of information.  You said you thought your programme had made a mistake. 

As I understand it, you had two people talking, raising the debate about whether the age of 

criminality should be raised or not.  How else would you have done it?  What was the mistake?  

JEREMY VINE 

I would say the mistake was I was thinking that that was a balanced discussion and it was 

imbalanced because it loaded it away from the audience.  Because balance is where the audience 

is.   

PETER IBBOTSON 

How would you know what the audience thought without having a debate? 

JEREMY VINE 

Well, no, that’s a fair comment and I said it was a mistake to catch your attention and I’m glad 

that I succeeded in that.  Fair comment, fair comment and you know what it’s very important 

that we have the guy on the air who believes that the age of criminality should be raised  to 14.  

Because, if we don’t have him on, we haven’t really got an item because there isn’t a debate.  So, 



 
 

so, he’s the most important part of the show actually, that guy.  What concerns me, and I don’t 

have an answer to this, is that in this slew of opinion that comes, his, his voice is gone in the 

landslide and then we’re thinking why was he on the air anyway? Is it because this is our 

definition of where we think the story is?  (Helen) 

HELEN BOADEN 

(off mike)  Ok.  First of all, you need to be really careful not to confuse balance within 

impartiality Jeremy. You can be incredibly balanced and incredibly partial.  You can fix a very 

balanced debate so far one side of the argument that it’s completely partial.  That’s the first thing 

I challenge you on.   

 

Secondly, what do you think about raising the age is actually interesting. What’s interesting is the 

degree to which we challenge everyone we have on air with equal rigor and that’s why I think 

interactivity and impartiality fit together very happily.  The thing that worries me quite often 

when we do interactivity is that we divide people up into victims and villains.  I love it when I 

hear a good vigorous interview with someone you hear on 5Live all the time in the morning … 

somebody comes on in victim mode and is challenged just as vigorously by Victoria Derbyshire 

as by other callers … it’s about actually treating everybody as open to intelligent skeptical type 

questioning, be they the PM or X down the road.    

SUE LAWLEY     Quick response.   

JEREMY VINE 

I think probably we need to make is between values and views.  When I was a news trainee, a 

guy came in to speak to us all and said the BBC is impartial on every issue.  One of my 

colleagues, a news trainee called John Riley who now runs Sky News said ‘Is it impartial on 

murder?’  And, that was the end of the discussion.  We can all have values.  We can all have 

values, we don’t need to take a view on this story and that story and every story.  But, Helen, all 

I would say by way of response is yes distance and everything is great and we need to be 

absolutely …  Sorry....(not what I’m saying..) But, how do we get entanglement without actually 

affiliating and associating.  

HELEN BOADEN   (off mike) 

… almost any subject.  There are certain subjects where one could argue …  question by John 

Humphries or Jeremy or Roger who was here earlier on Sunday Programme sits on a great 

diversity of issues because they give everybody a tough time.  

SUE LAWLEY 

They just swivel in the sea from one devil’s advocate to the other don’t they. (that’s part of 



 
 

it..)Absolutely, that’s exactly what their job is.  Peter Horrocks was, you had your hand up.   

PETER HORROCKS 

Yes, I don’t think we should start to use interactivity to try and calibrate where our editorial 

balance should be and the way we don’t try to calibrate between left and right in the past.  We 

shouldn’t mistake one kind of assessment of the effect of our journalism and then replace it with 

another.  What we can use interactivity for is to be more open minded and to challenge our 

thinking and to get away from the group think.  And, that’s the way in which both programmes 

that don’t have a relationship with their audience and in news bulletins which I’m responsible as 

the head of television news for BBC, we can use that. So, for instance, to give an example 

recently, Government recently announced some measures to change the law on internet 

pornography, violent internet pornography and our assumption was that we would tell that story 

through the mother who had been campaigning and a broad assumption that most people would 

be welcoming that change.  The Newsbeat audience that you referred to earlier, a lot of people 

texted in and said actually they quite enjoyed masochistic pornography on the internet and that 

most of it was done in a consensually, there wasn’t real violence that was involved & they found 

it largely harmless. And, that was an important view that we hadn’t thought about which we then 

subsequently included within our six o’clock & ten o’clock news pieces.   

 

So, using the audiences’ surprising and unusual views but it shouldn’t be about saying because 

the audience is authoritarian, socially authoritarian or reactionary on this story or on that story, 

that therefore that’s where we need to be. It’s a new piece of journalistic information and we 

should be focusing all of this discussion on what’s right editorially and not worrying quite so 

much about what the effect, the impact is of our journalism and on our editorialisng. 

SUE LAWLEY 

But, David, you must worry about that, you know, what is right editorially.  How can you begin 

to lay down any kind of rules, how can you cover this territory when, as we hear, it’s just diverse 

and endless.  

DAVID JORDAN 

Well, because it’s about representing all viewpoints and challenging those viewpoints equally and 

making sure that all different voices get on.  It’s also about the ability to make evidence based 

judgment in your journalism as well as reflecting the diversity of views.  It’s clear that our 

audiences want the ability to see themselves and their views reflected in what we do and in the 

forums that we, that we have.  That’s why Question Time that was referred to earlier is so 

popular amongst many of our audience. It’s an expression of a lot of different viewpoints. They 



 
 

feel there’s somebody there they can identify some view that’s expressed either by the panel or 

the audience that they can identify with and … (so is..) they like that.  But, they also want a 

journalist, as referred to earlier, to be able to make an evidence based judgment and say I’ve 

looked at all the facts, I’ve gone as far as I can in trying to establish the truth, and this is where 

I’ve got to.   

SUE LAWLEY 

So is.. can I just put this point, is impartiality governed by the audience response. And, if they 

don’t squeak then you’ve got it right. Or there is some higher way of deciding what impartiality 

is.  Some purer method.  

DAVID JORDAN 

No, I don’t think it’s about whether they squeak or not. It’s about our own values and putting 

our own values into practice in what we do.  I don’t think it’s about whether they squeak or not.  

Clearly.. (oh..) clearly we’re interested.. 

SUE LAWLEY 

Are our own values…..as we’ve heard are part of a kind of liberal left consensus? 

DAVID JORDAN 

No, not necessarily, they’re not. (hold on, I’m going…) Part of our values is to challenge our 

own, our own preconceptions of what we start out believing, what our individual personal 

beliefs are and all journalists in the BBC and all broadcasters do that constantly.  So, it’s not 

about simply putting your own personal judgments onto the air in one way or another.  It’s 

about challenging those and making sure that you’ve taken those into account in arriving at your 

judgment.  

MELANIE HOWARD 

But, I would argue very strongly from looking at the long term sociological research that’s been 

done over 30 years in 63 countries round the World by Ronald Englehart and others in America 

which is actually looking at the changing values across all of the advancing affluent democracies 

in the World.  And, essentially, what you see in every single instance is a move to greater 

liberalism, greater adherence to the idea of individuality and self expression which is, I think, a 

very important other side of that sort of liberal democracy.  And, I think that you’ve got to take 

some credence from the fact that it’s not just the BBC.  It is the direction of value change across 

the whole of our society over the past 30 years to greater liberalism, to greater open mindedness.  

And, that, you know, all things being equal in terms of growing affluence, growing freedoms, 

growing choices, greater education.  That is a direction in which the society is moving and I 

think the BBC is incredibly, you know, strengthened because it comes from that place.   Now, if 



 
 

you look at the age profile, in terms of people’s attitudes say towards homosexuality as being 

acceptable, as acceptable as other forms of sexuality, the only age group in the population who 

haven’t shifted on that are people over 65.  Everybody else has shifted.  We are moving in this 

more liberal direction.  And, I think it’s very dangerous to take snap shots or to have knee jerk 

reactions.  If you really want a proper enquiry about how you should behave as the BBC, you’ve 

got a lot of, in your own research and in others, historical evidence about where the mainstream 

is going.  And, we can predict that with reasonable certainty and be reasonably confident of 

getting it right. 

JEREMY VINE 

Well, I would just add one thing there which is, it’s very dangerous to second guess the audience 

and to describe people in a way that bolts everybody down like that and I know that the biggest 

mistakes we make is when we think the audience is going to say one thing and they say another.  

So, just when we think we’ve got them, they totally throw it.  And, I add that as a very important 

rider because the worse thing in the world is to think you know exactly what your audience is 

going to think before they do.   

SUE LAWLEY 

.. you snapshot quickly because I’ve got another… 

MAGNUS WILLIS 

All I was going to say was that we did it obviously at a particular point in time when there was a 

lot of stuff going on.  But, it may well be that the landscape in terms of religious relationships 

and the counter side of that is the nature of being British.  It maybe that all those liberal and all 

the stuff that Melanie is talking about there, actually maybe under pressure now for the first time 

in a long time. And, it maybe that what we’re hearing, and we’re very fortunate in doing this 

piece of research at the particular point in time.  It maybe this will be stage one of a, in some 

ways, a retrenchment away from liberalism rather than a further embracing of it.  

SUE LAWLEY 

Quick couple of points because we must break in a moment.  Point there. Tell us who you are if 

you would. 

 

RAJI HUNJAN 

My name is Raji Hunjan, I’m from the Carnegie UK Trust.  I was quite interested in your point 

Magnus that you made about people just don’t believe the BBC is impartial anyway because they 

don’t see their own views represented in that. And, you mentioned practically everyone outside 

of the South East. And yet, we were talking about this over lunch.  The BBC remains such a 



 
 

trusted institution when there are so many other institutions that are losing our trust from 

politicians, newspapers, lawyers etc.  And, it just made me think, is it impartiality that we should 

be so concerned about and actually is it more about transparency and honesty and the fact that 

people feel that they can, or should be able to engage with the BBC. And, when they do, what 

they say influences it and that what the BBC is offering people is this space where they can talk 

about issues rather than party politics  which they, everyone is now finding quite .. 

SUE LAWLEY 

Ok. Thank you for that.  Quick point there if you would. 

CLAIRE FOX 

You know Jeremy, Claire Fox Institute of Ideas.  Jeremy, when you said, you know, just when 

you think you know what the audience think they may sort of surprise you.  What’s worrying me 

is why you’re so worried about what the audience think.  You seem to want to court them and to 

somehow, you know, your, you know, let’s work out what the audience think.  Surely, the job of 

journalism is sometimes, shock horror, to challenge the audience.  To actually make them think 

they didn’t think before. Because, it it’s a window on the World. If you’re just going to give them 

a mirror back of themselves, or repeat back what you think will make you popular with them, 

which it seems to me is what a lot of this obsession with audience is about.  Actually, I think that 

actually you’re dishonoring the audience and it shows a lack of nerve in journalism.  And, then in 

the meantime.   

JEREMY VINE 

Can I answer that before you go on.  Just hold that point in our minds.  You’re ab..I must just 

answer that because..(do answer..) You’re absolutely right and when I came from Newsnight 

and, bear in mind, Newsnight doesn’t work in the same kind of conversation with the audience, 

I was amazed by the fact that you can trigger, you know, 500 emails if you say let’s go back to 

the baby rape case – Was the sentence too light?  Ok. But actually, we all know that people think 

it was so why ask that question.  And, the best sort of question is the 50/50 question.  It’s.. and 

we did this a year and a half ago..Should Bob Geldof have called for a million people to march in 

Edinburgh against poverty.  Half, 50% of the audience said yes because it’s Africa and it’s 

important.  The other 50% said no because there aren’t enough bed and breakfasts there and it’s 

health and safety.  Now, getting people to think through that in a complicated way is much 

better and challenging them and if possible reversing what they already think if you can is great. 

SUE LAWLEY 

I’m going to leave it there because we’ve got time and I’ll bring you in honestly, I’ll bring you in 

after tea.. We’ve got another (directly related..) I’ll give you 15 seconds. 



 
 

STEVE BARNETT 

We’re in danger of elevating the audience that responds to these programmes and assuming that 

they are somehow representative of the audience in general.   

SUE LAWLEY 

Well, we made this point that they are self selecting.  It is a problem 

STEVE BARNETT 

No, no.  There are 5 ½ million people who might be prepared to listen to an argument that 

actually is right to raise the age of criminality to 14.  So, I think it’s entirely wrong to talk about 

those emails as necessarily being representative.  

SUE LAWLEY 

We will come back to this, I’m quite sure after tea, after we’ve heard from Janet Daily.  But, 

you’ve got 15 minutes to have a cup tea and could you come back quick please.  Thank you very 

day. Thanks for the balance (could go on forever..)  I know… 

CAPTION – Impartiality: Fact or Fiction 

FILM STARTS: 

DOROTHY BYRNE 

People talk about there being a problem about impartiality.  And, I would say that a lot of that 

problem isn’t about impartiality.  It’s about absolutely sloppy thinking.  

Film continues 

JEFF RANDALL 

Good news today.  More money is being put into schools.  Good news today.  More money is 

being pumped into health.  Good news today by the way.  The British Government is handing 

out yet more money to Africa.  These are truths. Well, they maybe in the eyes of BBC liberals.  

But, they’re not in the eyes of many people out there, intelligent people, rational people, who say 

‘Actually, there is another way and what’s going on is a disgraceful waste of money.’ 

Film continues 

DOROTHY BYRNE 

We need to challenge each other.  I don’t think we challenge each other nearly enough. I think, 

coverage of MMR has been disgraceful and I have challenged other journalists and said ‘Do you 

know what your problem is mate, you don’t understand the notion of risk.’ 

 

Film continues 

MICHAEL BUERK 

Most of the people working for the BBC are, and  it’s not the most important thing, are middle 



 
 

class well educated young metropolitan people. And, oddly, even though the BBC has made 

great efforts to widen the ethnic and gender diversity of the people who will be on the screen 

and also as producers and editors over the years.  The actual intake of those people has 

narrowed, you know, quite appreciably in terms of age, in terms of social category. In terms of 

education.   

Film continues 

DOROTHY BYRNE 

We have to be prepared to fight our own programme makers who don’t want to say what 

doesn’t fit within the liberal consensus.  I commissioned a programme in which Carol Thatcher, 

you can’t be more up front than that about the fact that she might be a bit partial, would say that 

her mother was would be remembered as a peace maker and Tony Blair would be remembered 

as a war monger.  Her argument for this was that her mother had been involved in the Berlin 

Wall coming down &Tony Blair appeared to Carol Thatcher to have been part of invading 

several different countries.   

Several people involved during this production became very unhappy about the thesis.  Because, 

they happened not to agree with it.  And I had to say, ‘It doesn’t matter that you don’t agree 

with it because you know what, I don’t care what you think because you’re not making the 

programme. Nobody cares what you want, think, who are you.  I’m interested in what Carol 

Thatcher thinks and within this programme she will meet people who don’t agree with that view 

and that’s fine. You don’t matter.’ 

FILM ENDS

SUE LAWLEY 

Well, we’ve heard a lot about the liberal left consensus today.  Is it simply a set of shares, shared 

assumptions, a cosy consensus.  Or, is it a conspiracy? To give her views now, please welcome 

Janet Daley of the Daily Telegraph. 

JANET DALEY 

Well, it may surprise you to hear me say this but I suggest that you chuck the word impartiality 

altogether.  I don’t think it’s very helpful.  It’s a chimera in the sense of some sort of antiseptic 

neutrality in current affairs coverage.  The sort of people who are interested enough in politics to 

spend their lives covering it are going to have views. That’s inevitable. The difficulty is when all 

the views come from the same direction.  But, we’ll get into that a bit later.  

 

Rather than perusing this factitious ideal of some sort of perfect neutrality which would be, even 

if you could achieve it would be very stylistically unappealing, make for very unvivacious 



 
 

journalism.  I’d ask for more credible goals which I think are, should be within your remit and 

that is critical rigour, which has already been talked about a good deal today, and fair mindedness 

which isn’t the same thing as fairness in some sort of judicial sense.  What I would criticize 

about the BBC coverage is not that it’s a conscious systematic political conspiracy to impose 

some sort of bias either in party political sense or even in a self conscious way.  A sort of left 

liberal agenda.   

 

In a way, there is something much more insidious than that.  It’s a kind of corporate conformity. 

The uncritical acceptance of smug consensual received opinion accompanied by, this will really 

annoy you I suspect, a kind of journalistic credulousness. And, particularly in the circumstances 

of the moment, a third element which is the el, elevation of a certain kind of programme value 

over social & political responsibility & I’ll explain that in a moment. 

 

What I’m suggesting is that the doctrines of your particular circle of friends and colleagues and 

acquaintances.  The people you read, the people you meet with, the people you go to dinner 

with.  That they’re assumptions and your assumptions are so entrenched that they’re virtually 

invisible.  They’re not acknowledged as a political because they aren’t actually necessarily a 

coherent political position. But, they’re the bounds of rationality.   

 

We heard some very interesting comments this morning from Tim Gardam about the notion of 

rational skepticism.  What worries me about the BBC is that is actually constructs what counts as 

being rational.  And, it imposes that view of what constitutes reasonableness.  So, it’s not that 

those of us for example who have views which go outside of that rather narrow frame of 

reference don’t get on the air. We get on the air, but we’re hemmed in by health warnings, right 

wing commentator, right wing think tank.  At worse, you can be a kind of comic turn.  You get 

the feeling very often when you’re run up by researchers and producers and you’re carefully 

slotted into the script that they’ve ordained for their programme which is right wing 

commentator, left wing commentator (usually several left wing commentators, one right wing 

commentator) that you’re being cast to play a particular role in a scripted event and it’s not that 

there’s their opinion & your opinion.  There’s their opinion & you’re insane. You’re part of 

some sort of lunatic fringe.   

 

Now, if you doubt that I just want to give you a couple of anecdotes. There was a time when the 

European debate was very much at the centre of this sort of conspiratorial view.  Now, it would 



 
 

be different.  Now, the anathematized group would be, for example, those who support Israel or 

those who support the idea that there is such a thing as a global war on terror.  But, at the time 

that this anecdote, this event took place, it was Europe.   

 

A colleague of mine from the Telegraph was taking part in a discussion, a debate about Europe 

with obviously the Europhile on the other side.  My colleague gave his statement, the presenter 

turned to the Europhile on her other side with heavily mimed incredulity and said ‘You have to 

accept that there are people who actually felt that way.’ It’s that kind of insidious assumption 

that we have to listen to these people.  They obviously represent a proportion of the electorate 

but they’re clearly mad aren’t they. And, I mean, she obviously thought that was quite difficult 

question to put to the Europhile as well.   

 

Another example, more recent one.  Radio 4 broadcast discussion about the possibility of de 

regulating broadcasting.  So, there would be no more monitoring, no more regulation of content 

or balance.  It would be more like the American system where you can apply for a broadcasting 

licence and get a corner of the waveband whatever content you want to broadcast providing it’s 

legal.  And, in the course of this discussion, the presenter, not one of the interlocutors, the 

presenter said quite un self consciously as if it was a perfectly commonsensical observation.  

‘Well, we wouldn’t want a right wing free for all here.’ 

 

Now, that remarks seems to me to imply two things.  One is that a left wing free for all would 

be perfectly acceptable and the other is more dangerously the idea that you are aware that there 

would be such a market demand for right wing opinion that you would immediately, if you de 

regulate it, if you took the cork out of the bottle, it would run amuck.  You’d have hundreds and 

hundreds of stations broadcasting this formally suppressed right wing view. 

 

Now, if you actually believe that, doesn’t it cause you to worry a bit about this huge mass of 

opinion which apparently would flood the market given half a chance and which is now where 

exactly. Ok. 

 

If we take it to mean that, what, what are we saying about people who express right wing, let’s 

say for shorthand purposes right wing views.  They’re not necessarily right wing views.  They’re 

just views that fall outside a particular, what’s been called today left liberal consensus. If you’re 

still unconvinced of my thesis, let me give you examples of propositions which have only very 



 
 

recently become acceptable as possible grounds for broadcast discussion. Within the last 18 

months most of them. 

One.  The children of married parents are more likely to have good educational and social 

outcomes than those of single parents. 

Two.  Multi culturism as a policy can lead to isolation and alienation of ethnic minorities. 

Three.  There may be more effective ways of financing health care than a tax funded monopoly. 

 

Now, all of those propositions, all those arguments have been commonplace on the right for 

many years. Anybody who reads the, what is considered to be the right wing press or the right 

wing journals or the publications of the right wing think tanks, are familiar with all of those 

arguments and will have been familiar with them for a decade.  Why have they only just come 

within the pale of reasonable discussion on BBC programmes?  Because they’re now being 

uttered by people on the left. The sort of people you have dinner with who write for your 

favourite newspapers.  An article appears in the Daily Telegraph advocating a more diversified 

way of funding health care.  Nothing.  Appears in the Guardian…Or similarly an article that says 

multi culturism is potentially dangerous because it isolates.  It leads to a kind of cultural 

apartheid, it leads to alienation of minority communities.  Nothing.  But in the Guardian an 

article like that.  And, you’ve got an item on Newsnight. 

In the interests of saving time then, can I suggest three more propositions that I can pretty much 

guarantee your friends will be mouthing within another few years.  So, you might want to short 

circuit the person.  One, this is something that my colleague hinted at in that clip.  One, 

economic aid to developing countries often ends up reinforcing the power of corrupt 

governments.  Two, meaningful green taxes, green taxes that really bit, would result in slowing 

economic growth which would impact most heavily on the poorer countries of the World.  

Three, if you have a benefit system that pays people to be poor you will never run out of poor 

people. 

Now, whether you admit it or not, I would suggest that a great many people in this room now 

would regard all three of those propositions as pretty outrageous and they would not see fit to 

base a BBC current affairs discussion around those propositions. Give it three or four years.   

Now, the charge of credulousness or naivety, probably will annoy you more than anything else 

that I’m likely to say.  But, as a newspaper journalist, let me put it to you that you seem awfully 

ready to accept people at their own estimation, in their own terms.  Particularly people who 

regard themselves as spokesmen.  Who is a spokesman for a community?  Let’s take a less, 

perhaps a less contentious example than the obvious one that I’ll get onto in a minute.  And that 



 
 

is the disabled.   

Now, every government has tried to reform the incapacity benefit.  I won’t go into the reasons 

why. But, every honest politician will tell you there are serious problems with incapacity benefit.  

Every time a minister has attempted to reform it, he has been confronted on news and current 

affairs programmes by the disability lobby, which is to say the official spokesman for the 

disability lobby. Now, I know a great many disabled people who very much favour the idea that 

the incapacity benefit should be reformed.  I also know, and it’s just common sense to observe, 

that speaking on behalf of the disabled community is a very odd notion.   

Disabilities vary enormously.  To give a very mundane example, those little raised bits that you 

get on the pavement when you come to a junction are very useful to blind people because they 

tell them they’re about to come to an intersection, to a junction.  But, they’re hell for people in 

wheel chairs and people who are on crutches. So, who speaks for the disabled, the people who 

want the bumps in the road or the people who don’t?  It’s very difficult to know who constitutes 

a spokesman for a diverse community. 

So, let’s get onto the more difficult example.  Who speaks for the Muslim community.  When 

you have a community, a minority group which we know is characterized by the reticence of 

large sections of its population, particularly the female and the elderly sections of that 

population.  Shouldn’t you suspect that by definition anybody who leaps in front of a camera 

with great alacrity is unlikely to be representative of large sections of that community.  Is it 

necessarily helpful to race relations in Britain to point a microphone at every young male hot 

head on the Muslim streets without asking how many people he actually represents? Whether 

even his own parents agree with him.   

Jeremy Vine made the point, a very interesting point about balance, about whether when you 

have one person apparently on one side of an empirical question and the other person on the 

opposing side you imagine that that somehow constitutes balance.  But, when you have a 

programme that insists on matching every moderate Muslim with an Islamic fundamentalist.  

That could be a very dangerous notion of balance. What you’re suggesting, particularly to, well 

to two groups, to the Islamaphobes who already are very suspicious of Muslims and to 

impressionable Muslim youth.  What you’re suggesting is that there are equal numbers of Islamic 

fundamentalists and moderate Muslims. Is that really what you want to suggest? 

Do you ask yourself enough whether there is any political subtext to the apparent objective of an 

organization or a campaign? Is it really acceptable to say that anybody who says something 

outrageous is automatically entitled to air time?  Because, somehow you don’t want to rule out 

this kind of particular outrageousness, even when it’s advocating Jihad or advocating terrorism 



 
 

or approving of terrorism.   

Now, I have an advantage here maybe in that in my youth I started on the Marxist left. So, I’m 

very aware of the techniques that are used by the left to infiltrate and influence areas of public 

discontent or campaigns that are, have an organic and sort of spontaneous beginning. The stop 

the war coalition as it happens was headed by a woman who was an SWP activist.  I’m sure you 

are aware of this now and a man who is a member of the Communist Party of Britain. Now, that 

doesn’t mean that they were insincere in their opposition to the war.  And, it doesn’t mean that 

there was no validity to the arguments against the war. But, it does suggest a particular anti 

Western capitalist motive which found an outlet in anti war activity.   

Similarly, the justice for Jean de Menezes campaign was run very professionally by active, 

activists lobbyists who were very experienced in such campaigns and it was run to such effect 

that it virtually overshadowed public concern about the deaths of 52 innocent people on July 7th. 

Now, I can recall, from my own days on the left, that quite ruthless efficiency with which one 

was told to get involved with any genuine movement of public discontent.  And manipulate its 

message so it became part of a larger orchestrated anti capitalist, anti Western theme. 

One of the reasons that print journalists, I think, are seen as cynical is because they’re trained to 

be skeptical and particularly wary of concerted campaigns and self styled authority from the off.  

Now, the justice for Jean de Menezes’ campaign, people did get onto that, people did look at the 

website, realize that this had, was now being manipulated for political purposes.  But, at the 

beginning, it was very much accepted at face value and it did.  And, this is something the victims 

of 7/7 are rather bitter about, it did virtually sweep away the coverage of the 52 people who had 

been killed deliberately, not by accident, the day before. 

This brings me really to the point about programme values which might have seemed a bit 

bizarre. There’s a now widespread feeling, in broadcasting generally but the BBC particularly I 

think, which I fear I may have contributed to on my years on the moral maze.  That no 

broadcast discussion is worthwhile unless it becomes heated and vituperative.  A bunch of 

reasonable people engaging in a rational discussion is boring.  So, every discussion of the Islamic 

problem, for example, must have a confrontation between a fundamentalist and a moderate.  

Now, that implies to the people at home not only that the Muslim population is equally divided 

between moderates and fundamentalists but that there is a degree of respectability.   

I know that this is difficult water because we all remember the period when the IRA was banned 

from broadcasting and how ludicrous that was. But, there is a sense in which, giving air time to 

people who are really self appointed spokesmen, who do not necessarily represent any sizeable 

proportion of the community, gives them a kind of charisma, a kind of respectability that only 



 
 

the BBC can confer really. Which is dangerously seductive to the impressionable. You have to 

ask yourself whether in the interests of a lively argument on the air you’re not giving over 

representation to supporters of sympathizers with fundamentalist activism. 

And, which very often adds elements which are quite outside the usual frame of reference of 

BBC discussion.  But, to the BBC I would say, take note of the relative circulations of the 

newspapers from whom you largely take your agenda and compare them to the circulations of 

the ones you despise.  I think I’ve heard four disparaging references to the Daily Mail today and 

I don’t work for the Daily Mail, I have no axe to grind there, but it does strike me that if you add 

up the circulations of the Telegraph, the Mail and the Sun, as opposed to the Independent and 

the Guardian, you have some idea of the seriousness of the discrepancy.  If you wish to maintain 

your poll tax system of public funding, in which every single person who owns a television has 

to support the BBC, then you cannot afford to treat the opinions and anxieties of the great mass 

of ordinary people with contempt.  Thank you.  (applause) 

SUE LAWLEY 

Janet, thank you very much indeed. With me now, I have Professor Georgina Born who is the 

author of the book ‘Uncertain Vision’ A recent study of the BBC for which, research purposes, 

she was imbedded in the corporation like a correspondent in a war zone.  Justin Webb, the 

BBC’s Washington correspondent whom we’ve heard from today already. Mark Byford, the 

Deputy Director General of the BBC. And again, I want as much from you as from them.  But, 

Mark, I think you’d better, you’ve sat there and listened.  Do you recognize this portrait, this 

people, your staff who make smug assumptions who are journalistically credulous, who are 

naïve?   

MARK BYFORD 

Well, the point of the day is does impartiality matter and if it does how do we aim to achieve it? 

The worse thing we can do is ask Janet to come across, give her views and then say thank you 

very much but ignore it.  That’s not what I’m going to do.  The days about listening and hearing 

what you’re saying, not accepting everything you’re saying but challenging yourself.  And the 

notion ,Janet, we have no dialogue with anyone other than the Guardian reader to challenges in 

our search for impartiality is nonsense.  I mean, from myself alone.  I mean, if I’m the head of 

journalism at the BBC just on a personal point trying to encourage all my journalists to achieve a 

high sense of quality and values and impartiality. Ok, I’m reading the Daily Telegraph every day.  

So, the notion that everybody’s reading the Guardian and no, is simply not true. 

When you’re running 500,000 hours of output every year, you realize that occasionally a 

presenter may say ‘We wouldn’t want a right wing free for all would they’ and they shouldn’t be 



 
 

saying it.  And, the absolute key is they do say that to make that they realize why that’s not right. 

Ok.  There should be absolute dialogue for editors down with presenters about our output and 

frankly Helen Boaden, myself, Steve Mitchell, Peter Horrocks, are in dialogue every day about 

what’s not right.  What’s not right, rather than what is right. We’re questioning that all the time.  

Labeling of spokespersons you’ve said.  I think you’re dead right and we’re learning quite a bit 

about that. We’ve had far too much of experts when there’s actually quite a division of opinion. 

And, who is that person coming from and where is their base so that the audience understand 

that, that it’s a particular expert perspective ... We’ve got a bit to learn on that.  We’re getting 

better but we’re not there. So, I just say on that, just one thing you’ve said, absolutely right.  

Should we be having kind of extremists or people who don’t represent the majorities though 

they are. I’ll give you an example of that.   

I saw Newsnight the day of the John Reid visit to East London where Jeremy Paxman did a one 

plus two. Which in one thing, you could say we were searching for balance, as though balance 

was impartiality.  What we were searching for was revelation and audience understanding of 

perspectives around the moment of the day.  And to me, that was not wanting a shouting match, 

as though that was the triumph.  The real triumph of the interview for me as a viewer, watching 

at home, was it was quite revealing about different perspectives and what was turning people on 

without ever having that premise.  So, I think that, just as in the same way that there are some 

things that may not be right, there’s a lot that is good. 

SUE LAWLEY 

Mark, I’m going to let you come back in, cos obviously you’ll have another go at this but I just 

want to get some views from the floor on what Janet said.  Who’s going to react on the floor.  

JOHN MORRISON 

..views in this day between the ideas of neutrality and the idea of impartiality and in the charter 

and agreement there’s a difference made.  The charter and agreement says in a little noticed 

clause that the BBC is not asked to be neutral on all issues.  It’s asked, you know, due 

impartiality does not preclude the BBC taking us down lots of issues including, there’s a whole 

range of issues on which the BBC is not neutral.  It’s not neutral on racism.  You would not get 

somebody who came onto the BBC to argue that certain races were inferior to other races would 

not get, would not be treated as a respectable, as holding a respectable view.  The BBC has taken 

the view that the reason all ….   

SUE LAWLEY 

… hang on Helen is just saying they might… 

 



 
 

HELEN BOADEN 

I think you need to be very careful there. I think you have to be very careful with that.  The 

institution is against racism but there’s a perfectly valid set of arguments that people have indeed 

put forward on 5 Live quite recently about the intelligence of black people.  They were very 

uncomfortable views that were challenged pretty hard but you can’t just say we wouldn’t put 

them on and treat them with a lack of respect. I mean, you know, if we are impartial, that means 

testing every argument hard and rigorously and that really does mean every argument. 

JOHN MORRISON 

I don’t think that’s a typical treatment of the argument about racism on the BBC.  I’m not 

making a racist argument, I’m just saying that (no, I know you aren’t)  there are some issues 

where the BBC has effectively closed its mind.  I would say, you know, pedophilia is another 

one.  Gender equality is another one and I, the other day, it struck me that, is this beginning to 

happen on climate change.  On Wednesday, the Today programme and Newsnight followed up 

the Guardian story saying that Exxon was funding anti environmentalist lobby groups.  And, in 

both programmes, there were anti environment spokesmen on but they were not treated, as a 

detached observer, I haven’t a knife to grind on either side.  It just seemed to me that the anti 

environment were not treated with the same respect as the environmentalist spokesman. I think 

that Janet has put a finger on something.   

There are the point, there are issues on which the BBC effectively closes its mind and says that 

people who argue against that point of view are irrational and don’t treat, don’t need to be 

treated with the same degree of respect. 

JANET DALEY 

Can I make just two points.  One is, is racism when it’s uttered by Muslims treated in the same 

way as racism when it’s uttered by whites, say members of the BNP.  Are racist remarks that are 

made by Muslims treated with less aggression than they would be than the reverse, English 

people talking about Muslims.  And, secondly, the business about race, the argument about race 

used to be the argument about immigration. And there was a time when anyone who uttered 

immigration and problem in the same sentence was regarded as a bigot by the BBC. Now, that 

isn’t true anymore. That isn’t true anymore. 

SUE LAWLEY 

It’s certainly true that Michael Howard was very given, dealt the racist card when he brought it 

up as an election issue at the last election. Whereas now, it’s got the imprimatur of the left. 

JANET DALEY 

When people of the left say immigration might be a problem they are not treated like bigots. In 



 
 

the same way that people on the right saying that were. 

MARK BYFORD 

The key thing for me Sue is that it’s very interesting that you started with the editorial guidelines 

this morning.  Michael said it was the reverse of the coin to independence.  Is that aim for 

impartiality is not freestanding on its own unconnected with the other values that drive the BBC 

around truth and accuracy.  Around independence, around accountability to the audiences.  The 

absolute key for us is not, does the BBC hold the view or not, does it have a set of values that 

are driving the organization that enable the public that own it, that own it and pay for it, have a 

trust in it so they think its worth having.  And, that’s the whole element in the growing market 

place.  Is there a role for the public, for the organization such the public are willing to pay for it 

& it provides something that they require?  Now, in a world where trust is changing & 

impartiality is changing, for the BBC I would say it’s a core value.  That really matters.   

The really interesting thing in the BBC Janet is that people get in a muddle about impartiality.  

They sometimes think it’s all about balance.  Whereas, actually, the notion today that it’s about 

open mindedness, that it’s a responsiveness to a wide perspective of ideas.  The real thing I 

worry about is do we know the wide perspective of ideas or do we think that three or four 

therefore are the only ones? 

SUE LAWLEY 

Well, I’m going to come back to the but Aaqil Ahmed who was on the panel this morning.  You 

wanted to take up this point about racism or immigration. Yeah. 

AAQIL AHMED 

Yeah, I think actually there’s a couple of points.  I actually wanted Janet to talk about how, you 

know, you were taking about censorship effectively in terms of what we, we shouldn’t let 

extremists Muslims talk.  We shouldn’t let people.. well we shouldn’t really have them on.  At 

one point that’s where it seems to be what you were saying   

JANET DALEY 

I was saying a disproportionate amount of air time.  Is it necessary to have a fundamentalist 

Muslim in every single discussion of Muslim issues.  That’s not the same as censorship. 

AAQIL AHMED 

I just talk about a series we do on Channel 4 just primarily aimed at Muslims called Sharia TV.  

And in the first two series, we didn’t really have any what you call right wing Muslim voices.  

One, they didn’t want to come on and two, you know, there was a feeling in the production 

team they didn’t want them as well. And on series three we had them on there and there was lots 

of complaints.  The Daily Mail, the Independent wrote an article about having these kind of 



 
 

right wing voices on there.  The reason we had them on was because talking to young Muslims 

they wanted to hear those people. They actually believed that some of them may speak for them.  

But, also I felt it was important that more liberal Muslim voices argued with them and you 

actually saw that because otherwise who’s going to get it on the internet? 

SUE LAWLEY 

Ok, I’m going to take a point here because I want, want to bring in … 

ROGER MOSEY 

I was going to say, I think the climate change example is a very good and interesting one because 

I think the BBC has in the past been too close to a wide range of views and we’ve had too 

narrow an agenda.  And, I have some sympathies with what Janet says generally about a 

liberal/pinko agenda at times.  But, take some examples we’ve been discussing earlier in the day.  

I would not think a holocaust denier should be allowed particular credence of views because my 

view as a professional journalist, certainly in my previous role, was that the holocaust is an 

historical fact.  Now, climate change is a really interesting example where in the job that Peter’s 

now doing, I was lobbied quite a lot by scientists about what they thought was a 

disproportionate number of people denying climate change getting on our airwaves and being 

part of a balanced discussion.  Because they believe, absolutely sincerely, that climate change is 

now absolute scientific fact.   

And, that’s really where you come into a set of gradations I think between the holocaust, which I 

would regard as 100% true on one side.  Climate change which some people regard as 98 or 99 

percent proven.  Then other things which are much more contentious alive issues where actually 

you’ve simply got to put a wide range of views on & let the audience make their mind up.   

SUE LAWLEY 

Georgina, let me bring you in here.  Is this a portrait of the BBC, Janet’s portrait of the BBC, 

one that you recognize having been the objective observer within it? 

GEORGINA  BORN 

Well, listen.  I think the crucial underlying issue in the room today (and Roger described it very 

well just now) is that we need a more sophisticated understanding of what I’d like to call the 

politics of knowledge and of the basis of truth and of our truth claims.  And, what’s striking, I, 

I’m fascinated because I heard the Today programme on the climate change debate and I saw it 

completely differently than you.   

If anything, I thought they gave much too much credence to the guy arguing with the man from 

the Royal Society. And, that’s where one of, what we need is a sophisticated debate about free 

speech actually.  Because, the debate we’re having today frankly, if you’ll forgive me all of you, is 



 
 

not sophisticated.  We can’t say that a bunch of royal, people from the Royal Society, who 

represent the best of our scientific brains in this country today. Unless you’re denying the 

authority of their scientific understanding and research, you can’t put it on the same plain as the 

guys, you know. We know the point was that Exxon Mobil are being at least accused of funding 

these lobbyists who deny this scientific research.  So, we have to be much more, I’m not taking a 

position, I’m saying that was what the story was and that’s a very legitimate story and it has 

crucial underpinnings and we have to understand them.   

So, let’s not…What I find ironic is in the critique of liberalism we drift into a complete 

relativism where, you know, racism and so on are supposed to be, you know, equally present on 

our screens  And, I would hotly contest that.  Moving ..(that’s not what I said)  Moving to my 

study, I just want to give a couple of headlines.  I think, and bring out I hope some new themes 

as we wind up today.  I think, alluding to before lunch, we had a very interesting set of 

statements about enlightenment values and rational skepticism. 

You’ll find it ironic when I now say that I think, I think that is too complacent.  I think some of 

that complacency is present in the BBC and I have certain sympathies with Janet in this regard.  

But, the BBC is a very complex organization and my study shows that it’s, it has both.  It’s a 

highly self critical organization.  Witness today, witness all the ongoing editorial debates that I 

was part, I observed and for some years.  On the other hand, it has an extraordinary 

defensiveness, extraordinary arrogance and a great deal of complacency.  And, it’s a complex 

organization with both of these things.  But, what worries me is that banging on about 

enlightenment values can become a cloak for a kind of intellectual mono culture within the BBC. 

And that worries me. I think there is too much of a mono culture.  I think we see signs of green 

shoots and I’ll say in a minute that there is more diversity than we might imagine going on.   

But, the crucial question is to cultivate diversity and risk taking in the journalism.  And, not to 

allow Channel 4 to represent this only.  We need competition to keep the BBC on its toes in the 

famous phrase.  Take the way genres move on.  Take current affairs, take low cost current 

affairs.  What about Channel 4’s Un reported World? Marvelous, marvelous strand. Where’s the 

equivalent?  The Beeb has to be on the edge there helping genres evolve. And, I know that 

you’re aware of this but it needs saying.   

SUE LAWLEY 

I’m going to bring Justin in on this because I do want to hear what he… 

JUSTIN WEBB 

First on that climate change issue which is really interesting. It just occurs to me now, in 

America the view is, particularly on the right but actually quite far across the political spectrum, 



 
 

that one of the reasons why people in the Royal Society and the rest of the World are ranged 

against America on this is that they want to do America down economically.   

So, in other words, there is a motive for those who have joined the environmental lobby and 

those who..It’s not just that Exon is funding all these groups and they’re coming up with the 

denial.  They think that the other side is just as funded and just as, although it might not be at a, 

a level of knowledge.  It’s at a subliminal level but everyone else also has agendas there which is 

why it’s so important to, to make those agendas plain.  On the point of, of my particular interest 

which is our coverage of America. It seems to me that in the past we have taken the easy road 

when it comes to describing that nation.   

America is the greatest nation on the face of the earth. It’s the most wealthy, it’s the most 

successful.  We sometimes suggest that it got there almost by accident.  We fail to ask serious 

questions about why it is as successful as it is, about why they system that they invented works.  

And, we also, in the tone, not so much the detailed reporting, but in the tone of what we say 

about America, we have a tendency to scorn and deride.  And, I’m not just talking about George 

Bush though he’s part of the problem.  I’m talking about a much wider sense in which we don’t 

give America any kind of moral weight in our broadcasts.  And, I’m … 

SUE LAWLEY 

You say ‘We’.  Are you saying the BBC or saying broadcasters as a whole? 

JUSTIN WEBB 

I’m saying the BBC, well, I’m saying broadcasters as a whole particularly it’s an issue that 

concerns me inside the BBC. There was a piece, a news report, a year or so ago, whenever the 

CIA secret prisons issue first became, that said secret. I wrote it down, I’ve got it here. ‘Secret.. 

allegations that CIA planes have touched down at British airports while transporting terrorist 

suspects to secret torture camps have caused international outrage.  Governments around the 

World have been pressing the Americans for more information.  That was a report that went 

out.   

The tone of that piece suggests that the cruel Americans have been caught abusing large 

numbers of people by a just and righteous World community who are now in the process of 

sorting that out.  And, the reason that struck me is I read on the same day that I read that. I read 

a piece on the AP wires about a schoolteacher in Afghanistan who had had his head cut off in 

front of his children because he had taught his daughters to read.  And, I thought, we fail 

sometimes to notice so obsessed are we with criticising our selves and our own way of life and 

quite properly in many ways. But, so obsessed have we become with that that we have failed to 

notice that we are not the cruel ones in this argument.  That we’re not on the wrong side in this 



 
 

argument.  And, we actually do our audience, I think, a disservice & ourselves as moral actors a 

disservice if we don’t notice. 

SUE LAWLEY 

And, you’re saying you consciously tried to redress the balance of that sort of casual anti 

Americanism?   

JUSTIN WEBB 

I consciously try to redress it and, and with the help of Mark and others it is something that we 

are aware of and try to.. 

MARK BYFORD 

I’ll give you a very good example of it involving Justin.  I remember it very clearly.  There was a 

programme of correspondents looking ahead to the year in front. Something that happens on 

the BBC during the new year. The correspondents, BBC correspondents were discussing certain 

key themes that were coming up.  This guy intervenes and says. ‘Just one second, just one 

second’ to his own peers that’s not how people here think.  ‘And, I would want to challenge 

even you,’ This is on air ‘about the way that your mind set is.’  I think that’s a really good thing.  

I think the fact that when I was in Washington last time and had changed with Justin he knows 

this.  We talked about this very point together. The whole.. 

SUE LAWLEY 

How representative do you think you are in the way you say you approach this kind of…? 

JUSTIN WEBB 

I think I have been unrepresentative. Because, I think we’ve got into a lazy way of thinking that 

has portrayed America in they way actually that most British people think of America. And, 

again, coming back to climate change, you know, those on the left and environmentalists who 

want us to worry about climate change almost always say ‘Look at climate change, look at those 

Americans and their SUVs.’  What they don’t say is look at those Chinese and they’re desires to 

have fridges which would be another way of looking at it.  And, we have to be aware of that.  

We have to try consciously, I think, to be fairer not to minorities with which we are told we 

should be prepared to from the moment we joined the BBC, but actually sometimes to 

ourselves. 

SUE LAWLEY       

It’s music to your ears Janet.    

JANET DALEY 

Can I just..very quick point about the anti Americanism. The only time I ever used to get hate 

mail as a journalist, as a columnist, was ever I made reference to the fact that I was Jewish.  I got 



 
 

a little flurry of anti semitic hate male.  I got used to that. Now, I get that kind of hate mail when 

I make reference to being American.  And, I mean really serious hate mail.  Go back where you 

came from sort of hate mail. And, that’s new.  

SUE LAWLEY                  

Jana Bennet 

JANA BENNET 

I don’t get much hate mail but I’m probably not as outspoken.  I think, just on climate change, I 

don’t think, I think there’s a mis understanding going on including from John about what’s, 

what, it’s a nature of understanding scientific method which allows us to move forward 

journalistically as opposed to deciding some kind of fairness or sometimes inherent corruption 

story.  In other words, you can approach it politically, because of course science is political.  But, 

as journalists, we also have the duty to understand something of where a body of science is 

moving. Which is that science is somewhat consensual.  Our Arts based culture and anti science 

culture broadly, doesn’t really even un, come close to understanding much of what’s going on. 

So, it’s now being assessed as a freedom of speech issue, which is again not really the point. 

Neither, really, is whether or not the Royal Society disagree with the method of funding of some 

science.  What it comes down to, ultimately, is what, where is the centre of gravity of this 

consensus about the evidence.  And, if we decide to leave evidence based journalism behind.  I 

mean, scientific journalism as much as any other sort of journalism, we might as well stop going 

into hospital and believing that our treatment is going to be anything more than a bit of hocus 

pocus.  Now, we don’t do that with our medical care because we actually think there’s a 

fundamental empirical testing process going on.   

And, it’s incredibly important to get this debate right and our coverage right on climate change. 

And, it isn’t a sort, we can easily get the equivalent of the Auschwitz, you know, there’s no 

evidence.  You can easily whip up a fringe. Our job, and make them look like they have equal 

weight ‘cos they’ll say things well, whatever.  The issue is understanding where the weight of the 

evidence has got to and that is an incredibly important thing in terms of public understanding.  

Equipping citizens, not because it’s the flavour of the month to worry about, nor because it’s gas 

guzzling or, you know, energy usage in America which is disproportionate to other countries or 

whatever.   

In other words, it’s not about the politics of that. It’s about informing the public as to what’s 

going to happen or not happen possibly over the next couple of hundred years.  And, I think, 

that, we don’t have enough confidence in our journalism always to deal with some science and 

complexities where the science and body of knowledge rest. (can..) Science isn’t about truth and 



 
 

fact actually and if you knew scientific method, people would not discuss it that way. They’d say 

‘Where does the body of consensus lie in any one period of time?’ (ok) 

And, to be confident enough to be able to nail what the real story is at any one time.  And, that’s 

why, before we did the climate change season, we actually did a very long one day seminar 

involving documentary makers, science producers and news journalists which gives a foundation 

and we had lots of different opinions in it as well. .. for how we dealt with the storyboard. 

SUE LAWLEY 

Can we now, as we move towards the end of this seminar because we really are nearly there. We 

must move towards the close.  And, I’d just like to get people to address finally the broad issue 

which I think there seems to be an agreement here today which is that the bottom line is there is 

a liberal left consensus inevitably within the media because of the nature of the people who work 

in it, who are younger, more metropolitan, more gay someone said this morning.  Was that 

Andrew Marr, I can’t remember.  But, anyway, if that is the consensus and if they are not 

therefore occupying (NOISES OFF)  Well, I’m just repeating what Andrew said, I’m just trying 

to draw it all ….  If that liberal left consensus is not on the middle ground.  If, however, it is 

aware of what it is and where it is which seems to me to be what I’m hearing from the BBC 

people who are speaking here today.  How do you require it to be self, more self aware?  How 

do you require it to be aware of where it is and to look in the mirror reasonably frequently and 

to aim off.  Because, that’s the only way, is it not, that they get back into the middle. I’m going 

to take a, well I should come to you last really Mark, the most senior person here today.  Janet, 

do you like the idea that they might be able to do that? 

JANET DALEY 

They do it when they get nagged and criticized on a particular issue.  Everybody went on and on 

about… (Justin’s doing it by the sound of it)  Europe or Washington.  And, then it moved. But, 

that is something else. Now, it’s the war on terror or it’s anti Americanism .  I mean, it just, it 

just moves to a different issue.  

SUE LAWLEY 

Quick point, I’m going to have to take quick points. 

GWYNETH WILLIAMS 

… I think that the simplicity of this left right debate.  I really think we’ve moved away from that.  

I mean, I don’t think the current discussion is about those sort of things. (it’s not just left/right)  

I think it’s too simplistic.  I think, you know, um, impartiality is absolutely no defense against 

being offensive.  We’ve got, you know, good journalism is going to cause offense.  And, you 

know, that’s what we’ve got to do.  For me, it’s all about judgment.  It’s all about forming a view 



 
 

based on argument evidence and coming to a judgment.  And, you do that with the right BBC 

sense of fair-mindedness and looking at the evidence.  

SUE LAWLEY      

Roger, I give you 30 seconds.. 

ROGER BOLTON 

I’m in total confusion about what the issue of impartiality is about.  We’ve heard talk, some 

people are talking about bias.  Also, there’s a confusion that impartiality is not about fact, we’re 

not enquired to be impartial about facts, your job is to establish facts. You are, in some instances 

it’s possible to do that and in some it isn’t.  You are required to be impartial about policies, 

opinions, interpretation and ideas.  The key problem that needs to come out of today, I think, is 

two things.  One is, a proper definition of what impartiality is and to focus on that.  And, the 

second thing is, apart from good journalism establishing the facts, how do you get all of us at 

every stage of our lives to be truly independent, to truly look at our own biases and to continue a 

process of education.  The idea that you join the BBC, train as a journalist. You are a journalist 

and that’s it is rubbish.  Somehow, you’ve got to breed a mentality as today in part does, of a 

constant evaluation of one’s self and trying to achieve independence of judgment.  But, it’s not 

about bias. 

SUE LAWLEY 

I’m going to stop you. This is, we’re part of the process of trying to define what impartiality is all 

about.  John Bract who’s produced today is actually writing a long report on the nature of 

impartiality.  And, if you look on the back of your programme, you will see an email address to 

which you can write to him saying all of these things, any of you.  Or indeed, I think, other 

people within the governance unit will be very, very happy to receive your email, emails on this 

subject.  So, you can inform the report ultimately with that.  I keep denying you so a quick 30 

seconds. I’m now taking 30 seconds from anybody.   

STEVE BARNETT    

That’s alright. I’m really bothered by this idea of a left liberal consensus which seems to be 

emerging as a consensus.  And, I just think it’s, there’s no evidence for it and I think it’s very 

interesting to hear what Janet’s got to say.  But, where is the balance of Janet’s piece from 

someone talking from the left from some of the social voluntary groups, from organizations 

who have other things to say which are not represented in newspapers like the Telegraph and 

the Sun. (another..) Well, just.  I’ll give you one example.  Criminal justice policy is an area where 

very many lawyers and legislators are very worried that the right wing are running the agenda and 

there is another side of the picture which is not being properly represented, not just within the 



 
 

press but within the BBC. 

SUE LAWLEY 

Georgina, I’ll give you your 30 seconds. 

GEORGINA BORN 

I think Jana is absolutely right on matters of fact, though very strange to treat the Royal Society 

as just another body of opinion within Britain.  That’s what I’m resisting.  Either we recognize 

the specificity  (don’t go back to the specifics.  Please keep it broad)  Secondly, on opinion, that’s 

a whole different matter. I’m very pleased to report that from my work inside various news and 

current affairs programmes in the late ‘90s there was a huge effort on the teams to analyse a 

space of opinion and debate on any particular issue.  And, on the basis of that kind of analysis 

however imperfect, right process, identify things that needed to be said because they were too 

little known or too little said.  Or, too little understood in the public debate. That seems to me 

absolutely the right kind of approach.  I’m not saying it’s always followed, but opinion & matter 

of fact are completely different.  And, the final thing, I think we’ve spoken today a great deal as 

if there was sort of one journalistic culture within the BBC.  The BBC’s journalism is very 

diverse.  Newsbeat, Radio 5 Live, Asian Network. I mean, they’re a very different kinds of 

judgments going on.  To use the term we’ve come to. Very different values informing what 

needs to be done with those different audiences.  Quite rightly so.  So, again, we need a more 

sophisticated take on..(just)what happens with a diverse journalistic culture like this 

SUE LAWLEY 

Justin, you’re the one person who knows what 30 seconds is 

JUSTIN WEBB 

We’ve got... But, I’m not going to take any notice of that.  We’ve got to differentiate between 

impartiality as a professional tool which I still think is worth defending.  And, perhaps should be 

defended with a more rigorous mission statement in which we say what we are impartial about.  

We’ve got to make a distinction between that tool, which is important and which the audiences 

respect.  And, impartiality as a moral force where it is perfectly moral, indeed it is necessary, to 

be partial in some circumstances. A person who has children and says I’m impartial as between 

my children and other people’s children is a crazy person.  Eccentric at most, actually immoral. 

There are moments in your life and in your professional work where you should be partial and 

the BBC should understand that.  And, I was roundly patronized by John Snow among other 

people this morning for saying I would have worries about interviewing Osama Bin Laden.  He 

is a mass murderer.  He is a man of virtually no moral worth himself.  For us just to be the kind 

of organization where there are individuals who consider these issues, who think a bit about 



 
 

them before they jump in, I think is no bad thing. And that’s Osama Bin Laden would chose to 

be interviewed by us at the end of the day rather than Channel 4 News. 

MARK BYFORD 

I’ve not got out of the day any sort of conclusion that there is an issue about soft liberalism in 

the BBC.  Nor, do I in any way believe that because we have different audiences that we must 

serve across the BBC’s journalism that there are different values flying around the BBC’s 

journalism.  There are common values but a different tone, different agendas, different styles to 

meet different relevancies for audiences.  

But, they’re all, all driven by the same values, I hope, around truth and accuracy and around 

impartiality and independence.  The key for me as well that’s come out of today is the Sparkler 

research shows you the audience are really intelligent about impartiality. They didn’t define it as 

balance.  They didn’t define it as left/right.  Although they said it was complex, they also said it 

was about open mindedness to ideas which is the other thing that I’ve got of today.  Because, I 

think what we’re trying to do out of today is one, not to try and get to a definition of 

impartiality.   

I would caution the BBC trying to define impartiality for itself and for the rest of the industry.  I 

think we’re about understanding the principles of impartiality and the audience have told us that 

it really matters to them.  They own us, they own us. And to us they’ve said today it matters.  It 

matters more in news and current affairs than it may mean in comedy.  I don’t think any com, 

comedy script writer starts by how can I make it impartial.  He should start with how can I give 

you a laugh. Ok.  But, if every single comedy we ever did was just taking the p out of George 

Bush or Tony Blair I think there would be an issue. But, that’s not the principle of comedy.  But, 

in news, we want to be that.  So, open mindedness to ideas is very important. The second is 

Janet said about arrogance of the BBC and complacency.   

MARK BYFORD 

….Writer’s block which is everyday editors discussing their dilemmas, their ideas, the decisions 

they took and engaging with the audience about them and in fact, getting feedback from the 

audience to about why that matters.  Where they got it wrong, where they got it right.  I think 

that’s not an end, it’s a start. 

SUE LAWLEY 

That’s it.  Many thanks to all our contributors on the platform and indeed on the floor. Thank 

you very much indeed.  Do stay for a drink downstairs. But, just before you go, we end with the 

rogues gallery once again.  First of all Dorothy Byrne followed by the inimitable Jeff Randall 

now residing safely at the Daily Telegraph.  Thank you very much. 



 
 

 

FILM STARTS 

DOROTHY BYRNE 

I sat last week next to two men from the BBC and one turned to the other and said – ‘Oh, did 

you go to Oxford or to Cambridge?’  And, the other one treated this as if it was an absolutely 

normal question, whereas to me it was a completely bizarre question and said ‘Oh, I went to 

Oxford.’   

JEFF RANDALL 

I used to have, I still have, a pair of cufflinks which are Union Jack cufflinks.  I’m very proud to 

wear those.  I’m British, why not.  I walked into the Corporation one day and an experienced 

producer said to me ‘You can’t wear those, that’s a National Front symbol, that’s a BMP 

symbol.’  I said ‘Excuse me, this is my country’s flag, I’m very proud of this.’  And I thought that 

person was a one off.  The same type of comment was repeated to me by an editor of the very 

main TV bulletin. They saw the Union flag as a symbol of some Nazi party.  (and did you wear 

them on air in the end?)  I absolutely wore them on air.  I mean, you know, actually there is 

hypocrisy here.  Because, if you walk into the BBC Television Centre, right outside the 

Corporation there is big flag pole with a Union flag at the top. It seems to me if it’s good 

enough for the Corporation, it’s good enough for me.  I wasn’t making a statement other than 

the fact I’m very proud to be British. 

FILM ENDS

END   caption Impartiality: Fact or Fiction 

  
 


	 

